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PREFACE 
This study is basically a descriptive analysis of basketball and 
how it relates to Indiana. Al though some conclusions will be reached, 
the major emphasis will be to pre!i5ent and to describe the relationship 
between the game and the state, 
Seve:cal geographical concepts were used th:r:oughout this study; 
such as; origin, diffusion, spatial distribution, spatial interaction, 
spatial organization, and regionalization. Pe1'Sonal experience and 
analysis was a.1.so an important ingredient. This personal involvement 
by the author incl~es participation as an athlete in both inter-
scholastic and intercollegiate s:D()rt within Indiana, as well as teach-
ing _on both levels over a fourteen year period. For eight years the 
author has been the District #21 (Indiana) Eligibility Chairman for 
the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA), and has 
been a member of the National Eligi'\>ility Co~ttee of this organiza-
tion for the last four of these yea.rs. 
The author wishes to express appreciation to his major adviser, 
Dr. John F. Rooney, Jr., for his guidance and assistance th:r:oughout 
this study. Appreciation is also expressed to the other committee 
membets, Dr. Stephen Tweedie, Dr. George o. Carney, and Dr, Thomas A, 
Ka.rma.n, for their invaluable assistance in the preparation of the 
final manuscript. 
A note of thanks is given to the administration, the teaching 
faculty, and staff of Taylor University for support in the preparation 
iii 
of this study and also for financiaJ. assistance from the Taylor 
University Fund for Teaching Excellence, In addition, appreciation is 
extended to Miss Deborah Sea.ma.nds and Miss Connie Kimberlin for typing 
the earlier drafts of the manuscript. Thanks are also extended · to 
Dr, F.clward Lyons and Mr. Dennis Gibson of Ball State University and 
the Cartography Department of Oklahoma. State University for their 
assis~ce in ma.king the maps found within this diss~rta.tion. 
A special recognition of gratitude and thanks is expressed to my 
wife, Janet, for her partners~p, understanding, encouragement, assis-
ta.nee, and many sacrifices throughout this study, Thanks is also 
given to my three year old son, Erie, for his trying to understand 
what dad was doing with most of his time, 
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They're packed to the ceiling, 
They're :rocking and reeling, 
They're q-.lte running over with cheers, 
They're screaming for baskets 
They're blowing their gaskets, 
and stripping their vocals of gears: 
They're basketba.11 crazy, 
They're a little bit hazy 
On Latin and English and Speech, 
They're up on the rule books, 
They're down on their school books 
They hammer each other and soreech! 
They're goofy a bit, but don't mind it 
They're happy, as ever you'll find it, 
In the Ides of March they're the worst, 
But from mid October 
They're only half sober, 
With basketball a:t'd.or they burst: 
'Tis the Hoosier Hysteria some name it, 
And not many Hoosiers discl~m it, 
All units are sto:cming the.gates, 
This "hoop infiltration" 
Has taken the Nation, 
We're fifty hysterical states: 
1William c. Ringenber, Tjylor University1 !h! First 125 Years 
(Grand Rapids, Michig~, 1973, P• 162. 
1 
Hoosier Hysteria is not just a phrase which has develop-
ed over the years in the state of Indiana. Rather, it is a 
basketball frenzy which sets in at the beginning of each sea.-
son, and reaches its !eak with the crowning of another State 
High School Champion. 
2 
Basketball in,Ind.iana. is an obsession. The;re just isn't anything . . . 
quite like it. "Word d.esoriptions have been attempted by some of the 
best in the bu.siness, but until you have been personally involved as 
a part~ci~t', you wouldn't believe it anyway. n3 
. . Speaking -at the .qnul. Invitational . !)inner of the Physical 
Ed•oation Department of the Y.H.c.A. a"t In.diana.polis, Indiana, 
March 27, 1936, Dr, James Naismith, known as the 'father of. 
basketl,all,' told his il.isteners that 'basket"ba,11 really had its 
beginni'1€, in Indiana, which remains today in the center of the 
sport~ •4 
This thought and emotion describes :not only the sp(;lctator at a 
high school or college basketball game, but the "am chair coach" as .. 
~-
well, This pattern is usw.ly based upon little empirical data, and in 
most cases is greatly exaggerated, 
The purpose of this study is to examine the histerieal geographic 
development of Indiana. basketball,. Geographical concepts will be used 
to eval.u.te and to analyze the strength, .emphasis, and influence 'of 
Indiana. ea.sketbail in relationship to the :nation, · both historl.ca.lly and 
at the present t~me, The evaluation of basketball within the state will 
also be presented and discussed, This will be done bJ using less emo-
tionaJ. techniques, the:ceb7, attempting to be mote objective in the 
evaluation precess, The origin and diffusion of the game will be 
2Her'b Schwomeyer, Hoosier Hz!iteria1 ! History!! Indiana High 
School Basketball (Greenfield, Illdia:na., 1976), p, l, 
' ' 
;Ibid, 
4 Ibid,, P• 16, 
3 
briefly disc1:1ssed. Its spatial organization and regi.ona.lization will 
also be examined as will the spatial im.teraction which it has stimu-
lated. 
'l'hus this study is basieaJ.ly a descriptive analysis of basketball 
and how it relates to Indiana. Although so.me conclu.sions will be reach-
ed, the major emphasis will be to present and to describe the relation-
ship between the gaae and the state. 
II. Review of the Literature 
"Geographers as a research gmup have largely- ignored or given 
trivial treatment to the spatial and environmental aspects of sport. 
By comparison, other social scientists have been. reason.abJy activeo ... 5 
For the most part, the geographer must then rely upon the other disci-
plines fo:ir 1110st of his primary information eoneerning sport. Other 
than those directly involved in physical edue&tion and/or athletics, the 
I 
.. '"·-- . .. . 
sports seciologists have p:z»d~eed the most abundant amolallt of info:rma-
,- .!,.; 
ti.on concerning this subject, i History, philosophy, antn:r;:opology, econ-
omios, and psychology are all disciplines that have contributed to the 
general study of sport. 
There has been one important exception in relationship to geo-
graphy. The manuscript written by John F, Rooney 11 From Cabin Creek to - -
Anaheim a ! Geography 2.f · .American s:;eort, has become the basic text for 
the future of this field,6 In this work, he presents the basic 
5John F,o Roo:ney, .!'.!!!! Ca.bin Creek to Anaheim&! Geography~ 
American Sperl (Unpublished manuscript, Oklahoma State University, 
Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1973), P• 2, 
6Ibidci 
geographical concept3 that would best apply to the subject of sport, 
He also presents several inte~sting e~ples of sport ~eography, and 
poses problems that should be dealt with in the f~ture. This manu-
script was a major source in the prepa.rtion of this st'Wiy. 
4 
There were four other sources tha.t·were continually used through-
out this study. The most important was, Hoosier Hysterias ! History .2f 
Indiana High School Baskeibe.11, by Herb Schwomeyer.7 Schwomeyer, the 
Dean of Men at Butler University, has coached on the high school and 
college levels, has been keenly interested in Indiana basketball 
throughout his career, and has written the most complete history of 
Indiana basketball. "Everything was ero$s-checked five or six times 
with IHSAA ~Indiana Htgh School Athletic Association_] records and 
foot after foot of microfilm. He didn't accept anything from memory 
and uncovered several di3crepa.ncies."8 One of the important assets of 
this book is the bibliography, specifically the references dealing with 
high_school yearbooks. 
Another important source was the Indiana High School Basketball 
Record~ edited by v. L. Rensberger a.nd published by the Indiana-
polis ~·9 Along with Schwomeyer's book, these two sources provided 
most of the Indiana high school statistics used in the study. Both 
sources proved invaluable. 
For the la.st fifty-two years, the Converse Rubber Company has 
7schwomeyer, P• 1. 
8 Ibid., P• iii. 
9v. L. Rensberger, ed.,, Indiana Hi'h School Basketball Record 
!221£, .!.22.J. (Indiana.polis, Indiana, 1973 o 
5 
published annually a basketball yearbook dealing with all aspects of 
the game; e.g., high school basketball, collegiate basketball, history, 
All-Americans, techniques. Hall of Fame, conferences, professional 
basketball, and statistics. This yearly source of information is 
important for a.ny type of study concerning basketball. These books 
were edited by Wallace R. Lo:rd, and the one most used was the fiftieth 
edition, 1971 Oo:nverse Basketball Yearbook.10 
The Marion, Indiana, Ohl.'Onicle-Tribune was used on seyeraJ. occa.-
sions. Not only were current data collected, but also historical in-
formation was obtained from this sc,urce. These last four sources, 
along with Rooney'·s manuscript, proved to be the most important pieces 
of infonnation for this study. 
Several reference books were considered thl:o'tl.ghout the research 
period. Two of them were geographical dictiona.riess Webster's New 
, .. - . -
I ., . 
, 11 12 Geographical Dietiona.r;y; and A D:tctiona.r;y Q.t Basie Geography. Four 
W8:t'E) encyclopedias, two of Which dealt With sport in general written 
by Menke13 and Pra.tt.14 The other two were specifically concerned with 
th~ Sport of basketball; !h!, Modem Encycolpedia g! Basketball, edited 
10wa11ace R. Lo:rd, ed., !2.2J:. Converse Basketball Yearbook 
(Malden, Massachusetts, 1971)• '.i'he 1968, 1969, and 19?0 Yearbooks 
were also frequently used in this study. 
11,Webster's ~ Geographical Dictionary (Springfield, Mass-
achusetts, 1972J. 
12Allen A. Schmieder, Paul F. Griffin, Ronald L. CM.tham., and 
Salvatore J. Natoli, ! Dictionar,y .2f Basic Geography (Boston, 1970). 
l3F'i'a,nk Grant Menke, ~ Enoyelopedia 2f SPQrts (South .B:;,mswick, 
New Jersey, 1969). 
14John Lowell Pratt, !h!:, Official Encyclopedia .2f Sports 
(New York, 1964). 
by Holl~der,15 and the Ronald Encyclopedia 2f.. Basketball, edited by 
16 Mokray. 
6 
On the collegiate level there were two reference 1:::ooks continual-
ly employed in relationship to info:cmation oonc~rning the nation's 
individual colleges and universities, They were,The Blue Book of Col· 
' I --------
!!I! Athletics ~ 1969-197017 and !h!_ 1969-!22£1 Na.ti~nal Directory 2f. 
·. w ' 
College Athletics, These two SOttt"Ces were used in collecting the 
national sample of collegiate institutions that provided the statis-
tical info:r:mation concerning basketball player production, Another 
I 
statistical source was Collegiate Basketball, Facts!!!!. Figures Ol!,ih!_ 
~ . • ' l 
~ Sport by Caudle, 19 
The Handbook of:the Iruli~ High.School Athl~tic Assoc~ation 
' 
20 was also consul "tied, This handbook has been published annually for 
seventy yearss 1903-1973, The two most useful were those issued in 
1957 and 1973-74, Two other references related to this association 
, 21 
were also useda the Constitutions Rules !!!9:, !I,-!!!!• and the 
l5Zander Holland.er, ed., ~ Modern Encyclopedia. of Basketball 
(New York, 1969), · 
16 . 
William George Mokmy, ed,, Ronald Encyclopedia. 2! Basketball 
(New York, 1963), . · , ·, 
l?The ™~of College Athletics f2.!: 1962_-!.22.Q. (Cleveland, 
Ohio, 1970). . . 
18:Ra.y F:t'Ulks, ed,, T.he 196J-1.22.Q. National. Directory 2£. College 
Athletics (Cleveland, Ohio, 1970 • . . 
l9Ed.win C, Caudle, Collegiate Basketball, Facts ~ Figures £.!!. 
~~Sport (Winston-Salem', 1960), , · · . 
, . ''20rndi@:l'l8: High Sc~ol Athletic Association Handbook, 1.2.U-~ and 
lli2. (Ind4a.napolis, Indian.a., 1957 and 1973). 
21Indiana High School Athletic Association Constitutiona Rules and 
l!Y-1.!!!! (Indiaila.polis, Indiana, 1973). 
7 
Three sources by Rooney were used to gain a better understanding 
of the general field of sports geography, two of which were published 
in per.1.odicals concerning footba.11, 23 and a third which was a presented. 
24 pa.per entitled "A Geegra.phy of Basketball," Another excellent b1bli-
ographie source concerning basketball was a book written by Healey, 
High School Basketballs Coa.ehipg, Managing, Administering, 25 
One of the most important so-urees of information on which this 
study was based was the many hundreds of basketball team rosters col-
lected by Rooney, Under his supervision this information was coded, 
key pl1llched, and analyzed, The data -- which were swama.rized by county, 
SMSA, and state -- were extremely useful, especially in dealing with 
several of the geographical concepts used in the research aspect of the 
study, 
Many sources could be consulted eonoerni11g sport 1n Amer.tea., but 
they a.re too numerous to mention in this study, except as they relate 
to the sport of basketball, The bibliographic information presented 
by Rooney in his manuscript,!!'!!, Ca.bin Creek~ Anaheims ! Geography 
22Indiana. High School Athletic Association Bulletin (Indianapolis, 
Indiana, January, 1974). 
23John F, Rooney, Jr,, "A Geographical Analysis of .Football Player 
Pn>duction in Oklahoma. and Texas," Okla.ha:ma Academy!! Science Proceed-
!!!s.!, Vol, 50 (1970); and, "Up Fmm the Mines and· Out Froa the Prair-
ies, Some Geographical ImplicatiQns of Football in the United' States," 
,!h!. Geographical. Review, Vol, LIX, No, 4 (New York, 1969). 
24Jolm F, Rooney, Jr,, "A Geog:ra.phy of Basketball," (Unpublished 
paper presented at the lbeky Moumtain Social Science Meeting, Fort. 
Collins, Colorado, May, 1971). · 
25willia.m Albert Healey, High School Basketballs Coaching, Ma.nag-
~. Administering (Danville, Illinois, 1962), 
~ American Sport, is one of the best places to begin in the search 
for this type of info:cmation. 26 
It should be understood that the sources discussed so far have 
been used throughout this study. Only those references used within 
specific areas will be discussed from this point. From the author's 
8 
perspective, it would be best w present this information by subject as 
it relates to the individual chapters. 
Chapter II is concerned with the geographical concepts of origin, 
diffusion, and historical development. These concepts are basic to 
geographers, and three of the great scholars deaJ.ing with origin and 
diffusion are Sauer,27 Hagerstrand, 28 and Gould.29 In the area of his-
toricaJ. geography, +,ha individuals who )!lave had the most influence in 
America are Semple,JO Brown,31 and a.gain, Sauer. The best sources 
concerned with the development of historical geography in the United 
26lboney, From Ca.bin Creek !!, Ana.heim I ! Geogra.pffi' 2! American 
Sport. 
27 Carl o. Sauer, Agtj.eul tural Origins !.!l9:, Dispersals 1 ~ 
Domestication £! Animals ~ Foodstuffs ( Cambrltlge, 1969). 
28T. Hagerstrand, Innovation Diffusion as a §p?l.tia.l Process 
(Chicago, 1968). -- -
Z9Peter Gould, s;e:atial Diffusion (Washington D. c., 1969). 
JOEl.len Churchill Sem:ple, American History~ lli_ Geographic 
Conditions (New York, 1948)0 · 
3l Ba:f.,ph H. Brown, Historical Geography 2! .!,,h! United States, 
ed. J. R. Whitaker (New York, 1948). 
States are pre~ented by Jakle,32 Meinig,33 and Merrens.34 The book 
by James and Jones, American Geographya Inventroz !:!'.!! Prospeet,3.5 is 
also an excellent source dealing with several aspects of modern 
geography. 
. . ) . . 
An excellent account of a sport. similar to basketball -- i.e., 
9 
court ball -- was written by Goellnei-36 concerning the Mayas of ancient 
Mexico 1 tafs subject was also presented by Mokra.y in the !2.z!. .Q.2!.:. .. 
verse Baskei.ba.11. Yearbook.37 Although this info:r:ma.tion.p:roved.inter-
esting~ most of the :research dealt with modern day basketball and its 
development. 
In most cases, the best source of info::cma.tion comes from the 
individ'U&J. who is or was most directly involved with the s11bject, 
Naismith, inventor of the game. He has written extensively about his 
experiences, with his most import.ant wo:rk being Basketba.lla !!!, Origin 
32John Ao Jakle, "Time, Space, and the Geographic ~t, A 
Prospective for Historical Geography'," The American Historical 
. Review, Vol. 76, No. {October, 1971), PP• 1084-1103. · 
33Donald w. Meinig~ The Great Colembian Plains A Historical 
Geography, 1805-1910 {Seatt'i'e, 1968). -
)!I.Roy Ho Merrens, "Historical Geography and Early American 
History-,•• William !:!! ~ 9!!:rterly, V0l. '53 (October, 1965), 
PP• 529-.5480 · . . 
3.5p. Eo Jamee,and a. F. Johnes, eds., American 9!!Jraphy1 
Inven.to;y !!!_ Prospect (S,m.cuse, New York,· 19.54), PPo 70-105. 
J6William Ao Goellner, "The Court Ball Game of the Aboriginal 
Mayas, .. Research Qua.rterly, Vol. XXIV (1953), PP• 147-168.. There 
is also an excellent bibliography concerning this subject presented 
in the article. 
37Bill Mokray, "Through the Hoop 2,000 Years At», .. lf,l 
Converse Basketball Yearbook (Malden, Massachusetts, 1971, 
P• 24. 
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!:!!_ Development, 38 His wife has also written a.bout the early develop-
ment of this sport as well as one of the first basketball players,39 
A short history was also presented in the 19?1 Converse Basketball . . 
Yea.rbook,40 The Basketbal~ Hall of Fame presents this subje~in 
relationship to the development of the na.:1:1,41 
Seve:cal good sources are available dealing with the iapa.et of . . 
sport in American life, Although most of these are concerned with tne 
sociology of sport and will not 'be dealt with extensively in this 
study, three references relating to the historical development, writ-
. · . . 42 '· . '43 44 . 
ten by' Eyler, Holland, and Ten;ell,,. si.ould be mentioned, 
Basketball spread. thl.'Oughout the world very. :rapidly, A yearly 
SUJllllla.tion of the international bask~tball scene is presented by the 
Converse yearbooks, An interesting overview of this ,op\e was given 
38Ja.mes .Naismith, Ba.sketbal.11 .!'!:!.Origin!.!! Development 
{N&1' Yo:ck, 1941), Other interesting works by Naisllith a.res Rules 
for. :Basket !!:!!_ {Springfield, ~saeh~etts, 1892) 1 and, "Basket-
ball -- A Ga.me the World Pla;rs" .'.!'.!!. Rotarian ,(Ju.uar;y, 1939), 
· •·· 39Gra~e Naismith, "Father i,.s1tet'ball," Sprt:.s Illustrated 
(Janua.ry- 31, 1955), pp, 64-6.5, A small article was al~ written 
a.lxntt Raymond P, Kaighr.l'l, one of the original players in Springfield• 
"Events & Discover.less Survivor's Story," Sport.a· Illutrated {Dec, 
ember 8, 1958), P• 22, · 
40 
Lord, 127!. Converse Basketball Yearbook, pp, 57-58, 
. . ' 
.·.·• .. 41necess1ti; !!_ the Mother!! Invention, Histo;z-!?! Naismith 
Ba.sk~t'ball Hall of Fa.me {Spr.l.ngfield, Jilassaehuetts, Apr.l.l 24,. 
1961}.. ---
' _,_. '. 4~n H, _E71C?.r, "Origins of Con11911pemry Sport:.s," Research 
prt,erly {Deceabar, :1961), PP•: 480-489, He also presents ·a.n ex-
cellertt bibliography coneern.i:ng .. this subject, 
,.t ' 43Gera.ld Holland, "The Golden. Age Is Now, 11 Spo;Et$ lllustmted 
(August 16,' 19,54,), PP• 46-94, . 
44.Eoy Terrell, "The Amer.lean Game," Sport:.s Illustrated (Dec-
ember 9, 1957), pp, 26-92, · · 
by McGregor,4.5 aJld Odle has ¢tten a book entitled, Basketball 
Amund the lorld.46 ----
11 
As was noted above, Schwome7er has eontribu.ted the aost complete 
histo?zy" of India.llCI, basketball. He also presented a comprehensive 
listing of the :most important high school yearbooks t.hat concern tnem-
1 
selves with the mi.story of high sehoolbasketball. Otner sources were 
consul tad, one of which was the. Indianaplis ~· 47 The Marlon, . Ind-
. ' 
iana., Chronicle-Tribune has al.read:, been disc1:1.ssed. 
History and d.evelopment call also be obtained by Studying person-
aJ.ities, teams, pa.rtic1lllar games, and cities. Chapter IV will discuss 
· the importance of the coach in the development and spread. of basket-
ball throughout the state. Several. In.dia.na. coaches have written about 
their experiences.and have presented their views conee:cning good ba.sket-
48 49 ball. Some of these men are well known such as Wooden, Odle, 
McCra.oken,SO McCreary,.51 a.:nd Sweet.52 
45Jia McGregor, "Basketball -- The Werld's Fastest Gmwing Game," 
Jcn1ru.J. . of Heal.th, Physical lila;aea.tion, !!!9:. Recreation (October, 
1958), p.~7. ,• . . . . . . . 
46non J • ~e, Ba.sketba.ll A:roe.~ ·!.h! World (Berne, Ind:J#ta., 1961). 
47Grady Franklin, "Hoosier Hoop Hysteria Started Here," Indiana-
polis Star Maga.sine (Indiana.I,>.plis, Indiana., March 14, 19o5J I and, ·· 
Bay Marquette, "In Indiua, S,Ort Is King, 11 Indiana.polis ~ !!!:!-
a.zine (Indiana.polis, Indiana, 1966). 
48John Re Wooden., They~!!. Goa.eh (Waco, Texas, 1972). 
4 . 
9Don J. Odle, Ba.sket'ball Ba.sics (Berne, Indian.a., 1970). 
50Bruch MeOra.eken, Indiana. Basketball (New York, 1955). 
51Ja.y McCreary, Winning High School Basketball, ed. Bob Ba.met 
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, '19,56). 
52virgil Sweet, Sjeeifios g! Basketball Funda.mentals (Val-
paraiso, India.ma., 196~ • · 
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Other personalities who have contributed to Indiana. basketball 
include the distinguished players. General references concerning 
great plyaers fmm throughout the country have been compiled by 
Hirshberg,53 Weya.nd,.54 and Padwe.55 Other references dealing exclu-
sively with famous 11Hoosier11 ball players were censidered., including 
Robertson,.56 Disehinger,57 Bonham,.58 and Mount.59 
Included in Hirsh.berg's works a.re accounts of outstanding teams.60 
The state of Indiana. has had its share of g:pat teams f:rom mighty 
Indiana., Purdue, and Notre Da.me, to much smaller :E!lvansville.61 
Particular games also seem to draw a lot of attentiono Masin even 
53Albert Hirshberg, Basketball's Greatest Stars (New York, 
1963). 
54Alexa.nder M. Weyand, ~ Cavalcade of Basketball (New York, 
1960). 
55Sandy Pad.we, Ba.sketball 's .!!!!!. !?!_ ~e (Elilglewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey, 1970). 
56Ira. Berkow, Oscar &bertso:na :rh! Golden !.!!!:£ !22!± (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1971); and, Jeremiah Ta.x, .. What Price Glory For 
Oscar?," Sports Illustrated (January 26, 1959), PP• 19-20. 
57P.ay Cave, "College Ba.sketbaJ.la Ghost Along iihe Wabash," 
Sports Illustrated (January 23, 1961), P• 46. · 
58"Seorecams Star In Sight," s;eorts Illustrated (April 27, 
1964), P• 21. 
59Frank Befom, "Ba.sketba.ll's Bright Star In Indiana," Sports 
Illustrated (February- 14, 1966), PP• 28-35, 
60AJ.bert Hirshbe~, Basketball's Greatest Tea.ms (New York, 
1965). . . 
61 · 
Fra.nk DefQm, "Aces Are High in Evansvllle," Sports Illustrated 
(February 15, 1965), PP• 24-27; and, 11Schore.._1 l3a,ek Home In Ind-
iana.," Sports Illustrated (February 17, 1964), P• 7. 
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came up with what he ca.lled "The Greatest High School Gil.I• Ever 
Pl.ayed:"62 One very interesting ~tual occ1:1ring annually is the Ind-
iana. KentucltY' High Sebleol All-Star ga.me.63 This game has attracted 
much attention over the years, and many of the parl;ieipa.nts have gone 
on to better things in the collegiate and pro ranks. 'l'his ravalry 
between the two states even carries over into the collegiate battles~64 
In Indiana., cities can even become immorlaliz~d because of basket-
ball, These cities range :f':coa India.napolis,65 the largest city in the 
66 . 
state, to a small ton like Mil. which won the state ba.sketba.11 
championship in 1954, Or it could be Muncie, considered by some to 
be the basketball capital .of Indiana, 67 
Chapters III, IV, ud V, deal witl;l the geographical concepts of 
spatial distribution, interaction, and organization, These concepts 
are intensively discussed by Haggett in his Geop.ph.y I A Modern 
srntn9sis,68 Spatial interaction a.n.d orp.rdzatio:n. are also two of the 
62Herma.n Lo Masin, "The Gre~test High School Ga.me Ever Played:,• 
Senior Scholastic {Maren 20, 1964), P• JO, 
63Clurry' Kirkpatrick,. "The War Between Two States," Sports Illus-
.. trated. (Jue 27, 1966), PP• JO-J5; and, "Togetherness Tri\111\phs 
Twice,•• Sports Illttf!ltrated. (July 4, 19"), PP• 60-63• also, nm 
Cha.pin, "They're Still At It In India.Da.," Sports Illustrated {June 26, 
1967), PP• J0-3]., . 
64Joe Jares, ''Ba.rnbur.ner ID The Old Bam," Sports Illllstrated 
{December 21, 1970), :P:P• 24-25. · ,,· ' 
·· · ,. 65Breck Yates, "A Hot Time ia the Bold Town," Sprts Illustrated 
(December J, 197'.3), PP• 52-76, · · 
66Ed1th Ebberts, ."Indiana's Tewn of Champions," Coronet 
{October, 1954), PP• 122-126, 
67 Charles We' White, "The Hoosier Madness," Spprts Illustrated 
(December 19, 1955), PP• 2'.3-46, 
68P. Haggett, Geogmph:[I A Mocie:rn Syl'lthesis {New York, 1972) • 
' . 
major themes presented by Abler, Ada.ms, and Gould. in Spatial Organ-
iza.tio1u Ih!, Geogryher' s .Y!!J! 2t t:i,ie World. 99 
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other than the sollrCes cited earlier, references that p::coved .. help-
ful coneerni.J:lg the spa.tial organizatio~ of basketball on the :national 
....... 
level w~re the Official Handbook70 of the National Assoeia-hion of . 
Intercollegiate Athletics and the excellent work dealing with the ~s-
tor, of higher eduea.tion written by Braba.cher and .Rudy'. 7l . Also, an 
; t ::, 
article descri11'ing the confusion su.r.rounding the three national tourn-
aments -- ie e., NAI.A., NCAA, and NI'l -- added a note bf interest.72 . . 
. ; "Chapter VI deals with Regional Concepts. Both Harlsho~e7~r~nd 
Jues74 discuss this basic c;:oncept, and sever.al.other. seholars -~ e.g., 
Kostbade75 and McDouJ.d76 - are leading p:roponents of regionalism. 
69.1:bnald. Abler, Johns. Adams .and Peter Gould, Spa.tial Organiza-
tion, The Geographer's View of the World (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersev, 
1971)~- -- --- ., 
70 · 
- · The National Association !! Intercollegiate Athletics Official 
Haruiboo:fTJQl.nsas City, Missouri, ~eptembfJr, 1971). _ 
71 John s. Bruba.cher pd W~llis Rudy', Higher 100.ueation l! Transi-
tion a A History!! Amertpa.n Clelleges·!!!i. Universities, 1636-~ 
CNew York, 1968) ~ , · · · 
7.2"Events & Discoveries, Annual Incomprehensibility," Sports 
lll11Stra.ted (March 21, 19.55), P• 14. , 
73Riclla.rd Hartshorne, Perspective !!! !!!!. Nat11re 2!_ Geography 
(Ohiea.go, 1959). I 
. 74 _ . \I 
._. · Preston :m. James and Cl.arertee .;. Jo11es, ed1;1., Aajri?n Geog-
ppl\ya Invent:cez !!!. Pmspect (SJmcll~e, New Yo:r:k, ,-19.54. 
75Tre:m.ton Kost'bad~, ".A 13r.1.ef for Regional Geog*9,phy," Journal 
!! Geography, Vol. 64, No. 8 {November, 1965), PP• 362-;66. 
1 76 . , 
Ja.'1~S Re Me])Qllald, A Geography 2!_ Repo:ns (Dabwi.u.e, Iowa., 
1972). 
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Another short presentation of the regional method is found in Man, 
Space, ~ E:nvi:romnent a Concepts !!:!. Contempo:ra.r;y Human Geography 
edited by' English and Mayfield.77 This concept is al~o used as.a 
major emphasis in severe.+ in:t:roductory text.sa Haggett,78 Pa.terson,79 
·. · 80 
and Wheeler, Kostba.de, and Thoman. 
The variables used in Oha.pter VI came basiea.l.ly f:rom the basket-
ball statistics gathered by Rooney at Oklahoma. State University. The 
social indicator information came f:rom the Couty ~ City: ~ ~ 
81. · 
l2.§1., published by the Bureau of the Census. The climatic ~ta were 
· 82 
taken f:rom the intmduotor;y physical g~gl!fil,phy text by St:ra.hler. 
In specific relatioi\9hip to Indiana basketball, three :references 
' ' 
which deal with two social implieatiorts should be mentioned. The 
first, religion, is playing an important role in athletics wday, and 
one religious organization that has contributed greatly to this is[the 
Venture for Victory pro~ram. fun Oa:I.e, t}:le founder, has written about 
th~ ~ffects of this pmgreun upon IndiaJ:la.83 The oth.e!• oo.sketba.11 
77Paw. Ward English and lobert c. Mayfield, !!!,, (pa.ce, and 
Environments Concepts !!. Contempe:ra.ry Hu.man Geographz. · New York, 1972). 
78Ha.ggett, Geog:ra.phys ! Modern §:ynthesis. 
79J, H. Paterson, North Americas ! Geography 2f Canada.~!!.!., 
United States (New York, 1970). . ' · 
80 Jesse H, Wheeler, Trenton Kostba.d.e and Richards. Thoman, 
Regj.onal Geoe;ph.y 2!:, 2, World (New York, 1969) • 
81 . ' u.s. Bureau of the Census, County !!:!!!,. City Data ~ .!222.• ! 
Sta.tistiea.l Abstract Supplement (Wasldngton D.c., 1967). 
8 ' ' 
· · 2.Art.hu.r N. Strahler, Iy,roduction ~ Physical Geogra.EhY 
(New York, 1973), · 
83:oon J. Odle, Venture !2.£ Victory (Beme, Indiana., 19.54). 
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camps, ba.ve also become ver, popular in Indian.a.. Camping infoma.tion 
ean be obtained f:rom the American Camping A.ssooiation,84 a.nd a. hister, 
' 
of the lea.cling ba.sket'ball ca.mp in Indiana. can be fo'tlnd in the Indiana . . . 
Basketball Camp Manua.:t..85 
Spcl)rt is an 1nterela.te4 topic, and it would be a difficw.t task 
tc, gather and present all its ma.ny different facets adequ.tea.,. The 
references cited in this chapter ba.ve dealt mainly with the geograph7 
'• 
of sporli, or with :l,h~ geographical concepts that lend. themselves to 
this subjeet. 
,.r·~.i.i,84 .. ,.· ' 
1:.2:Q. National Dixecto;tj" .2.t Accredited Ca.m:ps (Ma.rti~sville, 
In.d.iam., 19731. I 




ORIGIN, DEVELOPMENT, AND DIFFUSION 
I. Introduction 
Two essential ingredients of any type of descriptive analysis are 
the origin and historical development of the subject, for this helps 
both to place the study in its p:r:oper perspective and to establish the 
foundation •pon which the diffusiom process can ~uild. 
The spread of culture elements or complexes from one society or 
€roo.p to another is commonly refered to as diffusion. This spread can 
be caused by the moveaents of people, goods, a.nd/or ideas and can be 
done by direct contact or by indirect transmission through a. cha.in of 
I 
intemediaries. 
This chapter will lie eoncemed with these topics in relatt,onship 
to basketball. The origin, development, and diffusion of this sport 
will be presented for both the United States and the state of Indiana. 
II. Origin, Development, and Diffusion 
A. Early Origin and .Development 
Putting a ball through a hoop was not necessarily a practice 
started in Mas~chusetts in tne latter 1800's. Even NaiSlllith's super-
ior stated to him prior to his developing the game, "there is nothing 
17 
18 
new under the sun,"l It is doubtful that he had Tlachtli in mind when 
he ma.de that statement, but this is a game in which the prime objecti1e 
is to place a ball th:rough a hoop, 
Tlachtli was somewhat like basketball, socq~r, jai-la.i, and 
volleyball combined and was played as early as the time of Christ by 
Mexican. and Central-American Indians, It is still played even.today in 
a modified form along the llOrthwestern e?ast of Mexico in the states of 
Mayarit and Sinaloa,2 
The hoops for Tlachlti were vertica.l and located on each side of 
an "I" shaped court, twenty-four feet above the g:ro't'lnd, They were 
carved f:rom stone, four feet in diameter and eleven inches thick, 
Amazingly, the hole in the hoop was eighteen inches in diameter, the 
same as today's basket. The size of the playing area wa.s comparable 
to a present day football field, 
The object of the game was to propel the solid rubber 
ball th:rough the hoop, a most diffic'lllt feat since it was 
illegal to use the hands, feet or calves, HoweY.er, the 
five-poW1d ball was usually kept in play by blows from 
elbows, knees and hips, For their own protection, the 
play•~ wore elbow and knee pads of quilted cotton, plus 
heavy belts or yokes of leather or basketry th&t protected 
the player• s waist• 3 · 
The number of players varie9, on different occasions, but usully 
there were nine to eleven on a side, When the real "pms" played, the 
teams were limited to only two or three players, The game was very 
strenuous, so much se that om some occasions there were players 
qarried off the playing area dead f:rom exna,ustion, 
1Schwomeyer, P• 5. 
2Mokra:y, "Thmugh The Heop 2,000 Years Ago," p, 24, 
3Ibid, 
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There were a variety of ways to score, but when a basket was made, 
which w~s extremely hard to accomplish, the game ended in tremendous 
excite,ent and applause, "The star who made the deciding play thus was 
entitled to all the jewels and clothing of a.11 who had watched the 
game~ As a rule, a wild scramble followed, with a mass exodus of all 
spectators, 114 
It is interesting to learn the Columbus brought back 
a rubber ball upon his return from the island of Hispaniola. 
In 1519, Montezuma delighted the soldiers of Hernando Cortez 
with~ exhibition of Tlachtli and the Spanish explorer 
staged sevezal games for the court of Charles V, using Aztec 
players,5 
Concentrating on the modern practice of putting the ball through 
the hoop, it was stated by Naismith that the "invention of the game of 
basketball wa.s not an accident, It was developed to meet a need, 116 
After two protests by disgruntled students who were training to become 
general secretaries of the YMCA, Dr, Luther Gulick, in December of 
1891, head of the physical education departments of the International 
YMCA Training School,? selected. a young instructor by the name of Jack 
Naismith8 to develop a new indoor game that would fill the gap between 
the football and baseball seasons. 
4Ibid, 
5Ibid, 
6 Schwomeyer, P• 5. 
?Later this institution was renamed Springfield College. 
8Naismith was a graduate of McGill University, of Montreal, Can-
ada, where he prepared for the ministry, He had ta11ght Canadian foot.-
ball and gymnastics for six years before coming to the United States. 
After his experience at Springfield, Massachusetts, he attended med-
ical school in Denver, eoioraa.o, between 1894 and 1898, It is inter-
esting that he was a Presbyterian minister, and also had an M.D. 
degree, but never held a pastorate, nor put out a physician's shingle, 
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The assigned task of Naismith was to develop "a recreational game, 
vigorous enough to attract footbaJ.l men, simple enough so anyone could 
play it, difficult enough to chal~enge even the best, and interesting 
and competitive enough to play indoors, 119 Because of a boyhood game 
he played in Ca.na.d.a., he decided that his new game should have a ball 
tossed at some type of g~a.1, Since a goal would be too easy to guard 
if it were on the floor, it was placed on a rail located ten feet above 
the floor, At first he wanted a box to function as the goal, but the 
janitor could enly supply him with a. couple of peach baskets, 
There were eighteen members in the class, so he divided them into 
two tea.ms of nine members each, The name of the positions were ta.ken 
from the Canadian game of lacrosse, home, ~ght forward, left forward, 
center, right center, left center, goal, right back, and left back, 
He developed t}\irteen ba.sie rules which embodied five principles that 
still govern the game today, They will not be discussed since they are 
more concemed with the fudamentaJ.s of the game and can be found in a 
variety of sources, 
.. 'Just another game:• was the first exclamation when the 18 see-
reta.ries-to-be came for their exercise, I divided the squad and start-
ed the game, It took,"lO As indicated. in Naismith's own words, the 
game of basketball was on its way, 
The.American boy likes games in which he can feel :free 
to express his individuality, It was no accident that 
Na;tsmith ca.me upon ba.sketba.ll~ It was the result of a. 
JDa.11's sensing the situatio,n and showing enough initiative 
to find the answer,11 ' · 
9Sehwomeyer, P• 3, 
10 Ibid,, p 6, 
110dle, Basketball A:round !h!, World, p, 55, 
Basketball is the onl7 game devised in the United 
States with no roots in s10ns of other nations. For this 
reason, Dr. NaiSlllith made up the original.basketball rules 
in 1892. Ba.sket"baJ.l has been a.ffliqted with g:mwing pains! 
partly because the rules were. not sta.nda?.'dized until 1934. 2 
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There ha.ve been several. rule changes and equipment improvements 
over the 7ea.m, but these items fall .011.t of the realm of this stlidy.13 
Be Diffusion 
When the ~ion p:rocess takes pla.ee, there is usually some 
type of concept or product which has enough appea.l to go from a place 
of origin into other areas. It is ham to explain why basketball bad 
such. a phenomenal. gmwth and success fmm its very 'beginning. ~me 
have sYggested that the best way to explain this phenomenon is to look 
a.t the appealing qualities that weiJld cause people to demonstrate 
enthusiasm so quickly. 
In his book, Basketball Aromid 1t!!, World,. Odle suggested five 
s11eh ctuali~ies. 
First the Yery na:t'U'e c,f tbe gue itself has seme 
decided ad.V'al!ltages over ether team sports. One boy can 
nail a hoop on his ba.rm, or garage,· au. ta.ke almost anr 
size ba.11 and tb:mw at a hoop of any eircaferen.ee ••••• 
The game has such an individual challenge and recreational 
value tba.t one persen can practice bJ himself with no one 
a.nnmd a.nd derive much plea.sure and enjoyment. 
The second factor of importance is that . only a small 
area. for pa.rticipa.ti0n. is :needed alld it can be on a.n.y type 
of terrain~ We have seen enthusiastic basketball games 
played on cr11shed stone, dirt, o~ent, dut5t, mud, wood, 
tile, and grass. Thirdly, it is a. fast.moving game with 
12schwomeyer, P• 9. 
l:3A oo:aeise presentation ef eq'ldpmellt development is found again 
in the Converse Basketball Yearbook, lQ?l, PP• 57-58. This source 
also cites the major rule changes mad.et: from 1894, until 1968, 
p; ;6~ 
a lot of action for both the player and the spectator••••• 
The fourth factor is that the game is inexpensive, Col!lpa.red 
to other team sports, it is possi"Qle to field a ba.sketpa.J.1 
team cheaper than most other squ.a.ds., ••• The last point is 
that the skills a.re easy to leam •••• ,Na.tuxally, it talces 
much practice to become an expert but yow~ boys ea.n pick 
up the game in almost no time at all to become a. member of 
some ba.okya.l."d tea.m..14 
Because of the appealing qllalities mentioned. a~ve, basket.ball 
moved th:roughout the country a.nd th~ world with a certain decisive-
ness, which makes it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to plot 
the spread of this new sport on a map, The early diffusion process 
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seems to have been centered a.mud certain individuals and the YMCA 
organization, 
As the trainers f:r:om that first basketball experience started to 
take on their newly assigned jobs thronghout the world, they carried 
with them the enth11Siasm for basketball, 
Dre Gulick Wl.'Ote in the October, 1892, Training School 
notes1 •rt is doubtflll whether a gymna.stic .game has ever 
spread so rapidly over the continent as has basketball, 
It is played f:rom New York to San Fmnciseo and from Maine 
to Texas, by hundreds of tea.ms in associations, athletic 
clubs and sehools,•15 
Naismith himself helped in. the spread of his invention, He int:ro-
duced basketball to some of the young men in Denver, Colorado, when he 
was in medica.l school between 1894 and 1898, He also took the game 
with him ta the University of Kansas in the fall of 1898, 
Secretarles from several YMCA's wrote Naismith for information 
about the game. "In that way a. D, Bemis learned of it, a.nd started 
140dle, Basketball Amund :!ill!. World, PP• 56-57, 
l5schwomeyer, P• 5, 
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it at Geneva College, :Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania. 1116 This is believed 
to be the first college to int::coduce the sport.. "The University.of 
Iowa and University of Chicago played the first intercollegiate game, 
with five players on a side, on Janua.r:, 1e. 1896. 11 7 ~t is import.~t . 
to note that H, F, Ka.nlenberg, who had left Springfield in 1890, had 
been in contact with bis old school concerning basketball and intro-
duced it to the University of Iowa. i:n 1892, Likewise, Alonzo Stagg, 
the famous football eoaeh at the University of Chica.go, was a classmate 
of Naismith at Springfield, It is interesting that these two men, 
acquainted with Naismith, were in.strumental in the development of the 
first i:ntereollegiate ba.sketbal.l game, 'rhis helps to support. the faet 
'·\ 
that individuals, most of whom ~ew Naismith personally, constituted 
the driving force behind the ba.sketba.J.l di:f'fllsion process, 
Since five of the original players were Canadians, 
it is not S11rj)r:1.sing to leam that Ca.na.da was the first 
nation to play it. Fra.nee wok it up in 1893, China and 
India the following yea:r. A missiona.r,y int:rod111.ced.it in 
Brazil in 1896, The game wa.s demonstrated in London in 
June, 1J894, the 50th a.nniversar,y of the founding of the 
YMOA.1 
The high school diffusion p:roeess has the same developmental. 
history- as discussed above, This diffusion was also depe:Rd.e:nt upon 
individua.ls and followed no set pattem, One suggestion concerning the 
development of some type of pa.ttem of diffuion would be the establish-
memt of some s;rstem based on the initiation of a. state tournament in 
ba.sket"ball~ This could be done" but its validity in. relationship to 
the di:f':f'\itsion concept would be suspect, beea•se seve:ai.J. sta~es 
16Ibid~', p~ 6, 
l7Lord, 1.21!, Converse :Basketbal.1 Yearbook, Po 57, 
18Ibid~· 
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developed state tou:r:naments ma.ny yea.rs after the coming of basketball 
i:nto their area. One such example would be the state of Massachusetts, 
where the game originated, but which did not conduct a state tourna.-
m.ent until 1965. Ted.a.y there a.re a.pp:roximately 20,000 high schools in 
the na.tien, and most of them pla.y basketball, with forty-eight states 
conducting state tou:rna.ments.19 
19 Ibid., p .58. 
CHAPI'ER III 
THE NATIONAL POSITION AND IMPACT OF 
INDIANA BASKEl'BALL 
I. Introduction 
With sport, and especially basketball, regional variation can be 
investigated several different ways. 
The importance of sport to any place or region ean be 
measured by looking at the amout of participation, the 
interest level of the population which is visible in tel.'!lls 
of monetary support, game attendance, press coverage, and 
the nature of the playing facilities. Another measure of 
a place's involvement with sport is the ability to generate 
high quality players. It is this latter var.table which is 
perhaps easiest to monitor ••••• For example most athletic 
tea.ms reco:i:d, basic geog:raphieal information on their players 
and coaehes.l 
Ea.ch of these variables will be presented and briefly discussed, 
with the greatest emphasis on place to place variations of player 
production, 
II. Production 
A, . Introduction 
As indicated by Dooney, the concept of production is the most 
convenient way to develop and analyze distributions, P:roduction, as it 
1Rooney, E!.'2!. Ca.bin Creek ~ Anaheim c A Geography 2!, American 
Sport, p- 18, ' 
25 
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relates to ba.sketba.1.1, is concerned with player Olltput, pmduetion of 
) 
quality players, and c)'iampionship tea.a p:rodllction. Ea.eh of these will 
be discussed in relationship to the nation as well a.s to the state of 
Indiana., 
B, Distribution of Player ~duction 
1, Sample, Rooney's study suggested that the collegiate prod-
uction of basketball players fmm the high school ra.n.ks is perhaps the 
easiest to monitor in studying distrib'atio~ strength~ In o~er to 
know the pmdu.etive power of ea.ch individual a.rea, a representative 
sample of college basketball rosters from each state ha4 to be ebta.ined 
and a.naJ.yzed. Rooney used the ~970-71 editian of the Blue !22!, 2f 
College.Athletics to detemi~e the number of schools tu.t played 
'basketball that year. A fifty percent sample of basketba.1.1 playing . . 
schools was ~elected at random fl.'Om each state (Table I),2 The 1971-72 
. 
basketball 1.'0sters were collected from the participating institutions. 
In eve:cy case the fi:fl'ty per cent ea.mple""was obtained., totaling 
523 institu.tions representing ever:, state and the District of 
Columbia. All the major colleges and llldversities were incl~ded in 
.. 2There is some queiition concerning the tne representation 
of this sample, Some individuals have indicated that the population 
fa.etor of each state should be, variable in developing the sample. 
This was ta.ken into considem.tion a.ad a correlation was made be-
tween the ranking of the nUJl\ber of schools for ea.eh state in the 
sample a.Ild the ranking by state of their populations, The cor-
relation was rs= ,910, indieat~ng aver:, high correlation.between 
the sampling system ttsed and state popalations. 
TABLE I 
NATIONAL OJLLEGIATE SAMPLE 









1. Alabama 20 19 9-10 10 
2. Alaska 2 2 1 1 
3. Arizona 6 5 2- 3 3 
4. Arkansas 15 15 7· 8 8 
5. Cali.fornia 59 58 29 29 
6. Colorado 13 13 6· 7 7 
27. Montana 9 9 4- 5 4 
28. Nebraska 16 16 8 8 
29. Nevada 2 2 1 1 
30. New Hampshire 9 9 4· 5 5 
31. New Jersey 22 21 10-11 11 
32. New Mexico 9 7 3- 4 4 
7. Connecticut 15 , 15 7· 8 8 33. New York 74 73 36-37 37 
-'8". -'O~e~l"aw."a~r"-e----+~3+--'3--t_l~-~~-~ ___ .c34,,.~Nccon=h-'C-"a-'ro"li"'n"-a-+-'3"'6-+-=3"-3-+-1'-'6-'--1'-'7-+-'1"-6 
9. 0. c. 8 8 4 4 35. Nonh Dakota 8 8 4. 4 
10. Florida 20 19 9-10 10 36. Ohio 47 46 23 23 
1-'1" . ..cG=cecc..-c.,9sc.ia=----+-=22"-+--'20=-+----'10"--1-1-'0·+-· 37. Oklahoma 18 18 9 9 
12. Hawaii 3 3 1- 2 1 38. Oregon 16 16 8 8 
~~aho_____ _!._ -~ 3 -~ 1 ______ 39 __ ._Pen_s~v.lv __ an_i_a __ -+_66_ ..... 66_,e---~ 33 
14. Illinois 45 44 . 22 22 40. Rhode Island 6 6 3 3 
-------- -- ---------+-~·!---+----'~--" 
~ lndi!~~----- 33 I 33 ~16-17+~~ --~.,_South Caroli~- .. !~~- _..!__!_ 
16. Iowa 26 T;;- 13 13 42. South Dakota 12 12 6 6 
------ --r---- I---- - -·---·'----·-----~-1--~-1-.c...-r--C...,·---"-
11. Kansas ___ 3].. 21 ~10-11 10 43. Tennessee 36 33 16·17 17 
18. Kentucky ""t 19 9-10 10 44. Texas 43 43' 21·~-~ 
;;.-~i~~~~~--- ~ ~- r---;- -~ 45. Utah 6 6 3 4 
20. Maine f:~ 14 I 7 :+- 46. Vermont 9 9 4- 5 5 
21. Maryl;.,~-~==--~~f--15 ~14 .. :~ t 7 ~~~~- 47. Virginia _ -~2~..!£!~ -~ 
22. Massachusetts ~ 36 36 18 18 48. Washington ~i 14 7 7 
23. M1ch1gan l 32 31 15-16 15 49. West Virginia ~+ 17 8- 9 9 
24. Minnesota--~, 2~ ~2 ~->-- 50. Wisconsin 242+---;;-~ ~~:.J!1ississipp!__ 13~~ 6· 7 6 51. Wyoming .!... 1 _.!_ 1 
26. Missouri 26 I 26 13 13 I 
"The i~dividual colleges represented f..- each state can be found in Appendix B. The data was 
based upon the 1970-71 edition of the Blue Book of College Athletics. 
2? 
this sample.3 This al.lowed a comparative stlldy to be made with 
Boe>ney•s earlier work whic1!- was based only on major institutions, 
De.ta deal.iDg with the bometen hi.gm school tha.t each athlete at-
tended. was assembled.from 'the rosters. F:roa tmis·in:foD1&tion. it was 
possible to dete::mine athletic p:r:od.uetivity for each state. eount;r. 
and. metrop0li tan area of the Unit td States. 
2, Metbodolop:. The data collected were treateci. f:r:o11.both a total 
prodltotion a.nd. a per ca.pi ta. p::coduotion standpoint. The total pmduo-
tion in:foD1&tion (Table II) was in.teresti~ and \llseful to a degree, 
but there was a. high oorrela.tion aetween it and the state populatien~,4 
Becaue of this eerrelatio:n, the total p::coduotiom figm:es needed to be 
adjusted acco:rding to the variation found in s'tate populations, 
The 197<:> ·•uus figures were used in all calculations, with the 
total population of ea.ch unit area beillg 111.Sed in ea.oh case. 'l'his 
assWlled that there was a similar age str11ot11re of the population for 
the a.real 1Ulits which we:ce being compared, "Extreme difference in age 
structures are rare and after :t;estillg, it wa.s 4ecided that the use of 
total population for per capita measurements was the best method,"5 
' . 
'3An objective system for iete~~ the major instit11tions for 
this sampJ.e was developed 'by Reoney U1d this systea was food to be 
val.id for this study. Tme rating .. system of the Na.tiona.l Collegia."8 
Athletic Association-was used. as a laa.sio g1liclelinea although, other 
schools were added 011 the mer.tts of their :Hr.f'o::manee over a per.Loci. 
of time~ · · · 
4The rank correlation between raw player p:a,duction and state 
populations is rs• e928, 
5:Booney, !m]! Ca.bin. Creek l!_ Amaheim •. ! Geography .!!, .A.Iller.Lean 
Spprt, P• 18. . · 
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TABLE II 
TOTAL AND PER CAPITA PRODUCTION 
c a 0 
--~ 'fi i.~ "' !!! "'" ~~~ a; -~.i 
__ _,, 
-o ifu~ a; ft e STATES 0 ~ ~ct~ .... 0. n..u.E o. Uc: 
Alabama 117 20 29.436 1.02 19.5 
Alaska 7 49 42,857 .702 40 
Arizona 20 41 88,500 .34 50 
Arkansas 57 34 33,737 .891 27 
California 497 2. 40,147 .749 35 
Colorado 73 28 30,233 .995 22 
Connecticut 101 23 30,020 1.00 21 
Delaware 14 46.5 39,143 .768 34 
Florida 127 18 53,457 .563 46 
Georgia 112 22 40,982 .734 37 
Hawaii 2 51 384,500 ,078 51 
Idaho 17 42.5 41,941 .717 38 
Illinois 410 4 23,647 1.27 13 
Indiana 399 6 13,0J.8 2.31 3 
Iowa 157 14 17,987 1.67 6 
Kansas 114 21 19,711 1.53 8 
Kentucky 188 10 17,122 1.76 5 
Louisiana 80 26 45,513 .661 43 
Maine 49 36.5 20,245 1.49 9 
Maryland 96 24 40,854 .736 36 
Massachusetts 163 13 34,902 .862 28.5 
Michigan 229 8 38,755 .776 ,33 
Minnesota 144 15 26,424 1.14 15 
Mississippi 70 30 31,671 .95 24 
Missouri 171 11 27,351 1.1 16.5 
Montana 16 44 43,375 .693 41.5 
Nebraska 82 25 18,085 1.66 7 
Nevada 6 50 81,500 ,369 49 
New Hampshire 17 42.5 43,412 .693 41.5 
New Jersey 326 7 21,988 1.37 10 
New Mexico 33 39 30,788 .977 23 
New York 572 1 31,883 .943 25 
North Carolina 120 19 42,350 .71 39 
North Dakota 37 38 16,703 1.80 4 
Ohio 472 3 22,568 1.33 12 
Oklahoma 72 29 35,542 .846 31 
Oregon 74 27 28,257 1.06 18 
Pennsylvania 453 5 26,035 1.16 14 
Rhode Island 14 46.5 67,643 .445 48 
South Carolina 49 36.5 52,878 .569 45 
South Dakota 64 32 10,406 2.89 1 
Tennessee 133 17 29,504 1.02 19.5 
Texas 200 9 55,985 .537 47 
Utah 30 40 35,300 .852 30 
Vermont 12 48 37,000 .813 32 
Virginia 170 12 27,341 1.1 16,5 
Wa'shington 68 31 50,132 .6 44 
Washington D.C. 62 33 12,210 2.46 2 
West Virginia 50 35 34,880 .862 28.5 
Wisconsin 135 16 32,726 .919 26 
Wyoming 15 45 22.133 1.36 11 
A per capita. p:rocbaction index was develop• by dividing the total 
nuaber of players in the sample into the "total 1978 na.tional popula-
tion, which yielded a ratic for the. national a'ftn.ge of p:roduction .. ··· 
(67.56/20:,,212,000 = 1/30,079). To represent the state average of 
pmd11ction, the total n1111lber ef players f'mm one state was divided my 
its population (India.na.1 399/5,194,000 = 1/13,018). ~he per capita ' 
pnd.11ction .1,'fldex was developed by eompa;ring the state ratio to the 
national ratio (Indiana.a 30,07' + 13,018 = 2.:,1). The u.tional index 
RO:cm weuld be 1.00. The above caJ.cula.tion indica.teci that Indiana was 
producing players at more than twice the national rate. A C0mplete 
listing of all tb.e indexes for the Uni't:ed States is givem iri- Table II • . 
31 Distrilmtio11. There was a. great differemc:e noted between tota.1 
pmd.uctio~ a.nd per capita pmduetiom in Table II. Of t~e top five 
total p:rotiueers, none of them ranked higher than twelfth on the per 
capita index list. The opposite was ge:nerally- trne in relat10,ship to 
the.per capita index info:r:mation. If they ranked high with the index, 
they- were usually DllilCh lower in total p:cod•ction. The exception to 
tbis gel'leral trend was wllere the distributional variations and streng-
ths were fol:1!lde Indianat Kentucky, and. New Jersey were.the only ones 
f'omid. in the ·to, ten on both lists. Conside:r.bag. an. average nnk, Ind-
iana. would lead the way ,nth 4.5, followed by Kentucky with.7.5, and 
New Jersey with a.5. Ohi.~ and. Illinois ranled high enough ~n each list 
to have an· ave:rage rank of 7.5 and a.s, respectively.· 
Figure 1, which is only eon.cemecil with the per capita index,· 
shows two st:r:ong production a.reu:s in relationship to populations the 
northern portion of the High Plains {i.e., North and South l)akota, 
Nebraska., Kansas, Iowa, and. W,oming}s and the eastern Mid-West 
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Figure 1. 





11111 1.20 - 1.39 
m 0.80 -1.19 
lliilill 0.60 - 0.79 
lttl] ~0.59 
(i.e,, Illinois, Indiana., Ohio, and Kentucky), There are three sat-
ellite areas along the Ela.st Coast (i.e., District of Columbia., New 
Jersey, and Maine)• 
Generally, basketball production was quite poor in the Rocky 
Mountains, the Southwest, and ~ong the West Coast. Except for some 
small pockets found in Cal,ifornia, U'tah, and Colorado, these areas have 
played a small role in prod11o;tion, The South was also relatively weak, 
Many of the players participating in southern schools come from the . 
4. Comparison witm F.a.rlier Research, A basketball player prod-
uction st11dy was done frem 1961 to 1967, by :£honey, This study dealt 
with only major colleges and universities, and he developed the per 
capita production index. The 197l•72 study was divided between major 
and minor institutions, so a. comparative ana.l;rsis was possible (Fig-
6 ure 2 and Figure 3). 
The center of tne principle core developed in the distr.:1.bution 
section of this study was present in both major college studies 
(Indiana, Kent•cky, Illinois, and Ohio). Isolated areas in the east 
were the District of Colubia a.nd New Je~sey, Utah and North Dakota 
were st:rong Pei" capita producers on both maps in the west. Table III, 
gives a statistical comparison of the two studies. The rank correla-
tion. of the net or teta.l production of the s}udies is rs= ,888, which 
is quite high, A much lower correlation, rs= ,439, was found between 
6 ·There are seme d.ifferenees .that need to be mentioned.. There 
was a grea'tf)r span of time in the first stlildy, but fewer ntlllber of 
institutio111S, There were more athletes in the earlier work, but the 
sample was more representative in the second. 
· PER CAPITA ORIGIN OF MAJOR COLLEGE PLAYERS 
BASKETBALL SAMPLE 1961-1967 
SOURCE: ROONEY.JOHN F., From Cabin Creek 
To Anaht•im: A Geography Of American Sport, 
PRELIMINARY MANUSCRIPT. OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY, 1973. 
Figure 2. 
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COMPARISON STUDY OF PER CAPITA, PERCENT, AND ROW PRODUCTIONa 
1961-1967 DATA AND 1971-1972 DATA 
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.llabua 40-2 .96 27 81,670 .52 42 55-5 1.77 17 62,618 
Ala11ka 1-0 .02 50 226,000 .19 50 6-1 .19 46 50,000 
Arizona 33-2. .79 29 39,450 1.08 20 14-3 .45 38 126,500 
Arkan11a11 24-1 .57 36 74,420 .57 40 1ow2 .32 42 192,300 
California 392-11 9.38 1 40,510 1.05 22 290-13 9.31 1 68,813 
Colorado 52-3 1.24 24 33,730 1.26 13 44-4 1.41 20 50,159 
Connecticut 29-2 .69 33 87,410 .49 43 51-5 1.64 19 59,751 
Delaware 7-0 .17 47 63,710 .67 36 4-1 .13 49 127,000 
Washington D.C. 32-2 .77 31 23,800 1.78 4 35-2 1.12 24 12,629 
J'lorida 68-3 1.63 17 72,820 • 58 39 62-5 2 • i; 109,500 Georgia 52-2 1.24 24 75,800 .56 41 26-2 .83 176,5'8 
Ba-11 1-0 .02 50 633,000 .07 51 2-1 .06 51 384,500 
Idaho 19-1 .45 38 35,110 1.21 14 tli-3 .• 51 34 44,563 
Ill1noi11 359-6 8.59 2 28,080 1.51 6 235-10 7.55 3 47,249 
Indiana 234-4 5.6 6 20,2'10 2.10 3 206-8 6.62 6 25,214 
Io- 63-2 1.51 20 43,480 .9'1 23 35-3 1.12 24 80,686 
Xan11a11 69-3 1.63 16 31,580 1.35 10 29-3 .93 27 77,483 
Ken tuck:y 163-6 3.9 9 18,750 2.27 2 115-7 3.69 10 27,991 
Louilliana 30-3 .72 32 103,560 .39 46 39-6 1.25 22 93,359 
Maine 29-1 .69 33 33,410 1.27 12 10-1 .32 42 99,200 
Maryland 18-2 .43 4T 172,670 .25 48 38-4 1.22 23 103,211 
Mall8aChU11ett11 91-5 2.18 12 57,580 .74 31 70-8 2.25 12 81,271 
Michigan 109-4 2.61 10 71,770 .59 38 132-8 4.24 9 67,235 
Mineeota 33-1 .79 29 103,450 .41 44 10-1 .32 43 '80,500 
M1eeiee1pp1 37-3 .86 28 60,500 • 1 33 31-4 1 • 27 .71,516 
M1eeour1 93-2 2.23 11 46,450 1.20 17 59-2 1.39 16 79,271 
Montana 19-1 .45 38 35,530 1.20 17· 12-2 .39 40 57, 133 
1'ebraeka 26-2 .62 35 54,270 .78 29 19-2 .61 32 78,053 
1'eTada 8-0 · .19 45 35,630 1.19 18 5-1 .16 48 97,800 






























TABLE III (Continued) 
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llew Hampehire 15-2 .36 43 40,470 1.05 21 6-2 .19 46 123,000 .53 43 
llew Jersey 201-3 4.81 8 31,110 1 .37 9 152-5 4.88 7 47,158 1.38 9 
New Mexico 16-2 .38 42 59~440 .72 32 15-2 .48 36 67,633 .96 21 
llew York 354-12 8,47 3 47,400 ,90 27 242-15 7,77 2 75,360 ,87 26 
North Cq,ollna 73-5 1.75 14 62,410 .68 35 54-6 1. 73 18 94,111 .69 34 
North lllalcota 23-1 .55 37 27,480 1.55 5 14-2 .45 38 ~ ... ,., 1.48 6 
Ohio 303-e 7.25 5 23,030 
1 ·" 
11 235-11 7.55 3 45,328 1.44 8 
Oltlahoaa 76-4 1.82 1' 30,630 ,39 8 24-5 ,77 30 106,625 .61 39 
Oregon 50-3 1 , 2 26 35,380 1.20 15 21-3 ,67 31 99,571 .66 37 
Penneylvania 310-7 7.42 4 36,630 1 • 16 19 207-14 6.65. 5 56,976 1.15 14 
Rhode Ialand 8-3 , 19 45 107,370 .4 45 7-3 .22 44 135,286 .48 46 
South Carolina 19-4 ,45 38 125,420 ,34 47 14-4 .45 38 185,071 ,35 48 
South :Dakota 4-0 • 1 49 175,000 .24 49 17-2 .55 33 39,176 1,67 4 
'l'enne1111ee 54-3 1.29 22 66,060 .64 37 63-8 2.02 1:5 62,286 1,05 18 
'l'exa11 214-10 5.12 7 44,770 ,95 24 150-16 4.82 8 74,647 .82 25 
Utah 54-4 1,29 22 16,500 2.58 1 27-4 ,87 28 39,222 1.66 5 
Vermont 11-1 ,26 44 35,450 1.2 16 4-2 .13 49 111,000 ,59 42 
Yirginia 72-6 1,72 15 55, 100 ,77 30 79..,7 2.54 11 58,835 1.11 16 
Washington 57-3 1.36 21 50,050 .85 28 41-3 1.32 21 83,146 ,79 32 
We•t Virginia 64-1 1.53 18 29,060 1.46 7 16-2 .51 34 109,000 .6 40 
Wieconllin 64-2 1,53 18 61,750 .69 34 60-3 1,93 15 73,633 .89 24 
Wyoming 7-1 .17 47 47,140 ,9 26 6-1 .19 46 55,33' 1.18 1' 
Total 4179 3114 
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the per capita p:roduction index ranks. There was enough simil~rity in 
the results of thp two studies to start noticing regional variations 
and associations concerning basketball player production over a much 
larger period of time. 
There were some important differences found when the major college 
studies were compared with the total per capita production study of 
1971-72 (Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3). Texas was an average 
producer of major college players, but fell to the bottom category in 
total production. The opposite was true with Minnesota.. Utah dropped 
consideral by when it ca.me to total. production. This is also generally 
trae with most of the northweste:m states. The South ranked from ave-
rage to poor on all three maps. The Southwest was not muon better. 
The Atlantic Coast states were consistently good to average in produc-
tion in ea.eh of these studies. 
c. Distribution of All-American.Players 
To this point, the major emphasis has been placed o~quantit:r --
the n'tllllber of basketball players per unit area. Quality has been con-
sidered to some extent when dealing with player production in relation-
ship to the major institutions; however, .quality is the major factor 
when the All-American is discussed. This is a.mother distribution 
variable that can be studied and analyzed to help identify regional 
variations and associations. 
While there are seve:ra.l polls conducted each year which select 
All-American teams, this ,tu.a.y used the ConvE?rse All American Basket-
ball Polle This poll is highly regarded by many in the basketball 
world for three reasons a 
(1) more sportswriters, radio and television sports casters 
take part in the voting (917 ill 1971) --- more than the tota.l 
who participated in the next two polls; (2) the Converse All 
America Poll, first held in 1932, is the oldest continuous 
poll in the history of basketballJ and (3) it is the most 
authentic one because it is conducted at the conclusion of 
sea.son, thus pe:rmit1,ng every voter to ju.dge his candidate 
under the pressure of tournament and championship play.7 
Figure 4, plots total produ.ction of basketball All-Americans from 
1932°·to 1971• Indiana. led in the p:roduction. of All-Americans in the 
I 
collegiate ranks with 74, followed. by Kentucky with 59, then California 
and North Carolina rank relatively high in pmduction of All-Americans. 
The quality of collegiate basketball in Utah also became evident, The 
:Rocky Mountain states, the Southwest, and the South were very poorly 
represented. 
The leaders were far ahead of the pa.ck in the production of All-
Americans. There was a large gap between Indiana (74) and Kentucky 
(59), and there was a similar separation point between the next six 
(California .54, North Ca.mliBa .54,. Ohio 49, Illinois 47, New York 45, 
Pennsylvania 43) and Texas 28. Every year ~here a.re a nuber of All-
Americans f:rom these top eight states. 
III, Spatial Interaction 
A. Int:rodu.ction 
Where basketball is concerned the recrtrl.tment ef players from 
Indiana is one very good measure of the state's influence and prestige. 
I 
'· 
From a geographic standpoint, this massive flow of players can be 
labeled a simple fo:rm of spatial interaction. 
7Lord, Converse Basketball Yearbook, 1971, P• 35• 
PRODUCTION OF BASKETBALL ALL-AMERICANS 
FROM 1932-1971 
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NUMBER OF PLAYERS 
Spatial interaction is influenced by three fa.ctorsa 
(1) compl.ementa.rlty, depellding on areal differentiation, 
which results in a supply at one place :meeting a specific 
demand at another pla.ee; (2) the intervening opportunities 
'between pla.cess and (3) transferability measured in time 
and money costs. When spatial interactions occur it is 
because ea.eh of these conditions has been satisfied. If 
two places have no interaction with each other, we can gsual-
ly point to one or more of these factors as the reason. 
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The main kinds of spatial interaction invo~ves the movements of 
people, goods and service~, and info:rmation. Haggett pla~ed these in 
terms of the physicists and referred to them as convection, conduction, 
and radia.tion.9 Thl.s .study will be coneemed with tne convection 
aspect, or the movement of basketball players. 
Two major examples of BPclt~ial interaction are examined in this 
stmy, both deaJ..ing with the very important pmces~ of recruitment. 
Tl:le first, discussed in this chapter, is concerned with the import-
export recruitment patterns on the state level, bringing into focus 
the importance played by the state of Indiana. The second, presented 
in Chapter VI, shows the reertrl.tment patterns of all the individual 
co\leges and universities withi~ the state. 
Tl:le discipline of geographr play-s a very important part in the 
recruiting p:coces~. 
Tb.e reer11itment of collegiate athletes from high schools 
a.nd junior colleges', throughout the United States, can be 
portrayed as a spatial. model. It involves the spatial ar-
rangement of athletic prod~etion and eonswnption, individual 
spatial decision-.ma.Id.ng on the pa.rt of the Ul'live;rsity of-
ficials, goveming boa.ms, and the g,eneml populace.10 
'· . 
8 ' 
Abler, Ada.ms, and ~uld, . P• 195. 
9Ha.ggett, Geography,! Modern Synthesis, P• 327. 
10 Rooney, ~ Cabin Creek .!!:?. Anaheima ! Geography of American 
Sport, P• 18. 
Tlilema.jor ingredients for this recruiting model are presented bf. 
Rooney.11 
B, Indiana Imprl-Bxp,rt Recrlli.tment Patterns .· .. : . t. t~. 
/ . -:. 
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One.pa.ra.meut 'question. coaeemng CGllegi&te basketball is1 where 
I 
do the high sehool play,ers go to eontinu their 'basketball careers? 
' .. 
fins type of spatial. interaction draws mu.eh at'tention, and the re-
, 
craiting secrets and strategy for c~rta.i:n s,e~ols are highly so11ght 
after. Wooden of UCl.A, the lead~ basketball coach of the United 
States toa.a.y, sta.ted.,tha.t he likes to go after Californians. 
· 'Reeniting is simple,• says Wood.en. 'It takes eoneentrating 
on . getting aJ.l the '.good Californians you can get and \hen 
finding one real plpm somewhere else and going after him'.••••• 
I want·tlilem -to want to come he:re. If they wa.n.t to cem~ to 
us, we1•11 have a lot less trouble with them when they get 
here.• 2 · 
What abGut the s'\a.te of I~a.ma.? Where does it fit inte the 
import-export pa.tterh?: To gain. this in.fo:ma.tion, the 1971-72 Rooney 
basketball sample was. aga.im ued, and the spatial mov,eae:nts of th~se 
basketball pla.ye~ were tablala;ted by state ud eout. The analysis of 
this spatial interaction was lll'ldertaken and pro~•~ed the following 
reslillts. 
1. Produ.ctien J::x,J»rt Patt.ems. Total pmduetion in this sample 
I 
for Indiana. was 399 basketball players. There were 162 or 41 percent 
who stayed in the state a.rui played for India.ma. colleges and universit-
ies. F;l..~ .5 i:ndiea.fJs\ .the states whieh obtain~d the 237 players 
•.' 
who left Indiana. in the year 1971.72. 
llrldd., PP• 173-176. 
12chroniele-Tribune, (December 26, 1973), P• 2.5. 
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As expected, the five states surrounding Indiana got a stt~ 
stantial number of players, Twenty-three per cent of the lliigra.ting 
players went to these states, with Illinois receiving about eight per 
cent, The patte:rn continued to radiate outward in all directions for 
appmxima.tely 1000 miles, slowing abruptly in the West at the Rocky 
Mountains, Only two per cent went on to'California. 
other than the states bordering Indiana, there were three areas 
of migfation concentra.t:1.ona the South, Texas, and Colorado, There 
seems to be an "underground milmad in reverse" when it comes to 
Indiana. basketball players going south, The South, extending from 
Louisiana. to Virginia., obt8t1ned 41 per cent of these players, Both 
Texas and Colora.do received six per cent each. 
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Figure 6 deals with just the major colleges and universities, Of 
the 206 players attending major schools, 74 or J6 per cent stayed in 
India.na, and the other 64 per cent (132) migrated, ~he same general 
patte:rns that exist for the total sample was tru.e · of the major colleges, 
" . 
Of the bo:rdering states, Illinois decrea.sed greatly and the others 
in.creased, with Ohio gaining the most, Louis~ increased th~ most 
in the South. Texas and Colora.do beth increased by three per cent, 
A compariSG>n with Rooney's study of 1961-67 can be\~e with the 
major colle~s and universities (Figure 7), In this earlier study 
74 per cent (173) migrated. from Indiana, leaving 26 per cent (61), 
A high per cent (28 per cent) went to fQF statess Kentucky, Louis-
iana, Florida., and Illinois. The South stil,l obtain.ed the largest 
percentage of players, but there was an inorea.se of players going to 
the Rocky Mountain region. 
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THE MIGRATION OF MAJOR COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY 
BASKETBALL PLAYERS FROM INDIANA 1961-1967 
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2. Productioll Import Patterns. The importation patterns for 
Indiana. wa.s taken f:rom the 1971-72 basketball sample (FiguJ:"a 8). 
Sinee institutions of the state only recruited. 28 per cent of their 
players from othe~ states, Indiana produced 72 per cel'lt (162) of its 
own collegiate players. Twel\lty-two ~f the imported pla~rs came fmJII. 
Ohios Illineis, Michigu, and. Kentucky follow. Only- seve,n players 
travelled more tha.n 1000 miles to Indiana. 
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For a more complete pictui-e, Figure 9 deals with all th• colleges 
and universities loea.ted Ln ;the "Hoosier" state dllrlng the 1971-72 
academic year, Appro~tely 30 per cent (130) of the basketball 
players eame f:rom outside the state. The movement of these players to 
,. . ' . 
Indiana. was very similar to the fifty per cent na.tional sample. Ohio 
led with fortt-four players, followed again by Illinois, Michigan, 
and Kentucky. No other state supplied a significant number. The 
validity of .,the na.tionaJ. sample was supported by this one indepth 
study. There was only 0ne percen~e difference concerning the i•po:r:i-
tation of players between the two studies, ud the major contri butiors 
were exactly the same~ 
From a balance of payments standpoint the ilaport-e~rt ratio 
was very good for IJi.dia.na., There were 237 ba.sketballers who migrated 
to other states, with only 62 coming into the state's institutions. 
This wa.s a ratio of J,82, which ranked second in the nation (Table IV), 
This indicated that Indiana experted alm0st four times a4 ill.¥Y basket- · 
ball :players as it imported. 
3, Comparison With other States, There are folll;" important 
variables to consider when studying import-export patte:msa total 
eXJ.)(!>rt, import-export ra.tio, percentage of players exported, and the 
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Alabama 46 19.5 68 .68 20 39% 25.5 · 17 22 
Alaska 2 48.5 8 .25 41 29% 39 2 50 
Arizona 10 38 29 .34 35 50% 18.5 10 30.5 
8rkansas 10 38 54 .18 45 18% 47 8 35.5 
California 184 7 54 3.50 4 37% 29 36 6.5 
Colorado 24 27 67 .36 33.5 33% 33.5 13 27 
Connecticut 79 10 69 1.15 12 78% 4 23 12.5 
Delaware 9 41 20 .45 25 64% 8.5 6 43 
District of Columbia 54 17 44 1.23 11 87% 2 23 12.5 
Florida 76 12 87 .88 16 60% 10 25 10.5 
Georaia 46 19.5 63 .73 18 41% 24 20 17.5 
Hawaii 2 48.5 14 .14 49 100% 1 2 50 
Idaho 6 44 24 .25 40 35% 32 6 43 
Illinois 254 2 82 3.10 5 54% 13 42 2 
Indiana 237 4 62 3.82 2 59% 11 37 5 
Iowa 37 24.5 86 .43 26.5 24% 41.5 14 25.5 
Kansas 38 23 66 .58 22 33% ~~ i:; 16 24 
Kentuckv 129 8 69 1.87 7 69% 6 29 8 
I 011isiana 2~ 26 l;R fiO 23.!'i 3fl% '.t1 14 2!'i !'i 
Maine 8 42 38 .21 43 16% 48 6 43 
Marvland 60 15.5 54 1.1 f 13 fl4% R i:; 22 111. i:; 
Massachusetts 78 18 121 .65 21 48% 20 20 17.5 
Mir.him1n 73 .13 55 1.33 10 32% 35.5 22 14.5 
Minnesota 15 32 40 .37 31 10% 49 10 30.5 
Mississippi 37 24.5 47 .79 17 53% 14.5 20 17.5 
I 
TABLE IV (c»ntinued) 
"2 -g 
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)( «I E ~!&! «I G) G) )( «I 0 .I! :::, a, w a: a: o.Uw a: z Cl) Cl) a: .. R7 Q AA 1 n1 14 51 C!e. 1fU, 71 9 .. 3 4R S:: ~~ 09 i:n 1a°"' 4!i !i 4 AR 
Nohraska 1R 30,!i RO .27 39 2n(!( 44 8 ':IS:: i:: 
Noua..t"' 3 Ml i:: 11 .'7 ':IA 50% 1R I. 3 4R.!i 
New Hamnc,hire 9 41 I.? ,17 AR S::':1(1( 14.!i 8 31. " 
New lersev 22R !i 37 R 1R 1 7n(!( !i . 3R fU, 
NAW Mexi~n 13 31. 33 • -:ia 28 ':IQ(!( 21. i:: 7 39.5 
New York 259 1 121 2.15 6 45% 21.5 43 1 
Nnrth Carolina 45 21 135 .33 37 37% 29 20 17.5 
North Dakota 1 50 20 .O'- !i1 3% 51 2 50 
Ohio 240 3 66 3.64 ... 3 5.1% 16.5 41 3 
n1c1.;hnma 14 33 71 .19 44 19% 45.5 8 35.5 
Oreaon 16 30.5 42 .38 29 22% 43 10 30.5 
Pennsvlvania 191 6 119. 1.61 8 42% 23 39 4 
Rhode Island 11 36 30 .37 32 7QC!e. 3 7 39.5 
~n11th r.arolina 18 29 48 .37 30 37% 29 10 30.5 
~ .. th n .. kota !i 45 3? , 1R 47 R% AA 3 47.!i 
Tenn .. ""ee 60 15.5 141 .43 26.5 4"(!( 21.5 17 22 
Texas S::':I 1R 1S::7. ':IA 3R ?RC!/. 4n ?S:. 1n i:. 
I ltAh Q 41 ?S:: ':IR ~1.!i 30% 38 R 4':I 
' 7 4':I 4i:; .1!i ·. 4A !iR~ 1, . R 4':I 
Viroinia R4 14 93 ,R9· 1Q 'NC!/. . 27 . 17 ?? 
Washington 21 ?R 42 ,1.0. 23 !i 31% 37 11 ?A 
West Virninia 12 35 54 .22 42 24% 41.5 8 !i.l'i,!i 
vv:~rmu,;in 4.':I 22 2Q 1 48 9 ':!?(!( 35,5 1R 20 
Wyoming 10 38 10 1.00 15 67% 7 8 35.5 
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a12m.ber of states mpplied by any one individual. state. 
New York (259), Illinois (2.54), Ohio (240), Indj\ana (237), ~ 
' I I ' ' 
New Jersey (228) were found to be the five ~ea.ding exporte·rs of basket"!" 
ba.11 players. ~e nuber of players exportfl)d by individual states 
dmpped off quite rapidly after the top ten (Table IV). Figure 10 
vividly illttstra~s the large concentration area ef exportation within 
the United States, This core coincides closely with the leading pmd~o-
tion area, wld.eh extends fl.'Qm Illinois in the west to New Jersey in the 
east. California shows stre~h in exporta.tiQn while the Southern 
states export a fair m:waber of players. 
The second va.ria.ble is the import-export ratio. This ratio is . ' . 
ca.leula.ted by dividing the nDber of playe1"1iJ whieh a s~te exported by .. : 
the naber that si.te illportetl (Indj,a.na.1 237 T 62 = .3.82), This 
in(ltea.tes that Indµ.na. exported app:co:ximately :four times the nlllllber it 
i.Jllported. Any state with a. ratio below 1.00 imported ure than it 
exported (Alabama.• 46 + 68 = O .68) • 
The five lea.dint states were1 New Jersey (6.16), I~ana. (3.82), 
Ohio (3.64), California. (3.50), and Illinois (3.~e). N,y l'ork and 
Ca.J.ifo:cnia. were reversed when total exportation was compared with this 
ratio. All the other a.embers of the top five were the sa.me. One rea-. . ' 
son for the ratio of New Jersey being·so: high was the ve-ry high per-
eenii4g, of eollege students leaving th.e state te at~end. other insti-
ttttes. 
· 13 New Jersey leads the nation in college student exportation. 
. ' . ' ' 
l3New Jerse; export,ed 117,2'6 college st~e:nts a.l!lli enly ~mperted 
18,546, for a ratio of 6.32, which is larger than that for basketball 
player exportation (6.16) • Ind.ia.na. on the other hand imports over 
two times the number of college stud.eats tha.11 it exports (Iaports = 
47,9131 exports = 21,418). This is quite significant beea._us, Indiana. 
has an impert-export basketball pla.yff ratio of 3.a2. 
' 
NUMBER OF PLAYERS EXPORTED 
BASKETBAL SAMPLE 1971 ;.1972 
SOURCE: . DATA COMPILED BY J.F. ROONEY. 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY. 
BASKETBALL SAMPLE. 1971-1972. 
Figure 10. \J\ 
"' 
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Figure 11 presents the two extremes in relationship tQ this ratio. 
The major exportation con was s1,ill present, along with the addition 
of California. Wyoming prttsented. a~''interesting situation in that this 
state had only one four-year collegiate institution. It was logical 
then that it could not. import .many players and would not take auch. 
exportation to have a favorable raUo, The Western states gene~ly . . 
ranked very- low, along with the extreme Northeast. The South :was.about . ' 
average. 
The percentage of players exported. in relationship to the number 
p:i:oduced was another important indicator. The top four states were; 
Hawaii, the District of Columbia, Rhode Island, and Connecticut 
(Table IV). The key to this variable was in finding those states 
' which had p:i:odueed a. goodly n:wnber of players, had s11pplied. themeelves 
adequately, and had enough left-.over to create. a high per cent of 
exportation. GQoci examples inelwie New Je~~Y' (produced• ~2~J 
retained. = 98• exported. = 2281 imported = 371 export per cent = 7~), 
Indiana (produced= 3991 retained• 1621 exported.• 2371 imported -'2s 
export. per cent= 59%), and Illinois (p:i:oduced. == 4701 x,etained == 2161 
exported== 2.541 imported• 82; export per oen.t = ~). Of the top 
I 
fifteen s1;.ates, these three had the best credentials. 
The last variable was eoneer.ned with the mmber of states to 
which an indivi,dual. state supplied on, or more basketba.l.l players 
(Table IV). 
populations, 
There was a st:cong correlation between this and state 
Seven. of the top ten. s.tates in population were t,l.so those 
I • ' I •; . ' . 
in the top ten with this indicator. Only ImcUana, ICentu.cky, and 
Missouri were not. New York (4J), Illinois (42), ~hio (41), Pem,.-
sylvania (39) and Indiana (37) were the leaders in the number of state, 
HIGH AND LOW EXPORT-IMPORT RATIO STATES 
BASKETBALL SAMPLE 1971-1972 
SOURCE DATA COMPILED BY JOHN F. ROONEY. 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY. 
BASKETBALL SAMPLE . 1971-1972 
Figure 11 . 
EXPORT-IMPORT RATIO 
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they supply. This would indicate that the desire to have basketball 
players from these states was great. 
If the rankings of these four variables (Table IV) are combined, 
the top six states dealing with this aspect of spatial interaction 
would be; New Jersey, Indiana., I11in<:>is, Ohio, Kentucky, and New York. 
This section of the United States continues to be the l.eading core 
area. These variables a.re not necessarily the only or most important 
indicato-rs o.f basketball emphasis or strergt:.h., but they are v,a.J.ua.ble in. 
relationship to the total discriptive ,J10cess. 
IV. Suma.ry 
Indiana. nuik.ed among the leaders, if not the leader, in .all the 
variables studied in this chapter. Whether it was p:coduction or a 
favorable import-export pattern, t:he evidence of basketball strength 
and emphasis was preselit ~th I-.ia.na. in relatio,nship to the nation. 
Indiana was also located within. the leading basketball core in the 
United States. This core extended from Iowa in the west to New York 
in the east. This area will be disc'llssed in more detail in the 
' ' 
regionalization chapter. 
The recnitment of athletes played an extremely important role in 
collegiate athletics. This study bas shown t~t -- although India:ma 
ranked among the leaders 1r1 the exportation of basketball players, 
exporting almost four times the ntu11.l;>er of players that it iaported --
it still had a very favorable im:porf?:-exporl ratio, ranking secend in 
the United St4,tes. The state supplied approximately 72 per cent of 
its own player needs and produced. enough to send 59 per eent of its 
total p~duetion to other states. 
CHAPl'ER IV 
A RmIONAL ANALYSIS OF INDIANA BASICm'BALL 
I, Int:rodttction 
This chapter takes an inwa::cd look at the state and is concerned 
with a regional analysis of Indiana pas.ketba.ll starting with a his-
torical sketch, The major variable used is the production factor 
which was developed and discussed 1n Chapter III on.the national scale, 
Other va.ria.bles used in this analysis are participation, monetary 
support, game attendance, press coverage, and facilities, 
II, Origin, Developn,ent, and Diffusion 
A, Early Origin and Development 
"The game was first int:rodueed in the Middle West by the Reverend 
Nicholas C, McKay, Presbyterian minister, a native of England, who 
became YMCA secretary in Crawfordsville in the early nineties, 111 The 
exact date for this event is not certain, "bllt, acoo:r:ding to the 
Crawf'omsville Journal !!'!!! Review, the first game played in the United 
States outside the state of Massachusetts was in the spring of 1893, 
in Crawfo::cdsvll~e, Indiana,2 
l Schwomeyer, p, 11, 
2crawfo::cdsville Jou:rna.l and Review·~ (March 22, 1944), 
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Fora brief period of time Jlevc:end McKay had attended the 
training school at Springfield dl:lring the ten,u:e of Na.ismith.3 It is 
' . 
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believed that McKay was not a member of the first class at Springfiel,, 
when ba.sketba1l was first introduced, but it is very likely that he 
was in one '.of the fi,rst. ·· 
On. Friday, March 16, 1894, the YMCA teams of Crawfoms-
ville and Lafayette played wbat was probably the first sch-
eduled 'basketball .game in ~ana• '!'he game was played in 
the Crawfomsville lMCA Q'Dl•••••li an a.nicle in the Ind-
iana.polis Star Magazine, the au.thor claimed that the first 
'ba.sket'bal.lgueiniidana was played in 1892. However, the· 
date., teuaca· pa.rti~pating, and score of the gaae are not 
mentioned.If. 
'!'he popularity of the gu;e was quickly evident thro.ugtiout the 
, ; 
stJLte. Tea.ins were organized. in every .type of co•wdty, and it dev-
1 • . 
. ' ' 
eloped ill:the high schools at the tu.rn 9f the century. In 1901, there 
was a basketball series, home and home, between Crawfomsville and 
Shortridge.High School of Indiana.polis. Crawfemsville won both games 
and proclaimed. itself the state champi.on.s 
' 
'!'me facilities were quite var.Led during the ea.r11:;rea.rs in 
India.nae Madison used a skating rinks Carmel used the driveway of a. 
l.~ber yar;IAtla.nta employed a dis~ed ehurohs and, st. Paul used the 
auditorium 1:n the, schoolhouse. Others used halls, be.ms, garages,· and 
some even pl~yed their games outdoors. 
The stage was now ~et. ~etba.11 had taken Mld within the s~te, 
and f:com·its very inception the enthusiasm for the game begu•to,~eut. 
3Na1smith aeteci as Physical Jtiu-tioa Directer at Springfield. 
util 1895. 
4schwoaeyer, P• 14. 
5Ibide, P• 16. 
The intensity. became so great that the term "hysteria•• can best d.es-
o:ri be the relationship tha'l, developed between basketball and.the peiaple 
i 
of Ind::! a:na. 
B, Diffusion 
Because of its immediate popularity and success within the state 
· .. - .. '-· ... :. ~·:;·tfr ,.., 
of Indiana, the diffw.sion p:rocess of basketball is very difficuit to" 
follow. Tmere were lea.glles and associations developed to improve and 
I I · . 
6 '.)#/. :·~~:~{·~i. . . . . . ·.,,JI-· eontml athletics on the. high school level. The stat:~ o~a.i14z&1.1W~, 
, 
the Indiana High. School Athletic Associat~on, ~as officially approved 
and accepted at the meeting of the State Teacher•~ Association in Ind~ 
ia.na.polis, on ;December 29, 19()3. 
Diffusion had already ta.ken place th:roughout the state by the time 
the first two official high school state championships were conducted 
in 1911 and 1912 (Figure 12). There were twelve schools entered in the . 
first championship, and thirteen in the second, Cra.wfo:rdsvllle High 
Scheol won the first official state championship tn 19~1, 
' ' I 
One type of diffuion - i,e,, concerned with emphas~ and basket-
ball strength exemplified in the ability to win the state champion~ 
ship - oan be seen by stwiyi,ng the state high school champiqns from . ' 
1911 through 1972. There was a markeci:'difference between ,he champions 
pr.i.or to 1942 and those e&ming after that date, 
The per.led of time from 1911 to 1942 was dominated by three 
·61ndlau. Interscholastic Athletic Association (1a,9), The . 
Nortnwestern. India.na.,A'thletic, Musical. and Oratorical Association 
(1982), The Northam Indiana Athletic Lea.glle (1904) ,· Ea.stern. Indiana 
High School Athletic Lea.glle (1904)~ The Southern Indiana ;Athletic 
.Association (1899), · ' 
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factors a the success of the small high schools; the forma:tion of 
three el.early defined core areas, and, the excellent coaching of a few 
men. After 1942, the state cham.pionslilips predominately belomgei to the 
large cities. 
1. Small Town, Core and Cea.oh Era.. Wingate, Thorntown, Laba.non, 
Martinsville, . Franklin., a.11d Frankfort are ma.mes that are well ''kn.on to 
'%,osiers" when. they tal~ of the lilistor;y of basketball within their 
state, bl:1t their era has long passed t.o make mom for the much larger 
ei ties. Only Milan has given the snaller todi mpe in th.e last. three 
decades, for they defeated powerful Muncie Central in 1954 (Appendix A). 
• ' • I I 
The "Golden Era." of the sul.l tons helped in the overall dev-
elopment of ba.sketba.11 within the state. During ~his perlod,.basket-
ba.11 penetrated the grass roots of th~ coJIIJIUlllity system with a great 
I 
deal of su.eeess and,. even today continlles to :play an important nle • .A.t . ' . 
every level of the state cbam.pion.ship to'lll'n8Jllen.t, t~ere wa,s a higher 
percentage of small, . towns re]l)resented. cbarl.ng this early period. This 
cha.Jlged rapidly d-uring World War II, and today if s11ch a school reaches . ' 
the fina.J.s, it ~pidly becomes the "Cinderella" team. 
One of the most interelsting c1>'bservations that ean be made about 
' ' 
the per:1.od of 1911 to 1942 is the development of three core areas 
(Figure 13).7 Clere I dominated during the years f':rom 1911 th:cough 
1918, a.nd iJilClttded the three county area 'ff' Tippecanoe, Montgomery, 
and Boone. Clore II, 1919-1924, as located in the sou~~em pa.rt 0f 
the state extending f:coa Knox and Daviess CGµnties in the seuthwest, 
! ' • ' 
to Morgan and Jehnse:m. Cp.aties in the south central' wrtion of the 
·7 6 Rensberger, p. • 
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state. Tme la.st core, Core III, 1925-1942, was in the north central 
region of Indiana. ~d extend~ .from Dela.ware and Henry Counties in the 
. ,, ·.J •\ ~ ' 
east, te ca.ss and Clinton Counties in the west. Every ehaapionsbip 
team from this early ~rlod was fmm one of these three regions 
except two 1: Fort Wayne South in 19.38, and. Ha.nunGmd. Tech in 194<). 
' I 
The co~ ~evelopment dt:trl..ng specific periods indicates that there 
must have been a great deal of loeaJ. empna.sis, enthusiasm, and. interest 
I 
I I 
aJDOng tewns in elo~e proximity to one aJ10ther. 
Convincing evidence of the f:"ioca.1.J interest in the gaae ef . 
basketball. in that a.rea. £i.e. ,1 Oore IJ is the' fa.ct that 
teaJ1s within a distance of approximately thirty miles of 
· Ora.wfo:trlsv~le won the state championship th,e first eight 
yea.rs the to1:1mey was played; Crawfordsville, 19lls Lel:!>a.nen, 
1912, 1917, 1918j Wi~te, 1913, 1914; Tha:mtewn, 1915; 
Lafayette, 1916.: · 
Ma.r:ton Crawley, considered by many as the Dean of Indiana basket-
• I ' 
I 
ball, stmngly indicated in a pe:rsqnaJ. __ intezview that this interest. 
and enthusiasm did play an im~rta.nt :part in the development of stmng 
pocket areas. He obse:tve<l tlds'dur.ing his eeaening u.ys at Washington 
' t t I' 
High School (Core II). This centagion diffusion, interaction and 
ei:reula.tion 11ithin looaJ. areas, is qldte eouon. 
Core III has p;rc;,ven to be one of the most powerful a:cea.s of the 
' ii ' 
state throughout the entire history of Ind.1a.na. basketball. This will 
be discussed in more detail later. The high school which as wom the 
most state championships, bncie Central (1928, 1931, 19.51, 1952, and 
1963), is located in this core. 
This early periad was a:160 ~atly 111fl•eneed by individuals. 
; • I , 
There were eight men vmo won tw or more champion.ships, three of them 
8sehwomeyer, P• 15. 
winning four a.pieces Glenn Curtis, Everett Case, and Marion ~wle1 
(Appendix A). These eight men accounted for twenty-three out of the 
I 
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thirty-two cba.mpionships from 1911 thro.ugh 1942. After 1942, there 
were only three coa.ch~s who won repeated victories, whichamouted ts 
six of the thirty to~ents played. Two of these coaches of the 
latter period won baek-~•baok championships, indicating a team which 
was fortunate eno11gh to repeat. A geed example ef this would be the 
team led by the famous Oscar .Roberlson at Ind.ia.na.polis Attucks and 
coached by Ba.y C:cewe (1955 and 19.56). 
Another good example of diff~sion is illutra.ted by some of the 
coaches representing the early period., Four of the coaches won cha.mp-, 
iont~ps at two different h1gll schools. This indicates an individual 
relocation diffusion where, in the ease of basketball, the style, 
philosophy, and. enthusiasm of the perso]1. is eam.ed fmm one place to 
another. Three o:f these aen ~ved. .f'mm .one -.core to anothe:,t Glenn 
Cmis (Lebanon to ~n.sville); Cliff Wells .. (Blofmin&\en to Logans-
, 
pert), and Marion Crawley (Washington to Lafayette). The repeat 
I 
coaches of the later period individually won their championships.at 
only one school. 
The p:cecess of diffusion can be demnstra.ted fmm the st'l:lQ.y of 
each of these three items during the early period of basket ball in 
Indiana. Ea.eh bas played a.n !JD,pertant mle in this hister.tca.l dev-
elopment. 
2. Urban Center Era. After 1942, the larger cities (over 25,000 
in po]>lillation) took over as the state champions. This recent era has 
belonged to Indiana.polis, Muncie, Ft. Wayne, Lafayette, Evansville, 
South Bend, Ha.mmond, and Ea.st Chicago. Only one small town (under 
6.4 
.5,000 in population) invaded this period, Milan in 19.54, On four 
occasions mediwn sized cities (between 5,000 and 25,000 in population) 
took the top honors Shelbyville, Jasper, Madison, and Connersville.· 
' ' ' ' . ' 
ThllS twenty-five of thirty.one championships were claimed by the big 
cities (A:ppendix A). 
li>u.ring the early period., 1911-1942, there 1were several men who 
were developed by the high school systE!ms, both as players and ~s 
coaches, whe sucee~~fully advanced to tke collegiate ranks during the 
latter period. Om the "winning-est eoa.ehes" list of 1970, published 
by the Converse Rubber Company, five Hoosiers were ranked within the 
' ' ' 
top seventeen men mentioned.a. Te:ny Hinkle, Butler University1 John 
Wooden, UCLA (played for Martinsville High School and Pumue Univer-
si ty) J Arad. McOutcha.n., Evansville U:ni versi ty; Angus Nicoson, I~ana 
Central College; and, Don Odle, Taylor University.9 Therefore, almost 
one-thi:cd of the top coaches were from the state of Indiana. Another 
individual who would be com.parable to those already mentioned is 
Everett Case, who won four state high school championships. In the 
latter years of his life he helped to develop a st:mng ba.sketba.11 
system in the collegiate ranks in North Carolina. 
There have been several rivalries that cleveloped between tmese men 
whieh helped to keep the enthusiasm at a high pitch during the last 
three decades. The most interesting was between Nieoson (Indiana. 
Central) am.d Odle {Taylor)• They :played against each other as college 
. ' 
athletes, played with each other in the pro ranks, and have coached 
against each other in both high school and college. . ' 
9Lo:cd, Converse :Basketball Yearbook, 1970, Po 66. 
A per oaptta pa.rt.ieipation index can be d:,evelo)!led for eaeli state 
for both. high seho'l)l and college participation, For example, in 
1972 the :aumber of United. States high school boys pa.rtieipa:tirig in 
1:asketba.11 was 670,000.10 By dividing the num'ber of 1)-18 year olcl 
males by the nuber of basketball players, a. rati~ for tke nation can 
be obtained. Each state can~ compamd with the ~ational. average, 
'!'he part;eipatien nom ea.n. 1:>e represented. by a value of 1,00, A brief 
regionaJ. analysis a:nd. a map presentation for high seb.ool pa.rt.ieipa.~ipn 
on the national level is found in Booney·•s man11Seript, Fpom Ca.bin Creek 
, , t I . . 
!!, .Anal:leim I A Geography 2f. American Sport.11 He also. ;presented. a paper 
at the Asseeia.tion. of American Geographe~ national meeting held.in 
Atlanta,·Georgia, in 1973, entitled. "The Geography of Pa.rticipa.ti,on in 
Intersclrlelastie Spo;-ta Towari. Inq'Ual Opportunity in the United States." 
Per capita ~ieipation in Amerie.an high achool athletics . 
is enara.cterized by extreme spatial variation,·•••• Variation · 
lis related to income, poP111a.tion density, settlement patterns, 
tra.di\!on, attitudes towa.:rd sport., and the inert.ia that 
enshnnuis the athletic estal>].i~hment ••••• 1nqua1 opport.wiity . 
to pa.rtioipa,te.is fax from a. reality, and there i~.a great 
.. need' f13r a major geo~phieal reorganization of int~1'--
sobolastie athletics,12 · 
.Eight of the ten highest index rates of pa.rt;icipa.tion in hif;h 
' ' 
s~liloe>J, ba.ske't?bal~ were fo~ in a,nd,~tq!ld the northern plains 
· • V I I , ' 
, I 
10 . · 
· Poone;r, Fm!. Ca.bin Creek!!_ Anaheim a A Geem;enz g! Ameri~ 
Sport,· P• 4.5. · · . ' _ . 
,,.: : ,11 .· ' 
· !bide, PP• 49-51• 
12John F, Ibont;ey, Jr., "The Geography of Pa.rt.ieipation in Inter-
scholastic Sports Toward .Jit'Ual Opportunity in the United States" 
(unpublished pa.per, .Atlanta, Geergia., April, 1973), P• 1. 
(NCl)rth Dakota, Nebraska, Mentana., Wyoming, Minnesota, Missouri, South 
' . 
Dakota, and Kaltsa.s), The so11them plains and the midwest were also 
generally above t:be :national average, The Sou.th, the Atlan.tiQ Sea.-
boam, the lower West Coast, and the Northeast were low in pa.rtieipa.-
High se~ol 'basketball va.r.les d:r:a.stieally between eity 
and ruaJ. co111DLwrl.ties,,,,,The ablmdanee of sJDall tons and 
lack e:f' cities em.eo'Ul.'ages a high degree of participation,•••• 
As a ~sul.t h1gh scl!lOol basketball° tou.ehes the lives of many 
more i:ndividuals in the small towns and has beome a major 
focus of comml.Ulity attention,,,,,It is apparent that only 
the best boys are playing high school b&skeiba.11.in Mega.lo-
polis,.The 'city game• is for'a. sele~ few:[ who a.re competing 
in what is gene:r:a.lly a muea to~her sport, 3 ' 
I , 
"It is pessi'ble to examine collegiate athletics in much the ~e 
" ' ,1' I 
way as we ~ve treated. in"terscholastic sport ... i 4 This , ;participation 
I •· . • I ' • II . 
information' is found in Table V, with all calculations ~ed on the 
:aew data assembled. by lbone;y- for the academic year 1~71-72 and on ~he 
1970 Qensus figures, 
The same participation concept ean be ued with a smaJ.ler area 
such as a state, The counties o:f' Indiana. have undergone a tremendous 
change just within. the la.st two decades which is .refleeted. in tneir 
' ' ' 
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school systems, Because of school co~olidati~ and population 
eha.nges, tmere has been am interesting shift in the ,pport:oities for 
participation on. the ;Local level, 
In the past, high school basketball participation varied. greatly 
' I 
between city and rm:al eemmuitie~, On the :national level as can 
lJibid,, PP• ·4-5, 
14Rooney, From Ca.bin Creek !!. Anaheim, ! Geog:r:a.phy !! American 
S:pc,rt, PP• 54-g;;- . 
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TABLE V 
COLLEGIATE PARI'ICIPATION OPPORI'UNITY INDEX 
1970-1971 
g .... ... .II .. ! ... 0 + il. 0 • ... k .= Jj ... ' .. C) 0 .. = •g = ... !i ;; J .Q ... ,!I 
1, ilabua 19 181,2 ' 27, Montana 9 77,111 2,55 
2, .Uult& 2 150,000 28, lfebrulta 16 92,688 2,12 
3, irisOM 5 ,54,200 29, lftoy&da, 2 244,500 ,Bl 
4, Arlt&nllu 15 128,200 30, .... llupehiN 9 82,000 2,40 
5, California 58 344,017 ,1, !few JerHy 21 341,333 ,58 
6, Colorado 13 169,769 ,2, lev Mexico 7 145,143 1,36 
7, Connecticut 15 202,1'3 33, lw York n 249,822 ,79 
B, Delavan 3 182,667 34, lorth Carolina 33 154,000 1,28 
9, D, C, 8 94,625 35, North ».kota B 77,250 2,55 
10, noricl& 19 357,316 36, Ohio 46 231,565 ,85 
11, G•orgi& 20 229,500 37, Qdahcma 18 142,167 1,38 
12, Hawaii 3 256,335 38, Oregon 16 130,688 1,51 
13, Idallo 6 118,853 39, Pe111111ylT&ni& 66 178,697 1,10 
14, lllinoie 44 252,591 40, lihod• Ialalld 6 157,833 1,25 
15, Indiana 33 157,594 41, South CaroliA& 14 185,071 1,06 
16, Iova 26 108,615 42, South ».kota 12 55,500 M5 
17, ICanllaa 21 107,000 43, 'l'ellJIIIHH 33 118,909 1,66 
18, Kentucky 19 169,421 44, 'l'exu 43 260,395 ,76 
19. Louisiana 16 227,562 45, Utah 6 176,500 1,12 
20. Main• 14 70,857 46, 'fenont 9 49,333 3,99 
21, Mar:,land 14 280,143 4 7 • 'firginia 25 185,920 1,06 
22, Mueaohueette 56 150,028 48, Vuhiqton 14 243,500 ,Bl 
23, Michigan 31 286,290 49, Veat 'firginia 17 102,588 1,92 
24, Minneecta 24 158,542 50, Viaconain 24 184,083 1,07 
25, Mieaieeippi 13 170,538 51, Vy011in& 1 532,000 ,59 
26, Mi1111ouri 26 179,885 
+ lluaber or oollegea and uniTeraiti•• b&Tiq buketbllll t ..... 
• !he 1970 oenaua vu ued ill all popalaUon oaloulationa, 
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be seen from Rooney's study. there has generally been more opportun-
ity for participation in rural states than in those considered as 
heavily urba.n.15 This is evident by comparing , for example, North 
Dakota and Nebraska with New York and New Jersey.16 
This was also trtte for the counties of the state of Ind:a.m during 
the late 195o•s and early 1960's, Within the last fifteen years, the 
rural counties have had a sharp reduction in the opportunity for 
participation; whereas, the urban areas have slowly increased, The 
ideal situation would be equal opportunity for participation in each 
Indiana county, a situation which see~s to be developing. 
The opportunity for participation is one variable to be considered 
in the attempt to understand area differnces and to demonstrate region-
al variations, But it is not necessarily related to emphasis or 
strength, Most areas of the country pmvide athletic programs within 
their schQol systems 1 and basketball is the leading sport as far as 
the number of school.a participating (20,101), 
IV• Monetary Support 
The problems of trying to obtain the total financial information 
and support in relationship to athletics are formidable. There are 
some published financial data that vould indicate the magnitude of 
athletics in some areas of the nation, but again this would only 
give a partial analysis at best, 
Gate receipts indicate regional variations as do the athletic 
l5Ibid,, PP• 49-51, 
16Ibid, 
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budgets of individual schools, Most high schools and colleg,s in the 
state of Indiana. depend heavily upon the gate receipts f:rom the basket-
ball games to either support. co•pletely or to defray a large part of 
the expenses pertaining to the rest of the &1;hletie pmgram, This, 
of course, would dep~nd 1apon the scope of the athletic p:rogram, Within 
the state, ba.sketba.11 and football were abo1:1t the only athletic events 
where there was an admission charge, and there were many more schools 
with ba.sketba.1.1 pmgrams than football, 
The :role of basketball in Indiana can be better understood by 
compa.ring it with other areas,. Oklahoma is a lharp contra.st, 
Oklahoma schools have a. ba.sketba.11 team, but the game plays a much 
smaller mle in the total athletic pmgra.m. It is not uncommon to 
' 
have 5000-6000 people a~tend a football game or a wrestling match, but 
perhaps only 500-1000 would watch a basketball game. Even at the state ' . . 
high school basketball championships, there have been several occasions 
when the girls basketball tea.ms have out-drawn the boys in attendance. 
It is nderstandable then, that football would be the bellwether of the 
' . . 
athletic programs in Oklahoma, whereas, in Indiana., it would be basket-, ' 
ball, This is a. regional variation that is significant, but the 
statistical.' infomation is not always available fer an in depth study, 
Even when a school does disclose its athletic budget, it is very dif-
ficult to dete:rmine the hidden costs, such as a coach who is also a 
teacher in the physical education department, or the athletic budget 
having the athletic facilities lumped into the total opera.ting eosts 
of the entire school, 
In forty-eight of the states the annual high school basketball 
tournament is a very important fi:na.ncial endeavor. This is especially 
70 
so in the state of Indiana. Each of the participating schools within 
Indiana. receives some fi~ncial benefits from this extravaganza. On 
the average there are about 1.5 million people who attend this event 
each year with the total ga.te. receipts ranging from slightly under one 
million dollars in 195?, to a record high of $1,703,615 in 1970.17 
For a four week high school event, this represe~ts a great deal of 
enthusiasm and money, 
v. Attendance 
Attendance figures ate usually more readily available to the 
public than financial information, Game attendance is a good indicator 
of the interest level generated by basketball. 
On the Indiana high school level it is difficult to find much 
variation in attendance at basketball games because "Hoosier Hysteria" 
is ubiquitous. In most high schools, tickets to the basketball games 
are considered as prized items, and during the state tourney.1 much 
energy is expended attempting to get a ticket. 
On the collegiate level, there are attendance records published 
yearly for most schools by the Converse Rubber Company. Some var.La-
tions in distribution could be made nation;wide, but there would be 
difficulties in evaluation and analysis due to differences in the size 
of institutions, number of games played, differences in budgets, and, 
differences in the seating capacities available for each school. 
A simple regional distribution map was constructed to show the 
compa.risons among the states in collegiate attenda.mce as it relates to 
17Rensberger, P• 2?, 
the top thirty colleges ~d universities in basketball over a four 
year period (Figure 14). 
The leading state was North cam11na, having an average 3.25 
colleges represented in the top thirty from 1968 to 1971, All the 
71 
other leaders were foud in the.Mid-Vesta Kentucky, 3,001 Kansas, 2,751 
Indiana and Ohio, 2,25; and Iowa, 2~00, The leading individual insti-
tution. three out of the four ye~ studied was UCLA, It was al.so the 
only collegiate team representing Cal.iforn.ia in the top thirty ea.eh 
of those years, 
VI, Press Coverage 
The amount of press covemge re;tated to baskeeba.11 is another 
measure of interest, but it would be a. long p:roeess if conducted 
properly, One could actually select representative newspapers through-
out the nation and litezally measure the lines on the sport pages and 
make a comparison on the per cent of :pews generated for one sport over 
a yea.r's time, This would have to be done several years in succession 
in omer to compensate for years or events of unusual emphasis, 
' 
VII, Facilities 
Facilities do vary slightly ae:ross the country, but due to 
consolidations and the use of collegiate gymnasiums, it is ~coming 
increasingly difficult to use this as a major varibal.e in the analysis 
p:r:oeess, For t~e most pa.rt Indiana .is noted for excellent basketball 
facilities throughout the state, Indiana., Purdue, and Bv.tler (Hinkle) 
fieldhouses are used consistently by both collegiate and high school 
teams, and they seat 17,427, 14,125, an~ 14,943 respectively, Most 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF COLLEGIATE INSTITUTIONS RANKING 
IN THE TOP THIRTY IN ATTENDANCE 1968-71 
SOURCE: Conr•mw Basketball Yearbook, 
/!H~o;.J!Hi!J. W70. W71. 
Figure 14. 
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?J 
of the colleges withi:m. the state have adeEJ.U\e Q'JllJlUiDs with. a very 
few exception. 
Figure 15 shows the locations of the largest twent7-seven gym-
nasiums located within India.na., all exceeding_ .5,000 seating capacity, 
New Castle bas the largest gymnasium in the state, and several admiais-, ' 
t:rators ela.im that it is the largest high school gymna.silllll in the 
. 18 
country- (9,.32.5), 'l'he sea.ting ca.pacit7 of each facility relative to 
the total population. of the eity in which it is founci is presented. in 
Figure 15. 
Most of the largest cities a.re :not represented in the top twent7-
..; 
~even (Indiana.polis, Fort Wayne,. ~nsvi11,, South Bend, etc,), Most 
of thesa ~ve large municipal aud.ito:rias or collegiate gymnasiums 
that a.re used by several of the high schools located within the area.._ 
Exceptions to this WCRll.d be Gary- West (7,JOO), PJa.JJmond (.5,170), Ande:t'I-' . ' 
son (8,998), and Mtlllcie Central (,,,00),· Ea.ch of these if!» a. relatively 
' 
large city, from 17.5,.500 to 69,000, and the gyl1lllaSiwn is pa.rt of the 
I , , 
school facilities, 
Several of the SJRa.11 ton~ have. yery large facilities relative 
to their populations (Figure 15) • Excellent examples wollld be South-
port., with a. popul~ion of only 2,317 and a gymnasium ca.pa.city of 
' ' 
(7,290), Paoli, 3,281 (5,072); Huntingburg_, 4,794 (6,214)1 Boonville, 
5,736 (5,061)- and, S~;y:m.our 13,3.52 (8,422), The~e figures again in-
dicate a. ver, st:rrong interest in the local ba.sketba.J.l team. 
leoney in his ma.nuseript speaks of how facilities and attendance 
18 Ibid,, P• 23, 
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can be used. to show how one SP.Ort varies fmm another on th.e local 
].evei,19 In his example, football was compared with bask.e\ba.ll in 
several towns located in Indiana, In al.most eve:q case basketball 
· 20 
ranked. higher tba.n footbaJ.l illl emphasis and interest, 
VIII, Bistribllti&n of PJ.a.y,ar P.mduotion 
.A1 Sa.m.:ple 
75 
The sam:ple for the individual counties was the same that was ued 
for the states mentioned in Chapter III ud listed in. Table I, For the 
state of In.dia.na., the ceunt1 was used in. finding distributiona.J.·va.ria-
tions, 
To determine cout;r produotio:n, .again both total produotion and 
per capita prod.11.ction was used.. Th~ index system developed on the 
:national level was continued. on t:he state level, The oouty ind.exes 
were computed for all the eollllties in '\he nation pmd:aoing oellegiate 
1:asketball players. Therefore, the nom for Indiana wolld. be 2,31, 
which as its national index, Counties within Indiana having a.n ind.ex 
higher than "I.he norm were producing more tha.:ll the average forth.estate 
in :cela.tionship to the p:>pulation, The opposite holds true for those 
which had a lower index, .A complete listing for both total p:r:eduetion 
and per capita. prod:~ctioa for the state is .given in Table VI,,~, 
1'&>oney, ~ Cabin Creek!!. Anaheim.a A Cleographz !!! American 
Sport, PP• 148-150, · 
20 Ibid,, P• 149, 
TABLE VI 
TOTAL AND PER CAPITA POODUCTION OF INDIANA COUijTIES 
1971-1972 
; a, l,Q 
d d ~d d s:I 
a, 
e-ld 0 0 ~~ 0 0 e-10 Jj ...t. ~ -f O...t .µ c:.,.µ ..... c:.,.µ 
C) C) C) C) 0 0 i.g i.g = k,§ = i.g r-1 ::SH ~.g = • .., a, .µ 0 .µ 011 .... .., .µ 0 .µ 0'1:1 .,.,O'S 
~4! ~4!1--1 ~&:.!f ~,t ~d:~ :U:1--1 
Adams 2 2.24 ---- Lawrence 6 4.74 5.15 Allen .12 1.29 2·.:}3 Madison 26 5.65 3.i Bartholomew 5 2.64 3.43.,. Marion ~ 1.97 2. Benton - ---- --- Martin 16~45 23.8 Blackford 1 1.89 t.11 Miami 2 1.53 1.66 
Boone 8 7.79 .46 Marshall - ---- ----Brown 1 3.32 7.21 Monroe 3 1.06 ----Carroll - --- ---- Montgomery 3 2.66 3.85 Cass 2 1.49 ---- Morgan 1 .68 ----Clark 7 2.77 1.72 Newton - ---- ---Clay 2 2.51 2.73 Noble 1 .96 ----Clinton 1 .98 2.14 Ohio - -- ----Crawford 2 7.49 8.13 Orange - ---- ----Daviess 4 4.52 4.91 Owen - --- --Dearborn 2 2.04 ---- Parke 3 6.18 · 8.04 Decatur 2 2.64 5.74 Perry 2 3.15, 6.84 
De Kalb 4 3.9 6.35 Pike 3 7.34. 15.94 
Delaware 10 2.33 3.56 Porter 7 2.42 3.75 
Dubois 3 2.92 2.11 Po1:1ey 1 1.38 ----Elkhart 5 1.19 2 • .58 Pulaski - ---Fayette 2 2.29 --- Putnam 8 8.93 7.27 Floyd 3 1.62 · 2.35 Randolph 3 3.12 ----Fountain 5 8.24 14" • .} Ripley 3 4.27 ·3.09 
Franklin 4 7.1 3.85 Rush - --- ----Fulton 1 1.77. ---- st. Joseph 19 2.33 1.86 Gibson - ---- ---- Scott 1 1.75 3.81 Grant 6 2.15 1.55 Shelby 2 1.·59 1. 73 
Greene - --- -- Spencer - ---- ---Hamilton 6 · 3.31 3.59 Starke - --- ----Hancock 2 1. 71 3.72 Steuben - --- ----Harrison 1 1.47 3.2 Sullivan 1 1.51 3.28 
Hendricks 6 3.34 4.84 Switzerland 2 9.54 ---Henry 7 4. 6.2 Tippecanoe 7 1.92 1.19 
Howard 7 2.53 3.14 Tipton 4 7.22 7.8!f 
Huntington 2 1.72 1.87 Union - ----Jackson 7 6 •. 43 9.83 Vanderburg 10 1.78 2.i1 Jasper 2 2.94 6.39 Vermillion 2 3.58 -3. 9 
Jay 2 2.55 -- Vigo 4 1.05 1. 71 Jefferson 5 5.57 2.42 Wabash 3 2.54 ----Jennings 1 1.55 ---- Warren - ---- ---.... Johnson 1 .49 1.01 Warrick - ---- ---Knox 6 4.34 3.14 Washington - ---- ----Kosciusko 6 3.75 4.07 Wayne 11 4.18 4.13 
Lagrange 1 1.t --- Wells 1 1.26 2.74 Lake 34 1. 7· 1.55 White 3 4.3 6.22 
La Porte 7 2. 3.1 Whitley 1 1.29 2.79 
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It is important to note the involvement of most of the state in 
basketba.ll pla.yer pmd11ction,· Seven:ty-two of the nia,ty-two co11,11ties 
in the ·state were prodttci:ng above the national. nom (1,00). aJ.though 
there were a few sections that eeud 'be classed as poor producing 
areas, 
As in the RSe of national. productiori. I~ ;p:rodu.etion was 
i 
related. to ccnmty population (J'ipre 16), Seven of the top e:ight cout-
1 ; ' • 
ies in total production were also lea.de~ in population, Marion and 
Lake Counties ranked one and two in population, and ,hey were also.the 
leaders in player production. .52 and 3't re.specti vely, Madison ( 2&) • 
St, Joseph (19). Allen (12), Wayne (11), Delaware (10), and Valld.erburg 
I 
(1o)·Ce1U1ties showed. stmJJg production tendencie!I, Seve:r:a.l of the . . 
• 
major cities were loeated ill t)\ese countiesa Indianapolis, Gar.r, 
Hammond, South Bend, Fort ia.yne, Anderson, Mueie, Riohllond, and Evans-
ville;~ 
Three belts of high pmductioll a.re apparent (Figare·16), A north-
ern. belt starts in Lake 0o'1!ty and eontinu.es.eastwa.m to st. Joseph 
I 
County, A. tail to this bel' can 'be noticed dipping down to Allen 
Oouty, By f'a.r tne largest belt passes thl:ougm.'.erthcentn.J. ~a.ma.. 
. . 
There is a. strong concentmtion found in Wayne, Henry:, Delaware, Madison, 
.' 
and Mar.ton Co1111.ties, with satellite counties completely sur:a>1UJ.ding 
; ' . 
t.hem, There is a sma.11 iel t in the south, going from Kaox County to 
Jackson OG1mty. The urban areas a.mud lilvansville, Indiana, and 
Lomsville, 1C9ttuck;r, are a.lso important. 
To help in the eval:ua.tion pmeess eonee~ distribution., all 
the eolleges and u.nive:x:sities within the state of Indiana were 
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19 
studied in relatiolllShip to where they were obtaining their ba.sketball 
JJ.a.yers. 73.7 per cent of the NCAA pla.yers and 67.3 per eent,of the 
NA.IA. players ca.me from within the state'. 21 These percentages are 
singificant enough to help in this evaJ.ua.tion pmcess. Figure 17 
imdicates which co.unties these players were f:r;om. There was a great 
deaJ. of similarity with Figure 16, ,hich dealt with the national sample. 
This helps to supper!; the ea.r~ier fi:ncilngs. 
There are a. few changes in ~gure 17 worlh neting. The, a.na.lysis 
reveaJ.ed that Elkha.rli, Allen, -Gr;!Ult, and Vanderburg Counties indicate 
sharp inerea.ses which might be explained by the nDber of colleges 
found within these couties. There were four colleges in Allen County, 
two ea.ch in Grant and Van.derburg ColUlties, and one in Elkhart County. 
Even though there were these few noticeable c~es, the three belts 
of strength noted earlier, were still present. 
Since there was a significant correlation between totaJ. pmduetion 
a.nd. eoaty popllla.tio:n, the per capita index system was aJ.so used on the 
eouty level. As i:ncileated in the methodology- section, the state would 
have a nom of 2e3l-for these indexes,. Figure 18 uses f:l,'ve intervals 
to show the per capita origin of basketball pla.yers fmm the na.tioE&l 
sample for the state. The lowest category is for those seventeen 
counties with no p:roduetion. The other intervaJ.s were dete:r::mined by 
evenly dividing counties into categeries, two above the state norm, ud 
twe below it. None of the top eight cooties in terms of raw p:roduetion 
21NCAA stands for the National Collegiate Athletic Assoeia.tio:n 
and NAIA indicates the National Association of Intercollegiate 
Athletics. There were twelve NCAA schools a.n.d twenty-two NAIA schools 
located in the state of Indiana. 1~ 1971-72. ' · 
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were among the leaders for per capita. production, In fact, only half 
of them fell above the state nom, However, the three belts were still 
apparent; al though, the southem one was stronger then the one found 
in the north~ The reason for.this could be that the l~rger populations 
of the northem counties pulled them down when the per capita indexes 
were calculated, The north central belt was still visible, but it 
snaked around Marion County (Indiana.polis) and extended clear across 
the st.ate, 
Several weak areas continued to be present• Com pa.ring Figures 16, 
17, and 18, the weakest counties were found in the northeast comer; 
a.long the westem border and spreading out in the north, in the south 
central tier of counties, and in the south western comer, except for 
Vanderburg County, 
An average ranking between total production and per capita pro-
duction was also done for the counties of Indiana, Figure 19 gives 
I 
the top forty counties according to that average ranking. Forty was 
! • 
the approximate number of counties that fell above the index norm for 
Indiana (2,Jl) when the per capita productions were calculated and 
plac~d in Figure 18, With only a few modifications, the counties seem 
to fall into alternating tiers between good and poor production, With-
out the lower three categories present on the map, the three belts .. . 
discussed earlier are very distinguishable, The .same weak areas are 
also present. Figure 19 is a summary map to indicate those areas with-
in the state of Intia.na that should be considered good to excellent 
producers of collegiate basketball players, 
PER CAPITA PRODUCTION INDEX COMBINED 
WITH TOTAL PROUUCTION OF COLLEGE PLAYERS 
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IX. Indiana. Distribution of High School 
' I ' 
All-Star Players 
In the previous .section, the des :ussion centered on the nllBlber of 
' ,. 
high sc~ol ba.sketbaJ.1 players that vent~red. inte the collegiate ranks. 
r· , . 
Agai.Jl, this was emphasizing quantity, not neee,;sarily qU&lity. One 
variable that measures the qllal.ity a.speet ot' players wow.d be the high 
school all-stars who a.re chosen yearly~ selected individuals from 
tmughout the state. The first all-star t4am was selected in 19:39~ 
· 22 and the practice bas continued to the present. 
Flga:re 20 shows the wtal p:mduction, by eo~ty, of all-star 
players fmm 19:39-1970.2:3 Tlle greatest neber came from the nort.h 
central belt developed earlier, with the largest a..me1mt coming f:com 
Ma.rion County (Indianapolis). other stmng couties in tty.a area. were 
Dela.ware (Meeie), Madison (And.eI.'St>n), Tippecanoe (La.fa;rette), and 
Howam (Kokomo). The 110rt.hern oelt was still noti~ble, being mainly 
suJport.ed by Lake, st. Joseph, and Allen Ceuties. The so1tthem belt 
ha.s almost disintegrated, with onl.7 three import.a.nt eonties - Va.nde::c-
burg, Jefferson, a.nd Dabois. '!'b.e relatively weak areas shown earlier 
were still present.· 
A'eentral core within the belt system ~seu.ssed earlier il'.lclud.ed 
the cities of Muncie, .Andersf>n, Kokomo, a.rul Marion, with extensions 
to India.ma.polis and Lafayette.· These counties were strong in col-
legiate production a.nd consistently strong at the high scheel level. 
22 . Since 19401 there bas been a game between Indiau. and Kentucky. 
23 Sehwemeyer, PP• :323-326. 
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This does not mean. that other counties th:coughou.t the state were RCli 
significant wh•n it comes to basketball, for Lake, St, Joseph, Allen, 
and 'Vanderbttrg ares however, they are somewhat isolated from any 
cluster of strength, 
X, Indiana. Distrlbutiol'l of High School 
Championship Tea.ms 
86 
The high sehool athletic association con.duets each year a well 
organized basketball tournament within the state of IndiaJla, 24 Every 
team competes on the same level and the tournament is divided into four 
parts, In 1972, there were 426 high school teams competing far 64 
sectional championships, the first step toward the state cxown, 
Although the nlllllber of schools entered each year in seetio:na.J. 'play 
has varied greatly (Figm.-e 21), in recent yea.rs, the trend towa.:cd high 
school consolidation bas gradually reduced the nwnber pa.rtieipa.ti:ng, 
The 64 sectional champions continue competing during the next 
week for sixteen regienal titles, These sixteen winners, ca.lled the 
"sweet sixteen," battle for the fov semi-final PG,sitions the fallow-
ing week, Finally after one month's time, there is a state champion 
crowned.from the final four teams, This has been going en since 191.5, 
the.year the sectional tournaments -..gan, The state tournament act-
ua.lly htµi its beginning in 19ll; but it did. not follow the a.oove 
sequence until after 1915•' 
The st'llld.y of these championship high SC]lf)Ol teams offers another 
' 
va.rlable in distributional a.na.1.ysis. Basketball st~:ngth and emphasis 
24 . · 
Yates. PP• 52-76, 
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can be detected by determining the locations of the championship teams 
over a span of time. The better teams would be those consistently 
reaching the top levels of competitions the "sweet .sixteen," 'the 
"final fou.r," and the state cha.llpionship. The champions of each of 
these levels were ta.bw.4ted 1,y county of origin over the entire period 
of time, 1911.;..1972, that t:m.e toU2'ftalll.ent was held. The results of these 
tabulations were then placed on maps for further distributional 
a.nalysis. 
Figure 13 gives the location of ea.ch of the state champions. 
. . i 
Distri.bution. of these teams ha.s been greatly effected by the two per-
iods of time m.entic1med. earlier. The period from ,1911-1942 was dominat-
ed by the three early core areas with the latter period, 1943-1972, 
eont:colled by the larger urba.n centers. The next step was to see if 
this pattern was also present at the "final. four", stage fer these two 
periods of time. 
Figure 22 and Figllre 23 definitely show that this trend was 
present at the "final fel1r" level. The three core areas are predem-
inate in Figure 22, with three satellite area.as Lake, Allen, a.nd 
Vanderburg Counties. There i• no question in Figure 23 that the 
counties of highest population eoatrolled the later period. 
An overlay of these two maps (Figure 22 and Figure 2J) also shows 
.. 
the three pmdue·tion be* ts developed earlier in this chapter, with 
the stmngest still being the north central belt. 
All trends continue at the "swee, sixteen" stage (Figure 24). 
The inner-core, Mm1eie to Indianapolis to Lafayette, stands out very 
clearly on this map. Very- little could be stl1died by locating the 
TOTAL NUMBER REPRESENTED IN THE FINAL FOUR 
BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 1911-1942 
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sectional chu.pions, because the 64 sections a.re soaewhat eY~nlY' 
distribated. thro11ghout the state 'by the state athletic association. 
xr. s--.r, 
Within ,tl:le,state of Indiana., the eumw.ative distributional pat-
tem has become quite el.ear. The:ce a.re three belts of prod11etien. The 
northern belt exten~s fm• Lake Couty te Elkhart County, then dipping 
..... 
don te Allen. County• , The stmngest 13el t is fo'Blld. across the nq1,"th 
. J I '" 
central portion of the state. This includes seveml ba.sketbalt-
mi:nded cities like Indiana.polis, Marion, Kokomo, Lafayette, .Anderson, 
and Muncie. Muncie is eonsid.ered as the high soheol 'basketball capital. 
of the state because of its five state championships. The third belt 
is found in the southern portion of the state. This is a narrow sec-
tion that begins in Know County in the west, to Jefferson and ltl.pley 
Counties in the ea.st. The:ce axe tw satellite areas amud Evans-
ville, Ind:Ja.na., a.rid Lol!lisville, Kentucky. A •:r:e d.etailed regional-
isa.tion for the state 'will be presented. in a :1at,e~ chapter, 
-.\ 
CHAPTER V 
THE SPATIAL ST~CTURE OF INDIANA BASKETBALL 
I. Introduction 
Another very important geographical concept is that of spatial 
organization. "In simplest te:rms, we can view the. spatial organization 
of sport from two levels. The function of one level is the p:t'Omotion 
of mass participation, while the other is designed to ma.rlcet sport as 
an entertainment medium for the spectator. 111 
This mass participation activities are designed to serve as Jl&ll1 
people as possible and are geared to encourage participation in small 
groups, Professional sports and "big time" intercollegiate athletics 
are activities that are oriented toward the spectator. It should be 
assumed that there is some overlapping in today's sports world be-
tween the two. "College and university sport fits somewhat nebulously 
. 2 
between the professional and youth-oriented activities," 
The spatial organi~tion of sport can be depicted. as 
a pyramid, with professioria.l· sport located at the tip, and 
the mass partic~pa.tion activities forming the ba.se. It 'is 
from this base that the talent which stocks the profeesionaJ. 
teams is developed, gra.d;ually moving upward to the pinacle, 
but only after a harsh ~election process removes most of 
the original aspirants.::, 
1Rooney, ~ Cabin Creek !2_ Anaheim 1 ! Geography .2! American 
Sport, P• 41, 
2Ibid. , P• 42. 
3Ibide 
93 
In the United States, organized sport is easily examined at 
three levels of competition• interscholastic, intercollegiate, and 
professional. This chapter will only be concerned with two of the 
three levels of competition -- i.e., interscholastic and intereol-
legia.te:--- since Indiana presently has only one professienal team, the 
Indiana Pacers of the American l3a.sketball Association. 
II. Indiana Interscholastic Orguiza.$1.on 
Interest in all athletics was high in most /:IndianaJ 
couui ties, nt a lack of pmp.er supervision on the part of 
school administ::rators :made in\e:t'l-school competition difficu1t, 
and in some instances, impossible. Inooasfsteneies in play-
ing areas, game officials whese only q'Qal.ifications were 
ofteft a willingness to act as referee, and other problems 
too ltllillft'OllS r mention, e&'liSed DO end Of difficulties for 
all eunceraed. · 
Th.is-was the sitstion iJl the high schools of Indiana when basket-
ball developed in the 1890~s. The athletic prog:ram.in the high schools 
at that time~ •s'Qal.ly self-gove:cning. In many situations a coach 
or team J11&D&ger was _someone from the looal eomm~ty who volunteered 
his services for the a~hletic program of the high school. In spite of 
the many probleas, enthllsiasm for the game of basketball was growing 
in the st.ate. "Ga.mes were played, meets were held, and rivalry often. 
ran high, bllt the absence of a central organization and a unifom 
standa.l.'d of' eligibilit1 made disputes frequent and a fair judgment of 
the relative strength 0f teus im:possible."5 
Several leagues .were fomad within the state, but interest was 
4sohwomeyer, P• 18. 
5Ibid, 
concentrated in small regio~ areas, and no attempt was made for a 
much broader influence througho~t the st~te.6 
The first attempt at a broader unity of stu.da:rd among the 
high schools •t large was made at tne meeting of the Northern 
Indiana Teachers' .Association at Richmond, in .Apr.Ll, 1903. 
At this meeting a conference of ,high school principals and 
teachers outlil'led a mininmm sta:nda:rd of eligibility for · 
membership on athletic teams, which any and all high schools 
of the state were asked to adopt., '!'his code, known as the 
iichmond agreement, was extensively discussed and was em-
ployed in many of the meets held in ~he·gas belt.and neigh-
'bor.Lng counties.? · 
95 
This agreement was a step i~ tae right direction, but its major defect . . 
was the absence of a central organization to give direction and to 
have executive control. 
At this time, the pr.Lncipal of Anderson lij.gm School, J.B. Pearcy, 
ca.lled a -.eeting of, inte:J:"9sted individua.1.s on O.cember 5, 1903, to 
consider the ~ssibillty of fo:ming a State High Sohool Athletic 
Association. At this meeting, a provisio~ constitution was adopted., 
based on the constitution of the Wisconsin Interscholastic Athletic 
Association. 
At the meeting of the State Teaeh~rs' Association in Ind-
iana.polis, on December 29, 1903, this p:r:ovisional constitu-. 
tion was again taken up by the pigh school men of the state, 
and after a vigorous discussion·a.nd numerous amendme'nts it. 
·· was finally adopted. 8 · 
On March 1, 1904, fifteen high schools had joined this new organization, 
and.bf December 15, of the same year, there wttn seventy-one members. 
6one of the largest and., considered by some, the oldest sttoh 
leagt1e was the Sou.them Indiana Athleti~ Association. The one with 
the most extensive organization was the'Ind.iana Interscholastic 
At:hletic Association, which was organized. in 1899 and. included some 
Indianapolis schools. · ' 
7sohwo~eyer, P• 18, 
8Ibide, P• 19. 
Figue 21 of 0hapter IV, gives some indication of the historical pro-
gress of themeabersldp to this athletic a.ssocia.tio:n, 
· · The Indiana. High School Athletic Association was administered 'by 
; 
a Boa.rd. of Oo:atrol.consisting of three members, selected at the aan'Ua.l 
meeting of principals, In 1916, it Q.S decided. that the state should 
be divided into five districts fer administrative ud representative 
, I t , 
purposes, .The Boari. of Contml of the state assoeia.tion. would con-
sist of one elected individua.l. from 8',Ch of the five districts, In 
1925, the membership fma ~ch district was increased t~ four, 
A new pla.n was adopted in 1930, Five illdividuals were elected 
from each of the five districts to a.a Athletic Coucil, which in tum 
wolll.d el.ect five fmm their on membership to serve on the l3oam of 
Control, This pla.n is st~ll med today to govern. high school athletics 
in acliau.,· A Pe:ma.nent Seereta.r.Y was established. in 1906, then· 
changed to Commissioner of Pligh School Atmletics in 1929, . . . 
IJlCl.ia.na is a member of the National Federa.tioa, of State High 
Sellool Athletic Assoeia.tions, cn;g&Bized. in 19201 by ~nistrators···f~Jll 
Illinois, Iowa, Jliehiga.n, and. Wiseon.sin, This organization iaellldes 
fift1 member state high school assoeiations and six affilia.ted a~soci-
~tions from .Canada.,, ,Indiana was admitted in 1924, At the present 
tiiie there a.re mere than 20 1000 member high sehoels ud 687,000 basket-
! ' I 
ball players belonging to this association.. All bu:t four of the 
. ' . I 
state members eolldllet pest-season state eha,mpionship toul.'U.Jlents, 
9 Hollander, P• :385, 
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_A. Athletic Conferences 
Athletic leagues were fomed. early in Indiana •. Several have al-
! 
ready been cited._ By 1970, there were twenty•J(i1'ft eon:f'erenees within 
th.e state, and a few nave been. a,ci4ed since that time.1° For th~ JnOst -· 
pa.rt, these conferences are not bound by cinmty lines. For example, 
. ·the high sebools of Grant . County · belong to three differen'!, c0nferene-s a 
the Mid-Indian.a. Conference, 1-he Mississinewa. V~ley Conference, all!l 
the extremely powerful North Central Conference. The county also has 
one independent high school. 
The North Central. Conference., composed of Anderson, K~komo, 
Lafayette J"ffereen, Logansport, Marien, M'tllleie Central, New Castle, 
and. Biehmond, was founded in 1926 (Figure 25). 
In the 4Af. years the North Central Conference hs been in 
existence, conference teams have won 16 state championships, 
in addition to having 14 rmmers-up tea.ms. Twenty-five 
teams have reached the Final Four before laeing. eliminated. . 
Only eight times has the North Central Conference fail~ to 
place a tea in the final fo11r of the State Tom:nament-in 
the past 44 years.11 
This is by far the best perfo:cmanee recom of a.my confereace within. 
' i 
the state of Ind:tana (Figure 25). 
The individual school statistics from this cenf-tence in com-
parison- wii.h .the rest .. of the state are impressive. Fer e:x&llple, the 
mest appearances by a school in the final sixte,n of the state tourna-
ments Koko•, 30; Lafayette, 29; Logansport- and. Mwi~ie Central, each 
' 
27~ The '9':$t times in the final. foea Lafayette ~nd Muncie Central~ 
each 14; Anderson., ·11. The most tµies 1B the final. games Mueie 
10 Schwomeyer, PP• 310-311. 
11Ibid1 • PP• 311-31_2. 
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Central, 10; Lafayette, eight; Anderson, six, The school with the 
most state basketball championships to its credit is Muncie Central, 
f1vea12 Note that the leaders in each of these ca.tegor:tes have been 
members of this conference, 
Altho,agh there is a great deal of loea.1 interest within the 
ind1vid1'8,l conferences, the major competitive emphasis within. the 
. I .I ' I ' i 
99 
stat~ is.concerned with the state ba.sketba.11 tournament held annually 
in February 8,fid March, The spatial orga.niza.tion of this even-\ is very 
I 
intricate and important to any lli~h school team aspir.i.ng to become the 
state champion, 
~ State )!sketball Tournament St:ructure 
The Indiana High School ·Ba.sketbaJ.l Tournament was first est$blish-
ed. without the app:mYal of the Indiana. High School Athletic Assecia-, . 
tion, which was esta~ished at the turn of the century, Late in 1910, 
the Physiea.1 F,d:ucation Director of India.l'la. University wrote to the 
' 
high school asseciation asking for its endorsement: of a. plan to hold 
a tourna.ment un4er the auspices of the unive~t1, The IHSAA neithe~ 
endorsed nor op:posed the plan, With this type of action taken by tti;e 
IHSAA, the Indiana. University Boosters Club decided to go ahead and 
cond~et a state tournament to determine a high school 'basketball 
champion. 
The first state tourJ2aJ11ent was held at Indiana. University on 
Marcll 10 a.:nd 11, 1911, The Booste;rs Club invited. the best team from 
each of the thirteen Congressional Districts of the state, But since 
12 Rensl;,erger, P• 35, 
The Indianapolis School Boa.l.'d did not permit the Indianapolis re-
presentative to compete, this first tournament wa:.s held.with only . . 
twelve tea.ms, 
Cra.wfol.'dsville won the championship by defea,ting Lebanon 
in the final .game, 24-17• Howeyer, it was not until 1957 
that the Cra.wfordsville team was.given public ncognition 
as the 1911 State Champions by the LIHSAAJ Boa.J.'d of 
Cont:rol.lJ , 
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This was the beginning of an event that wo?Q:d capture the interest 
of the people thl:oughout the state of Indiana.. Attendance statistics 
. . . 
14 . 
and gate receipts soared into the millions. Athletes and fans alike 
would look towal.'d the state toU1'2'1a.11lent from the beginning of the 
'basketball sea.son, 
The evolution of the state toUl.'llallent is an interesting ~tidy. 
The seotiena.ls were established in 1915, and the .~onal~ were added 
in 1921. Bf 193.5, the tournament stn.cture was finalised as an event 
ta.king four weekends to complete. 
The state was divided into sixty--four sectio~s, with a eopider-
able,amount of equal. representation as tar as number of tea.ms in.each 
sectional. The winners of the sixt~four sectionals ad:vanoe to the 
next level, the regionals. The regionals produce sixteen winners, 
the "sweet sixteen._" These sixteen teams a.re the participants in the 
four send.states held a:t Eva.nsville, Fort. Wayne, Indianapolis, and 
Lafayette ea.eh year. The four winners of the semista.tes ma.k;e up the 
13schwomeyer, P• .54. 
1~Tot&l att~nduee reeo:ct was established in 1962, with 
1,554,4.54. Gate receipts reached an a.11 time high in 1970, with 
a 1.tu:, of,~ $1, 103.,,15. 
"fin&l four." Tl!le finals have been held. in reeent yea.rs at the new 
' . ' 
Assembly Hall located en tile campus of Indiana University:. 
The nwnber of tournament entries has fluctuated over the years, 
with 78? being the largest number of teams part.ieipa~ing in any one 
f 
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year (Figm:e 21). This nueer -.s steadily deczeased since the 19.50's. 
Only 420 high sebt.>ols will CC!>mpete in the 1974 state ba.sketba.11 
tcnccnament. From tne beginni:ag, the Indiana. state tcnu:nament }$s been 
',: 
' 
open to all th.e teams that wish to enter. There are no,seh(,ol size 
tivisions in ;his tcraruaent. Teaa:r, In,diama is the only state in the 
eoutr, that conducts just one asketba.J.l tolll!'JllaJlent in which any 
scmeol, regamless of size, .111&7 u:ter a.nd. co.m:,ete on an eq~ level 
I 
with other scbools in the state, 
One very ill.porlia.nt spatial pro'blea that ·~st be dealt with ea.oh 
. ' 
,ear eeneems high sch&ol a.ssi~ents in each of the sectionals. Due 
to sohool ce:asolicia.tiem.s aJld.. the continu.l. p:coeess of atteapting 
. . . . 
eq~iza.tion within ea.eh sectional, the IHSAA -a.rd of CG>nt:col must · 
lllake the decision a.nnu.lly ·eoncembg where .each team is to part:.ici-· 
pa.te. This infoma.tion is eempleted ~d aJUIOUCed at the beginning of 
. i 
each new calendar Y~o An e:xamp~e of the changes can be illustra.t$d 
'by the 1974 tou:ma.ment which will have ten ,changes of schools :from'one 
~~cti~~ to a.notber, and five changes in sectional sites.15 
' . 
Figure ~6 and Figure 27 illustrate this spatial, p:coblem over 'a span 
of'.time. Figure 26 gives the sectional. structure for 19.56 over a five 
. ! 
county area •. In ever, •e, the sectional bcnmdaries follow county 
> .- • I • 
lines. Ea.eh et these counii.es oolld.11cted. its own tou:r:na.ment, with one 
l5enroniele-Tribmle (Jan'tlarY 4, 1974), P• 12. 
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Figure 27. 1973 Five County Sectional Selections 
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exception. Blackford Count1 was eoabined'witb Jay County. The number 
of tournament entries ranged f:cem eight in Grant County to thirteen in 
Delaware CountJ• lie:" 
Figure 27 represents the 1973 sectional tournaments for the same 
counties. I:n every situation, cou.nt1 lines are :not followed in 
stra.etu.ring the sectional boimd.a.ry' lines. Tqe Blaekfo:r:d sectional 
' 
takes in four.counties, Grant, Blaekfom, Jay, a.n,d Delaware. Sehoo;J.s 
f:rom Delaware County go to four different. ~eetionalsa Da.leville to the 
Anderson Sectional, Wapaha.ni to the Winchester sectional., Albany to.the 
Bla.ekfo:t'd sectional, and their own Muneie sectional. The nwnber of . 
sc:hools entered in ea.oh of the sectionals is much more equatable, 
ranging from six to eight. 
<lra.nt County is &,\,Ood example of how consolidations and school 
changes have altered the individ-ual sectionals. Since 1956, Sweetser 
and Swayzee have become Oak Hills Van :Buren and Jeffers~n Township have 
become Eastbrook, and Faimo,mt and SUUldtville have become M~son"'.'" 
Grant, Prior to 1956, several names disappeared f'mm the coun.ty 
tollJ:'11aJDent l~sting, such a.s Fai:r.mot:mt Academy, ~tthews, Gas C+ty, 
Jonesbo.m, and St. Paul's• Similar spatial changes have taken place 
. i . ' 
in most of the counties througho11t Indiana. 
I~I. India.na. Collegiate Organization 
A, Na.tlonal Administrative Organization 
On the national level, ba.sketba.11 is well organized by two ath-
letic organizations a the National Collegiate Athleti.c Association 
{NCAA.) and the National. Asseciation of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA). 
The JIICAA was the first national. athletic organisation, being founded 
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in 1905. The athletic sit.uation, specifieaJ.ly football, had become so 
bad that in 1905, President Theodore ,leosevelt invited several ath-
letic z,p.res~~tives fro• some of the leading wdversities to come 
••Li 
to a. conference held at the White House. This conference and the 
deplorable situat~tbat had. d~eloped in .athletics ca.used several.. 
illstitutio:as to favor a national. o~zat.io:n. to cont:col and improve 
eollegiate athletics. From that time the NCAA has played. a very im-
}Jll)~t role in the development of better athletic pm.grams across the 
I 
country. 
The NAIA was officially o~zed on March 10, 1940, as an out-
gmwth of a msketbaJ.l tou.1'UJ!lent that began in Kansas City in 19'.37• 
' ' ' 
::i:ts first name was the National Assoeia.tiot of Intercollegiate Basket-
ball. 
• ·, I! . 
Several coaoaes, with Mr. Liaton a:ad :or. James Naismith, 
inventor of basketball, as p:mmine:nt fi.glares, conceived the 
idea. of a tour.aaaent to ciecide a. national championship for.·. 
tlae small schools. This pilot tournament set the stage for 
the longest, oontin.uou nation&J. collegiate tom:nament in 
in any sport in the u.tion..16 
Liston, encouraged by Naismith, was instrmnental in founding the NAIB 
in 1940. In 1952, the NAIB was reu.med the NAIA, and the first a.11-.. ' 
encompassing rules and _stands.ms were adopted.. 
The first national toUD1Uent was the NAIA affair ia 
Ka.nSB.$ City, as originated 'by F.rnil Liston, 11:n 19:37. For 
years the field oo:nsisted.of' 32 teams which, uually must 
win the looa.l district pla.~ffs to qu.J.if'ye' In 19'.38, the 
Na.tiona:l Invitatiomal Tollmey was int:codueed by the Ne~ York 
City hoop writers. The, following year, the N~ illt:codueed 
its tolll1ley and its college division was first offered in 
1,;7.l'l · · 
16'.l'he National Association!!, Intercollegiate Athletics Official 
Hanclaoo!fTKa.nsa.s City, Mi~souri, September, 19?1), P• 4, 
l7Lord0 00nverse Ba.sQtba.J.l Yearbook, 12Zb., P• .58. 
. i .. ' I 
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Today the NAIA still conducts the largest national tou:r.na.ment in 
the country. There a.re thirty-two q.istriets which conduct loeaJ. play-
offs to dete:rmine their representative to the national competition. 
The entire a.dlllinistration of the total NAIA pmgram is also conducted 
thmugh these t}lp.rty-two districts. The NCAA ha.s reorganized, and ~w 
has three divisions. ~r the most part, Division I consists of the 
large "big time" tmiversities, Division II includes the many state a:nd 
comprehensive type institutions, and Division III is comprised of the 
smaller private colleges. This reorgani.~ation took place in 1973, so 
it is still to early te evalu.te its merits. 
In 1973, there were twelve NOAA schools and twenty-two NAIA 
institutions in the state of Indiana (Appendix c) •. The NCAA schools 
were part of the eastern midwest region of the :ria,tiona.1 basketball 
tournament. Indiana. constitutes District #21 of NAIA. There is only 
one junior college in the state, Vincennes University. 
B. Collegiate Conference Stracture 
There are seven conferences represented in Indiana (Figure 28 and 
Appendix C), two of wh;i.ch have membership of all "Hoosier" schools. 
There are also severa.:lr independent institutions. Three of the conf-
erences have only ene Indiana team represented.a the Mid-American Conf-
~::rence (Ba.11 State University), the Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference (Oakland City College), and the Chieagoland Collegiate 
Basketball Conference (Pu:rdue-Calum,t Cam~s) •. The Big Ten Conferenee 
has betlil Indiana University and Pu:rdue University among its membership. 
The Hoosier-Buckey~ Conference ha.s four members from Ohio and five from 
Indiana. (Anderson College., Farlham College, Hanover College, 
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Figure 28. 
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Manchester College, arl;d Taylor University). 
The Indiana. Collegiate Conf'erence is made up of all Indiana. 
Colleges. They also belong to the NCAA. The other all "Hoosier" 
conference is the Mid-Central. Confere~ce, composed of all NAIA schools. 
The Independents range from mighty Notre Dame University to small Ft;. 
Wayne Bible College. 
F.ach of these eenferences have played a major :role in the develop-
ment of ba.sketba.1.1 within the state. There is a strong sense of com-
petition among the memberso Most of these conferences have been well 
represented in national tournament competition over the years. 
There are new collegiate basketball teams coming from the larger 
' 
tu:d;v.ersities • extension prog:rams, Pu:rdue-Oa.J.umet Ca.ml)lls and. Indiana. 
State University at ,Evansville have already joined the NAIA, and 
several others are rapidly progressing in that direction. Many of 
these institutions are.quite large and will probably play a aa.jor role 




"If Geography is concerned with space, then it is also concerned 
with region. We could not survive as a contemporary discipline if we 
were intellectually unable to delimit the systems we study."1 This 
quote helps to emphasize the importance of the ;regional.ization process 
as :related to the field of geography. J. Trenton Kostbade carried the 
importance of this concept even further ~hen he statedc 
Man connot think without grouping his infinitely varying 
observations a.nd experiences into categories, he cannot 
orient himself with :respect to the already differentiated 
surface of the earth; and he cannot think about that dif-
ferentiation without grouping the infinite variety of places 
on the earth into :regions, Thus, :regional concepts are 
not merely the tools of geographers. ·They are necessities 
for thinking man, as is indicated by their widespread use 
outside the field of ~Jraphy a.nd in everyday life and 
discourse,2 · 
There exists internal importance in the geographer's regional. 
concept that James R, McDonald b$St described. 
Geographers seek regions as alpinis~s seek unconquered peaks, 
'because they are there•, •• ,.the region has represented a 
1English and Mayfield, P• 42.5, 
2J, Trenton Kost'bade, "The Regional Concept and Geographic 




challenge to each genera:tion of .geographers /: andJ it may, 
in a sense, be said to be part of the so111. of·. ~eography I 
forever sought, forever edefined.3 ·. 
The importance of this concept should not be exaggerated in re-
l } • 
. . 
lationship to the otber eone~pts of geography, but its sii~nificance 
· should be understeod. It has been a tool of modem ieography for 
many yea.rs. 
"The nature of a region varies with the needs, p11rposes, a:n:d 
stand&rds of those using the eollOept. ••4 And ~his is why, 
it is perhaps imnic that the concept of region has served 
over time to provide a'. ~embla.nee of str11ctu.ra.l. lilllity to 
geography:, while at th~ same time has provided our dis-
cipline's foremost bonepile of contention. Te:rminology 
and definition, concept and :inethof!l, have all contributed 5 
to a disparate pa:rade of viewpoints threugh the literature. 
It also 11ust be unders~od that this eeneept "is a spatial definition 
by the mind, not an objeetiYe reality. 116 
Vario1ts methods ~re used. to identify and ~y~e different types 
of sports regions. :Eboney suggests that "~he best way to a.nal.JSe the 
p:mblem is tc!> rely on. tbe region-1. variations in the prod.11ctio11 of high 
, l 1 • 
q'U&lity athletes."7 T~s production will be one of the major var.t-
ables used within this chapter, but others will be considered in the 
regiemalization process of basketball. Thus it should be understood 
3James i. McDonald., "The Regions Its Conception, Design, a!ild 
Limitations," Annals!!. !he Associati2n !! American. Geographers, 
Vol. 56, No. 3· (SeptermWr, 1966), P• 528. · 
. 4Merrlll Jensen, Regioma.l.ism !f. America. (Madison, Wisconsin, 
19.51), P• iie ' 
5English and Mayfield, P• 425. 
6 Ibid • 
.,Rooney, !a?!. Cabin Creek~ Anaheima A Geog:caphy !! American 
SpoJ:1, P• 75• 
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that the regionalizatio:n to follow is in large pa.rt subjective intel.'-
pretation of the info:r:mation presented previously, and is intended as 
. . ' 
a guide to a. 'better ud.erstan.d.ing of spatial va.r.1.ation in ba.ske::\ball 
impact on American society. 
II. National Regie~ization 
A. Int:md:uetion 
The first attempt at regio.nalization for this study will be on 
' 
the national level. The sigl!1ifieance of this will be to place Indiana 
in the context of the total natio.na.J picture. The sallple and variables 
ued·will be described. Also regioRs will'be developed and briefly 
analyzed, It shollld be lUJ.derstoo~ that personal Slllbjectivity and 
analysis will take )lace at c~~n points to aid in the development 
and understanding of these regions, 
B. Sample 
All the variables used in developing regions on the :national level 
came fmm the 1971-72 sample d.iseli1ssed in Chapter III, The statistical . ' . 
info:r:mation will come flx,m infe:t'll&tion already presented in Chapters 
III and IV• Note Table I and Appendix B for information concerning 
individual institutions which might be needed to lUlderstand the geo-
1 
graphical location of the sa;mple. 
Co. Methodology 
Six variables were chosen f:com the earlier chapters to identify 
basket·'ba.11 regions based 11pon relative strength, emphasis, and. 
inf'lu.enee, These items were selected. by the author based both on 
112 
. . 8 
the study done by Rooney and a.'.Lso. upon personal study arui experience. 
! ' ' 
Two of the variables deal w\th the production of collegiate 
bound athletes. The first .is s:tJlply total production rep.resented by 
statQ. '1'he second comp~nsates for the population factor and is re-
re:r.red to as the pmd;uetion index. 9 This relates t~ta.l produc-J.ion to 
state populations. Tnis information is foud in T~ble II. These 
. ' 
two varia..bles were used in Iboney's study to develop national regions. 
It is the opinion of this author that several other variables can 'be 
used to help refine the reg1o)11al.izatio~ process in the development of 
ba.sketba.11 regioJ)S~ 
The first of these additional var.tables is foWld in Chapter IV --
1 . 
' ' 
the Collegiate Participation Opportunity Index. This index presents 
• I 1 , I 
! 
th.e.aum'ber of collegiate institutions within u individual state in 
...... i!; . 
relationsbi.p to the state's population. Thi~ stat~stie indicates the 
opportunity that an athlete has to participate within a state. An 
1J!~\a111.e ~bove the 1.00 level shows that ·the state is providing 
. , . I ' 
more tha.n the national average in partieipa.tipn opportuniti~s 
(Table v). 
The next thre~ var.tables are referred to in Chapter III. They 
a.re related to spatial interaction, specifically the ;ptDCess of export-
ation and importation of baske·\fball players :f'mm one state to another. 
-:•:, __ ·, 
These var.tables indicate the amout of influence one state or area 
has·upon another. Ea.eh of these can be food in Table IVt total 
export, import-export ratio, a.nd the number of states supplied by 
8 
Ibide, Po 75, 
9Cons'l11.t Chapter III for the ealeulation of this production 
index. 1 
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another state. All three are important, and the inclusion of them 
helps in the refinement process. 
The method ot evaluation used for each of these six items was to 
assign a. value ralllging from one thro~h five of the variable ra.nkings. 
Since there were fifty-one areas included in the sample, the'break-
down for these assignments were fo11r groups of ten, and one graup of 
' 
eleven!0 The six values for each state were then totaled, and a score 
was determined. These total scores were also ranked and place in 
similar intervals (Table VII). 
D. Regionalization and Regional Allalysis 
As mentioned ~rlier, other variables could be used in the final 
regionlization pmeess and could be incorpomte~ into the personal 
evaluations that occur in the fina.1 analysis. The inclusion of high 
quality basketball players (All-Americans) would be an excellent 
' ' 
e:xa.Jllple of an additional variable. 
Figu:re 29 illustrates an.ether step taken in the ~on.alization 
p:meess. With this ma.p, the interval numbers have been shaded to 
give a vislla.l. picture so that areas with similar credentials could be 
noted. 
Several very dominant regions ea.n be seen in Figure 290 The \area 
·. J . . ,, 
from Missouri through and inelwiing New York and New Jersey repre-
sents the strongest region. Within this area, Indiana and Kentucky 
produced the best scores (28) with the six ,variables used. They also 
p:mduced the highest number of collegiate All-Ame:r:icans (Indiana-74 















































NATIONAL REGIONALIZATION SUMMARY 
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20 4 19.5 4 19.5 4 20 4 30.5 2 22 
49 1 40 2 48.5 1 41 1 19 4 50 
41 1 50 1 38 2 35 2 50 1 30.5 
34 2 27 3 38 2 45 1 14 4 35.5 
2 5 35 2 7 5 4 5 49 1 6.5 
28 3 22 3 27 3 33.5 2 25.5 3 27 
23 3 21 3 10 5 12 4 36 2 12.5 
46.5 1 34 2 41 1 25 3 32 2 43 
3,3 2 2 5 17 4 11 4 8 5 12.5 
18 4 46 1 12 4 16 4 51 1 10.5 
22 3 37 2 19. ~ 4 18 4 38 2 17.5 
51 1 51 1 48.5 1 49 1 44 1 50 
42.5 1 38 2 44 1 40 2 12.5 4 43 
4 5 13 4 2 5 5 5 43 1 2 
6 5 3 5 4 5 2 5 21 3 5 
14 4 6 5 24.5 3 26.5 3 11 4 25.5 
21 3 8 5 23 3 22 3 10 5 24 
10 5 5 5 8 5 7 5 25.5 3 8 
26 3 43 1 26 3 23.5 3 37 2 25.5 
36.5 2 9 5 42 1 43 1 3 5 43 
24 3 36 2 15.5 4 13 4 46 1 14.5 
13 4 28.5 3 18 4 21 3 22 3 17.5 
8 5 2 4 " 16 4 33 13 10 .,. 14.5 
15 4 15 4 32 2 31 2 24 3 30.5 
30 3 24 3 24.5 3 17 4 27 3 17.5 
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3 21 17 2 
1 10 47 5 
2 9 49 5 
2 14 37 4 
5 23 11 2 
3 17 28 3 
4 21 17 2 
1 10 47 5 
4 24 3.5 1 
4 18 25 3 
4 19 22 3 
1 6 51 5 
1 11 43.5 5 
5 25 6 1 
5 28 1.5 1 
3 22 13 2 
3 22 13 2 
5 28 1.5 1 
3 15 33 4 
1 15 33 4 
4 18 25 3 
4 21 17 2 
4 24 8.5 1 
2 17 28 3 
4 20 20 2 
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TABLE VII (Continued) 
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Missouri 11 4 16.5 4 9 5 14 4 30.5 2 9 5 24 8.5 l 
Montana 44 1 41.5 1 46.5 1 50 1 4.5 5 46 1 10 47 5 
Nebraska 25 3 7 5 30.5 2 · 39 2 7 5 35.5 2 19 22 3 
Nevada .50 1 49 1 46.5 1 38 2 40.5 1 46.5 1 7 50 5 
New Hampshire 42.5 1 41.5 1 41 1 46 1 6 5 35.5 2 11 43.5 5 
New Jersey 7 5 10 5 5 5 1 5 48 1 6.5 5 26 4.5 1 
New Mezico 39 2 23 3 35 2 28 3 18 4 39.5 2 16 30 3 
New York 1 5 25 3 1 5 6 5 42 1 1 5 24 8.5 1 
North C&rolina 19 4 39 2 21 3 37 2 20 4 17.5 4 19 22 3 
North Dakota 38 2 4 5 50 1 51 1 4.5 5 50 1 15 33 4 
Ohi.o 3 5 12 4 3 5 3 5 39 
2 3 5 26 4.5 1 
Oklahoma 29 3 31 2 33 2 44 1 17 4 35.5 ? 14 37 4 
Oregon 27 3 18 4 30.5 2 29 3 15 4 30.5 2 18 25 3 
Pennsylvania 5 5 14 4 6 5 8 5 29 3 4 5 27 3 
1 
Rhode Island 46.5 1 48 1 36 2 32 2 23 3 39.5 2 11 43.5 5 
South Carolina 36.5 2. 45 1 29 3 30 3 34.5 2 30.5 2 13 39.5 4 
South Dakota 32 2 1 5 45 1 46 1 2 5 47.5 1 15 33 4 
Tenn11ssee- 17 4 19.5 4 15.5 4 26.5 3 12.5 4 22 3 22 13 2 
Texas 9 5 47 1 18 4 36 2 45 
1 10.5 4 17 28 3 
Utah 40 2 30 3 41 1 33.5 2 28 3 43 1 12 41 5 . 
Vermont 48 32 43 48 1 43 11 43.5 5 
Virginia 12 4 16.5 4 14 4 19 4 34.5 2 22 3 21 17 2 
Washington 31 2 44 1 28 3 23.5 3 40.5 1 28 3 13 39.5 4 
West Virginia 35 2 28.5 3 35 2 42 1 9 5 35.5 2 15 33 4 
Wisconsin 16 4 26 3 22 3 9 5 33 2 20 4 21 17 2 
Wyoming 45 1 11 4 38 2 15 4 47 1 35.5 ?. 14 37 4 
l·.'·,:J . ---.· . ··-·-··. . . . ··.· _,:/ 
-·~1;1• 
- REGION I 
~ REGION2 
c:::J REGION 3 
c:::::J REGION '4 
CJ REGION 5 
NATIONAL REGIONALIZATION 
Figure 29. 





and Kentucky-59). If several other states that fell in the next 
category were included; Wisconsin, Iowa, and Kansas in the west, along 
with Massachusetts and Connecticut in the east, it would complete this 
Northeast region. The northern New England area ranks a.t the opposite 
extreme, very poor, in eom:pa.riso:n. 
·There is some indication of eommonali ty in the South. Beginning 
with Alabama in the west and continuing to Virginia and Maryland in 
the east, there is a region of average to abo.ve average emphasis and 
strength in relationship to basketball. Only West Virginia and South 
Ca:rolina break this pattern. 
·A below average area is found in Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisianao 
Another is found in Wyoming, North and South Dakota. An average region 
' 
is located in Texas and weaves throltgh New Mexico, Colorado, Nebraska, 
and over in.to Minnesota. The final area would be the two states of 
California and Oregon on the West Coast. 
Figure 29 does suggest that there is radiating outwaxd f:rom the 
area of strength a pattern of CO?\Centrio circles, going f:rom strength 
to weakness in relationship to basketball. 
Ea Toward Explanation 
Gene:r:a.J.izations play a mp.jor :cole in the development of regions, 
and it should be understood that this is a.lso true when analysis of 
the regions is attempted. The characteristics of the major core of 
basketball strength, emphasis, and infl~ence in the United States are 
v~ed. ranging f:oom :~he large. metropolitan areas of New York City, 
I 
Philadelphia, Chicago, St. uuds, and Cincinnati to the farm and 
small-town communities of Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois. 
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Oonseq11ently, an&11sis of the :cegioR. will vary somewhat, 
The "city game" of baf:5ketball prov~des a great n.eber of athletes 
for .Amer.lean eolleges and ui versi ties, Th1.s sho'll.d me the case for 
population reasons alene, "The populatio:R incl.tided within the New 
Yo:ck metropolitan area ~s a.bout 16,2 million, or about eight :per cent 
of the poJ)lllatio:n of the entire United States,, "ll This area, along 
with the other large cities located within this core, have a. great 
deal of stremgtha.nd imfl1ten.ce eoneeming basketball in this country, 
Another important aspect of the "city game" is the high qul.ity 
of play, There are so Jl&ll1 youg men trying-o•t for the local team, 
and. so few positions available, tma.t enly 1.he ver, best a.re able to 
participate, This adds to their ma.1itet v~ue with the collegiate 
recruiters~ 
The other ext~e wolll.d be.those states or areas where there is 
not a •jGr metropolitan area, With the var.tables used for this 
regionalisa.tion pmeess, India.na and Kent11.eky ranked the highest in 
total scere. Neither of these states is noted for having large cities, 
. . 
so the key to their s11eeess lleeomes an . iaportant fa.et.er, 
Basketball ca.Jlle to this area early in the diffu.sion process 
fom Massachusetts, This historical. tradition has played a major nle . 
in this case, "It would seem that the degree.of inte;est.whieh people 
have in. the sport has lteea t~e re~1:ll t of a lo:ng-tem and increasing . 
12 intensity of eX!)C?sure, •• Basketball was first played. in Indiana 
llitbin a ver, few lll_E>~ths after its illvention, .an.cl it has consistently 
,· 
11Wheeler, Kostba.de, a.nd. Thoman, PP• 733-735• 
l 
12D:>oney, l£!!. Ca.bin Creek !!. Anaheim, ! GeoePhY !! .American 
Sport, p, 147, ' . 
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gained in import.a.nee since that time, 
Total commttnity involvement is another factor in this geograph-
ical area, "It ea.n be confidently sta.t13d that basketball has become 
a. eouunity focus for many people, perhaps even & way of life, .. lJ 
Many times a basketball game between two local rivals becomes a matter 
of' commwrlty pride, not merely a. game to be enjoyed 'by all, 
Rooney presented the stimulus effect in relationship to Illinois, 
Indiana, and,Kentucky, 
Good coaches a.nd intense comnnnrl.ty spirit have p:roduced 
good teams and outstanding individual players, This in turn 
has created a massive supply ef athletes wanting to be coaches, 
many of them returning to the home are& afte!t' college, 
Gradually a few good tetams ma.ve expanded geometrically, a.nd 
more a.nd more players a.re available to college recruiters. 
Thus the cycle is continuous a.nd •social emphasis' tends 
to diffuse outward f:rojn the original stimulus.14 
The opport.umty for participation is mtieh ~tter at this level 
than was fol:1lld in the more populated areas, The ratio between the 
total male student pop~ation and basketball positions is much better 
in Ind~ tha.n New York or New Jersey for exa.mpl~, This ratio is 
also true in the collegiate ranks, 
Eboney also suggested that climate usually plays a major rol.e in 
basketball strength and emphasis in this core, This area is found on 
the transition zone between the Hunid Continental climate of the nort.h 
and Hunid Subt:ropical climate of the south, This basketball heart.land 
' ' 
does not have a climate 90n~ucive to sustain outdoor winter sports, 
It is located between the frigid, snow-covered north, and the mild 
south, It is not cold enough fo+ sporting activities such as skiing 
13Ibid. 
14Ibid,, :p, 148, 
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or ice hockey, and not warm enough for baseball -or golf, "The weather 
is bad enough to have driven most people in.doors, Hence basketball 
has been embra.ced as the ma.j9r cold-sea.son s~rt ... 15 
. . 
These fiv, factors bllild a ~er, ,impressive ca.se for the smaller 
populated areas of this core,, Mis~rie.:t, traditio,n, total community 
involvement, re-oeeurlng still11l:11s, opportunity for participation, 
and. climate, alo1' with ~he "city game," are factors tha'!; have placed 
this powerhl 'basketball core into its lea,iersh;lp mle in the United 
States, '!'he other regions of the eoutry are la.eking in one or more 
of tb,ese factors, and the statistics on quantity and quality of 'basket-
. I, .. 
ball players relects this difference, 
F, Coaparison With Earlier Research 
Ieonet dealt with the regionalization pmcess to some degree in 
, ' ' I 
hi~ earlier study (1969-1967),16 His sample only presented. the re~ions . I . . 
:·' . . l 
as they related to the produc;tion of high quality Qasketba.ll players 
I I . 
co~ fmm. the larger colleges ud uiversit~es, It msut be unde:z:-
stoed that six variables were 11sed.in this s~lidy:f whereas, only one 
va.rlable was used im. :Rooney's regionaJ.fsation, Another factor, which 
, ' 
is different, is th• representation of the sample, The mre recent 
sample, 1971-72, included. fifty percent of all collegiate institutions 
' . 
,:"· . ·. . . , .... -".'.i: :. 
located wit_hi:n. ea.eh state, while the earlier sampl• only de~t with 
the major oolleges and 'llllivers1ties, 
When studying strength, .emphasis, and influe:noe in relationship 
1'Ibi4,, P• 153, 
16 Ibid,, :t>, 135, 
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to basketball, the six variables u.sed seem to give a. broader picture. 
When only per capita. prod-uetion is ued, several areas present an 
in.accurate picture. Examples of this would be severaJ. of the western 
states, specifically South Dakota and t;Jtah. The northeastern. core was 
. . . I 
broken up, leaving oll17 Illinois, Ind~ana, &l\d Kentucky' as the leading 
core. The So11th ranks very poerly- in this earlier study. 
Region.a.lizat:lon is very difficult to accomplish. Mamipulation 
I ' 
and. justification can pa developed for about all1 set of variables; 
' 
therefore, it sho'.llld. be understood that this p:ro~ess should only be 
used as·a tool to.understand better and to work with different areas 
' 'I 
of the world. 
III. ,Iruiiana. Regiona.l.ization 
' 
A.. Intmduetion 
The regioll&lization process can also be stl:ltiied. on the state 
level. In tti!s, ·basketball is examined on both the high school and 
collegiate levels. The major emphasis is placed on regionalizing 
Indiana.. in a ve1:1 broad fashion, trying to find. the general areas 
' ' 
within the state of both basketball strength and w,akness. 
' 
Th• sample will incl,cie two variables ea.ch fo~ both interscholas-
. ' 
tie and intercollegiate ba.sket'ball. On the high school level, ch.am~ 
piomship teams will be used from throughout the ·histo1:1 of the state 
high ~cbool baske.tba.11 tournament. For refinement purposes two· of the 
levels of this tolllrllaJllent will be used -- tme emam.pions of the 
region.a.ls ("sweet sixteen .. ), u.d the champions of the semi-states 
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("final four").17 These two variables p:mvide a complete picture of 
the strength of each area qver a sixty-t~ree ;rear period on the high 
school level. 
The collegiate information is supplied by using the 1971-72 nation-
al sample disc\lssed in Chapter III and earlier in this cha.pter. As 
with the national regieu.J.iza.:tion p:rocess, the two ;variables used wez:e 
. ' 
raw p:roduction of cellegiate players and the per capita ratio of that 
. ' 
p:roduetion represented by the p:roduction index developed by Rooney 
and presented in Chapter III. 
c. Methodology 
The areal units u.sed on the state level were the counties. Each 
county was _evalua.ted accoDiing to the four selected variables a total 
player p:roduction, per capita p:rodu.etio~ 11si:ng an index, number of 
"sweet sixteen•• teams f:rom 1911 th:rough 1972, and number of "final . 
four" teams over the same time period. Other variables could have 
~n \1.Sed, but they will be assessed by personal ev,J.u.a.tion. 
The method of evaluation 11sed for ea.ch o.f the four variables 
was the same as that used for the national regionalization p:roeess. 
There were ninety-two counties, so quintiles of eighteen eounties·each, 
18 
~~d one with twenty, were used. The four values for each county 
l7Note Chapter v, for the explanation of the structure for 
the India.na. High School Athletic Association's State Basketball 
Tournament. · 
lSWhen there we~ several COlll!tties tied with the sam.e ranking 
for a variable~ they were all placed in the same qllintile which 
ea.used some overlapping. This was kept tea minimum and played a 
very minor pa.rt in the final regionalization pl:9eess. 
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,..ere then totaled. ud a score was dete:minedo These total scores were 
also ranked and placed in similar intervals (Table VIII). 
D. Regionalization and Regional Analysis 
Based on counties ia the top quintile the north central portion 
of the state is the strongest basketball region. Isolated. areas exist 
in both the northern and southem sections of Indiana. 
I 
The couuties which had a val11a. ~f two (2) were then added to see 
if more distinct regions eo'U).d be det'ected (Fi.gur~ 30). After this 
ad.di tio:n, four belts of basket ball strength in the state of Indiana. 
I . 
emerged. The first is found,along the northwestern tier of COlJ?lties 
extending from Lake and Elkha.rt OoWlties, and representing the cities 
of Gary, Hammon, Ea.st Chica.go, South Bend, and Elkhart. 
The second area of concentration bisects the north central 
• ' I 
portion of the state, branching out in two directions in the east. 
Several famous basketball cities are loca:ted in this region inclt1ding 
Muncie, Anderson, Lafayette, Kokomo, Indianapolis, Ft.. Wayne, Marion, 
a.nd many others. This is also the home of the very strong North 
Central Cen:ference mentioned in Chapter v. Sixteen of the state's 
thirty-four colleges and universit~es are also located in this region. 
The third belt is located in the south, extending from Knox 
Coety in the west to Bartholomew County in the ea.st. This is an area 
I 
of smaller cities or towns, the largest being Vincennes and Columbus. 
None of the collegiate institutions f:roa ~he state sample is located 
in these counties. 
The last region of basketball strength is found in the ~utheasto 
This is a four county area. extending from Clark County i• the south 
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TABLE VIII 
INDIANA REGIONALIZATION SUMMARY 
s~ • H .. ~i • • 'iii f 8! t ij ~ k -~ ~ u.:: 0 .... 0 O al 0 0 - 0 t&l 0 00 &.!I i;..r:,; tQ tQ : tQ tQ i;..CQ 
Adams 50.5 3 ij 3 51.5 3 69 1 10 4 Allen 5. 5 2 6. 5 6.5 5 17 1 
Bartholomew 25.5 4 rz 4 20. 4 35. 2 14 2 Benton 82. 1 1 76.5 1 69. 1 4 5 
Blackford 66. 2 49 3 5i .5 3 41.5 2 10 4 
Boone 9.5 5 5 5 26. 4 10.5 5 19 1 
Brown 66. 2 25 4 . 86. 1 69. 1 8 4 
Carroll 82. 1 82 1 . 51.5 3 41.5 2 7 4 
Cass 50.5 3 61 2 8.5 5 22.5. 3 13 2 
Clark 13.5 5 31 4 45. 3 28.5 3 15 2 
Clay 50~5 3 38 3 57. 2 69. 1 9 4 
Clinton 66. 2 71 2 12. 5 10.5 ? 14 2 Crawford 50.5 3 6 5 76.5 1 6i· 10 4 Daviess 30. 4 15. 5 18. 5 1 .5 4 18 1 
Dearborn· 50.5 3 45 3 37.5 3 69. 1 10 4 
Decatur 50.5 3 33 4 ;6. 3 59 1 11 3 
De Kalb 30. 4 21 4 37.5 3 69. 1 12 1 Delaware 7.5 5 41 3 4. 5 2.5 5 18 
Dubois 37.5 3 30 4 30 .• 5 4 38.5 3 14 2 
Elkhart 25.5 . 4 68 2 15.5 5 28.5 3 14 2 
Fayette 50.5 3 42 3 30.5 4 28.5 3 13 2 
Floyd 37.5 3 56 2 30.5 4 18.5 4 13 2 
Fountain 25.5 4 4 5 42.5 3 69. · ~ 13 2 
Franklin 30. 4 9 5 69.5 2 6i· 1 12 3 Fulton 66. 2 52 3 27.5 4 2 .5 3 12 3 
Gibson 82. ' 1 82 1 4.7.5 3 41.5 2 7 4 
Grant 20. 4 44 3 n. 5 13. 4 16 1 
Greene 82. 1 82 1 4?.5 3 69. 1 6 5 
Hamilton 20. 4 26 4 37.5 3 44.5 2 13 2 
Hancock 50.5 3 55 2 76.5 1 59. 1 7 4 
Harrison 66. 2 62 2 76.5 1 69. 1. 6 5 
Hendricks 20. 4 24 4 ?6.5 1 69 .1 10 4 
Henry 13.5 5 20 4 33. 4 28.5 3 16 1 
Howard 13.5 5 37 3 7. ·5 1R.5 4 1 '7 1 Huntington 50.5 3 54 3 30.5 4 2 .5 3 13 2 
Jackson 13.5 5 10 5 ~-5 3 69. 1 14 2 Jasper 50.5 j 29 4 6. 1 59. 1 . 9 4 Jay 50.5 35 4 69.5 2 69. 1 10 4 
Jefferson 35.5 4 13 5 37.5 3 22.5 3 15 2 
Jennings 66. 2 58 2 51.5 3 69. 1 8 4 
Johnson 66. 2 74 2 24.5 4 18.5 4 12 3· 
Knox 20. 4 16 5 20. 4 . 18.5 4 17 1 
Kosciusko 20. 4 22 4 42.5 3 69. 1 12 3 
Lagrange 66. 2 63 2 86. 1 69. 1 6 5 
Lake 2. 5 50 3 1 .• 5 1. 5 18 1 
la Porte 13.5 5 46 3 27.5 4 35. 2 14 2 
Lawrence 20. '4 14 5 1R.5 5 13. 4 18 1 
Madison 3. 5 12 5 .5 5 5. 5 30 1 
Marion 1 • 5 47 .3 3. 5 2.5 5 18 1 
Martin 20. 4 1 5. 69.5 2 41.5 2 1~ 2 Miami Ro.5 2 Ri 2 63. 2 69. 1 4 Marshall 2. 1 1 51.5 3 59. 1 6 5 
Monroe 37.5 3 69 2 22.5 4 ·. 28.5 3 12 3 
Montgomery 37.5 3 32 4 10.5 5 8.5 5 1 '7 1 
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TABLE VIII (Continued) 
3~ • ii • • • 'ilf 
SI i 
Os. 
~ s. ~1 s. = -M s. ' ...... o· 0 0 ... 0 1111 ... o.s 0 SI 0 0 .:t.., 0 O·U G>SI E-< p; rt.I rt.I = p; 11,1 = p; 11,1 E-<rt.l Pe;H 
Morgan 66. 2 73 z 15.5 5 13. 4 18 1 
Newton 82. 1 82 1 86. 1 69. ; 1 4 5 
Noble 66. 2 i~ 2 !7.5 3 69. 1 8 4 Ohio 82. 1 1 6. 1 59 .• 1 4 5 Orange 82. 1 82 1 63. 2 35. 2 6 5 Owen 82. 1 82 1 86. 1 69. 1 4 5 
Parke 37.5 3 11 5 62. 2 69. 1 1 1 3 Perry 50.5 3 27 4 57. 2 41.5 2 11 3 Pike 37.5 3 7 5 63. 2 59. 1 11 3 Porter 13.5 5 39 3 r· 2 59. 1 11 3 Posey 66. 2 64 2 6. 1 69~ 1 6 5 Pulaski 82. 1 82 1 69.5 2 41.5 2 6 5 Putnam 9.5 5 
2i 
5 15.5 5 22.5 3 18 1 Randolph 37.5 3 4 76.5 1 69. 1 9 4 Ri.pley 37.5 3 18 5 37.5 3 28.5 3 14 .2 Rush 82. 1 82 1 22.5 4 69 , 7 4 St. Joseph ·4. 5 40 3 10.5 5 15 • .5 4 17 1 
Scott 66. 2 53 3 69.5 2 69. 1 8 4 
Shelby 50.5 3 gi 2 37.5 3 35. 2 10 4 Speneer 82. 1 1 86. 1 59. 1 4 5 Starke 82. 1 82 1 63. 2 69. 1 ·5 .5 Steuben 82. 1 82 1 86. 1 69. 1 4 5 Sullivan 66. 2 60 2 g7· 2 69 1 7 4 Switzerland 50.5 3 2 5 6. 1 69. 1 10 4 Tippecanoe 13.5 5 48 3 5. 5 4. 5 18 1 Tipton 30. 4 8 5 63. 2 69. 1 12 3 
Union 82. 1 82 1 76.5 1 69. 1 
1i 
5 Vanderburg 7.5 5 51 3 '2, 5 6.5 5 1 
Vermillion 50.5 3 23 4 42.5 3 69. 1 1 1 3 Vigo 30. 4 70 2 20. 4 8.5 .5 15 2 Wabash 37.5 3 i~ 4 &1.5 3 69. 1 1 1 3 Warren 82. 1 1 6. 1 69. 1 4 5 Warrick: 82. 1 82 1 76.5 1 69. 1 4 5 Washington 82. 1 82 1 63. 2 69. 1 5 5 Wayne 6. 5 19 4 24.5 4 35. 2 15 2 
Wells 66. 2 67 2 34. 4 41.5 2 10 4 White ii:5 l ll i 57. 2 69. 1 11 ·3 Whitley 69.5 2 69. 1 7 4 
COUNTIES HAVING THE TOP TWO 
INTERVAL RANKINGS 
•u 
SOURCl!:t TAIL! VIII 
Figure JO . 
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to Bipley Co11Ilty farther north. This area tends to gravitate toward 
' 
the city of Lotrl,sville, Kentucky. located j~t a.dross the Ohio Biver 
f:rom these counties. The city of Madison and the small town of Milan 
are located in this region, and both have played a pr:imary role in 
IJ\(iiana high school basketball. 
Relativel:, weak areas concerming basketball a.re apparent f:rom 
Figure 30. The counties with interval values of four (4) and five (5) 
rank very. low, By grouping these weak areas together, along witn the 
. . ! 
st:rong groupings already developed.• a pattern of regionaliza.tion began 
. I • 
to take shape. Those counties with an.interval value of three (3), 
indicatimg average importance, eew.d be placed in either category 
depending on their geogra.phica.l location. Using these maps as a 
starting point, ten basketball regions were developed for the state 
for the purpose of regional analysis (Fi~ure Jl). 
Only three counties of relative strength fall within poor basket-
ball regions. 'l'he most obvio11s one is Vanderburg County in Region. 10. 
This county is dominated "hy the city of Evansville. The major pro-
blem is that this county is somewhat isol.atea.down in the sout~¥est 
portion of the state. The other two counties earr.1.ed an interval 
value of two (2); Vigo Couty located in Region 5, and Morgan County 
in Region 6.· 
Four of the ten regions are considered st;rong basketball areas, 
(Regions 1 11 3, 8, an.d 9), leaving six re1·atively weak sections 
(Regions 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10), It should be understood \hat the 
terms "st::rong" and "weak:•1 are only used in relationship to the counties 
of Indiana. When Indiana.as an area is compared with the other states, 







E; Towa:cd Bpspla.:nation 
Population does play a role in the analysis of these regions, b\at 
it is interesting to note tha.tthe state has twenty-three Standard 
Metropolitan Sta'tis:l;ieal ~~ (SMSA's), and th~y are almost ev~nly 
divided 'between the strong uci weak regiol'lS• Population will play a 
more important :role.later in the eval.u.tion process, but this indicates 
that it is not necessarily the demina.nt indicator. 
Five factors were used in the a.nal~is of the national regions. 
J 
Three of these !Guld net be.good_i:m.dieators on the state level for 
var:1.ous reasons. CJ.ima.te is somewhat unifo:rm thro.ughollt the states 
therefore, major ::cegio:nal var.Lations would. not 'be prevalent. ~ 
ticipaticm is also somewhat-unifo:ca. This was discussed in Chapter IV, 
a.nd more eq;utable parlioipation patterns were noted at that time. 
~niformity is also evident in relationship to community involvement. 
Historically, Indiana has been noted for being "hysterical" abo11t 
'basketball, and in most coo.ties this s~rt. eons,itutes a. unique 
wa.y o-f life~· 
The remaining two factors are imP<;)rla.nt on the state levels 
historieal tradition and recurring stimulus. Along with these, £011r 
!} 
I 
others should be added at this scale of evaluations tdgb school eonf-
' 
erence membership, social indicators, collegiate a.vailal,ility, and 
collegiate recraitment patterns. 
There are st:mng indications that ~storical tn.dition is extreme-
• J . 
' I ., 
ly important when analys~ these regions~. As no,ted in Chapter IV, the 
three core a.rea.s that develeped dllring the period. from 1911 to 1942, . . ( 
dominated India:na. high schoel basketball. Twe of those cores were. 
leea.ted in Regiol'l J. The other was part.iall;r found in Region a. 
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Both of these regions are considered a.s strong areas, The three belts 
alluded to in Chapter IV, are predominantly located in Regions l, 3, 
and 8, all strong regions. 
An example of this histor.i.ca.l tra.di tion would be the ei ty of 
Mtmcie, located in Delaware County. For many years, there w6.te only 
two high schools located ld.thin the city limits. Ml:Jllcie Central was 
the largest of the two and had deve~oped a reputation in the basket-
ball world. This school had been in the cha.ll;pionship game of th.e 
state basketball touniament ten times, wip.ning five. 1"is made them 
the leader in the number of state championships won by any one school. 
Mu.eie wa.s also considered by ina.ny as the basketball capital of 
Ind:lana.19 
The population of this city continued to grow steadily, and in 
the 1960 1s the eity Boa:cd of Education faced the problem of breaking 
up Muncie Central into smaller tl?lits. One of the major negative 
arguments wa.s the possildlity of splitting up the Muncie Central 
"l3ea.reat" basketball team. Finally, after much debate, the city was 
rezened educationally, and two other high schools were created. It . 
will be interesting to note the effects of this in the future in re-
lationship to basketball success. 
Recurr.b::ig stimulus is also a factor of importance. Great coaches, 
' . ' 
. good teams, and consistent commuity spirit and involvement perpetuate 
I 
this stim.ulu.s. On. the nationa..l level, UCLA ,is an illustration of this 
j .·• 
eoneept; Meeie Central and Lafayette Jeff (Region :3) are good 
l9Signs to tba.t effect were printed a.nd placed at the eity 
limit!! on all major highways coming into tl;le ei t:Y• 
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examples in Indiana.. Many coaches ha.ve played a major role in dev-
eloping this local pride. This concept is evident when studying the 
ten regions individually. 
Many times basketball coiµ'erenees can be the stimulus to develop 
rivalries, therefore, encouraging better basketball oTer a. period of 
yea.rs. Much has already been said about the North Central Conference 
(Chapter V), but this is an excellent example of the role a conference 
ha.a in developing basketball strength, emphasis, and influence. This 
concept is mostly concerned with the high schools because collegiate 
eonferenees many ti1ies cross state bouncia.ry lines. 
Socioeconomic indicators were also used in. the evaluation p:roeess. 
Five of these indicators were selected for this study; median ed11ea-
tion, median income, per cent u.ream~ation, population density, and 
population increase over a. period of time. These items are somewhat 
related as indicated by the correlations between them.. Fer example, 
' 
per cent urba.n and median income (:i;-8 = .685), per cent u.rba.n and median 
edu.eat.ion (r8 = ,332), and median income and median education 
(r8 = ,693), 2° For this reason, the social indicators are combined 
in this analysis, 
Every county of Indiana. was evalll&ted according to its ra.nk for 
each social indicator. The bottom fifty per cent of the counties fer 
ea.eh ea.tego:cy was then indiea;J;ed. in Figure 32e Figure 32 was then 
compared with Figure 31 to see if the regions of low basketball 
20These correlations are given as examples, It should be 
understood.that when. median data. is used, there is a short.er rang~ 
of values; therefore, values of in~Tidua.l counties a,re usually 
very close toget~er and minor f111c~uation would challge the rank 
e.<>rrelation very easily. 
SOCIAL INDICATORS 
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strength, em:pha.sis, and influence were the sallle as those areas of 
I'1diana. mnking a.t the 'bottom of the social indicator sciale. 
One way of comparison was to determine how J!l&llY' ,eou~ies ranked 
lov in four or more of the categories in. ea.eh of the weak regions. 
It':;·,, I 
There are eighteen counties in. Region 2, and ten of them fell tdthin 
that g:coup1 legion 4, tWCI) out of fives Regit>11 5, five out of seven; 
Regien 6, two oat of nine; Region 7, four out of five; a.nd Region 10, 
eleven out of ·thirteen. In four of the six poor regions, the:re seemed 
to· be a. great ~eal of correlation between these two items. In contra.st 
only three of th.e thi:r;t.y-five stmng region counties ranked low. 
,., 
Collegiate availability within the state of India.na. was eother 
evaluation fa.eteD used. PtLrt,icipa.tion opport~t,y within Indiana. com-
pared with the r,st of the coU?1try was 1tell above aver98e (Chapter- IV}. 
The pmblem was to locate a.:rea.s within the state that fell outside the 
convenient radius of a collegiate i:nstit~tion. 
; . 
The lo~tion t1>f ea.eh of the thirty-fottr colleges and. ~rersi"l;ies 
• • • • j : 
used in the sample (Appendix C) was placed on a. ma.p ed a thirty mile 
. I I 
radius was dmwn outwa.:cd f:co~ each location (Figure 3;).21 Although 
. . . I 
there was much overlapping of circles, sev~ral areas were n.ot covered 
at all. · This was not.ed in the evaluation to see if there was any . ' 
correlation between this and the low regions of strength, emphasis, 
I • • j ' I 
and influence, 
Portions of thirty-th;t'ee counties are ou.tside of this thirty mile 
radius (Figure 33). Twenty-three, en: 70 per cent of -these .counties 
' ' 
21The selection of the thi,ty mile radius was subjective. It 
was estillla.ted. tha.t it would take approximately one hour to leave one's 
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also fell within the poor basketball regions. 
The last evaluation factor used~ the collegiate rec:tirl.tment 
patterns of the individual colleges and universities located within 
the state of Indiana. With these schools, 73.6 per cent of the NCAA 
players a.nd 67.3 per cent of the NAIA players caae fmm within the 
state. Recruitment patterns for ea.eh school were developed by com-
puting the distance between the center of the Indiana. county of origin 
of the athlete and the institution he attem.ded ,(Figure 34 and Figtt.re 35). 
There wtre differences between NCAA and NAIA recruitment be-
havior. Only 29o5 per eent of the NCAA players come f:rom within thirty 
' 
miles of their home institution; whereas, 58.1 per cent of the NAIA 
players ea.me from within the same dis~ee. It 1$ iliteresting to note 
that there was a greater variance between the two when Butler -- a 
NCAA school located in Indianapolis -- and Tri.-St~te, Hanover, and 
Rose-Hulma.n - NAIA schools located at the extreme boundaries of the 
state - were eliminated frc,m the calculation. The new percentages 
would be 23,'1 per cent for NOAA a.nd 66.9 per ee:at for NAIA. 
This information indicated that altho11gh the larger NCAA institu-
tions obtained most of their players fro~ the state (73.6 per cent) 
such players cam~ frequen~ly from distant sections of the state. .The 
smaller NAIA colleges recruited more players from othe:i; states then 
did the NOAA schools, but they geneially depended more heavily upon 
their immediate locale for their "Hoosier" ba.ll players. 
! 
One of the first it~ms that can be seen from Figure 34 is that 
' !, 
all 'bl:lt one of the NCAA institutions are located in the western half 
of the state. Only Ball State University is found in th.e east. A 
seeond ~actor is the distance that most athletes travelled to a.ttend 
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INSTATE RECRUITING OF COLLEGIATE BASKETBALL PLAYERS 
BY NCAA INSTITUTIONS 
1971 - 72 
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1 LINE INDICATES THE MIGRATORY ROUTE OF 1 PLAYER FROM HOME COUNTY 
Figure 34. 
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INSTATE RECRUITING OF COLLEGIATE BASKETBALL PLAYERS 
I 
BY NAIA INSTITUTIONS 
1971 - 72 
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IIILES 
1 LINE INDICATES THE MIGRATORY ROUTE OF 1 PLAYER FROM HOME COUNTY 
Figure 35. 
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their school, The average mileage ~r NCAA ball player was 68,7 miles, 
Again, if Butler University is eliminated, this average would increase 
to 74,6 miles, The in-state athletes from Evansville University (116,5) 
and Indiana. University (97,6) ea.me f:rom the greatest distance, The 
Butler ball players ea.me :f:rom the shorf:.est distance (22,9), a.nd nine 
of th,ir fourteen players ca.me fmm the loca.1. area. of Indiana.polis, 
Although most of the colleges and universities obtained their players 
' 
from within the state (73,6 per cent), there were two that did not; 
Notre Dame (1) and St. Joseph (:3), If these two schools would be 
eliminated from the calculations, the NCAA institutions would obtain 
85,5 per cent of their basketball players from within Indiana., Three 
schools recruited all their players from the state; Butler, DePauw, 
and Indiana. State. 
It is a.sswned that the larger NCAA schools ba.vea more organized 
recruitment program., with a larger budget for this aspect of th•ir 
athletic endeavors, One geogiaphieal explanation of the recruitment 
pattern is tha.t several of these institutions, such as St, Joseph 
College, Evansville University, and Indiana. State University, a.re 
located along the fringe of relatively poor or average basketball 
player production areas within the state as developed earlier, There-
fore, the need to :recruit in other areas of the state is greater. 
Since only five of the twentY"'."two NAIA institutions were located 
in the west, the east, with only one NCAA school, was dominated 'by the 
NAIA colleges and universities (Figure 35). Although the euna.ller 
schools had more eut-of'-state players, their Indiana. players were 
usually from within thirf:.y miles of trem, These clusters are :readily 
visible a.s illust:ra.ted by Pu:cdue-Calu.ment, Bethel, St. Francis, Marion, 
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and Indiana. State a.t Evansville (Figure 35). The average distance 
per ball player was 43,8 miles, and it decreased to J0,7 miles if 
four of the schools are eliminated; Hanover, Tr.1.-~tate, Oakland City, 
and Rose-Hulman, Because theqe four institutions were located on the 
edges of ])@or production. areas, it may l!le assumed they mad to travel 
farther to locate qu.J.ity players, They were a.ls0 located on or near 
the state bounda.:cy lines, 
Conco:cdia, Ft.,Wa.yne Bible, Goshen, and Grace obtained the fewest 
players from. Indiana., CoJteol.'dia. had nene, Ea.ch of,these schools was 
church related, and many of their players .came from their denomination-
al group th:rougho11t,the mid-w~stern pa.rt of the United States, There 
I . ' l 
were no NAIA colleges or miiversities that had all Indiana players, 
All but two of these NAIA schools were .Private colleges, so in most 
I 
eases their elientele come from throughout the country, 
Oa.kl.and City and Tri-Sta.ta had the greatest average recruiting 
distance for each Indiana ball player - 101.0 a.nd 95,9 miles respec-
tively - while Ft, ,Wayne Bible and Marion had the slx>rtest with Ft, 
' . 
Wayne Bible obtaining all its Indiana players fmm Ft, Wayne and Marion 
players eomi11g an average of .5,'8 miles, 
·. One major reason far so mueh local reerui tment by the NAIA schools 
was due to their limited a.thletie budgets, Sin,ce Indiana. is one of 
I ' 
the national leaders in basketball play-er prod11ction, it is under-
' 
stand.able why there would be several. good high school players who would 
not be sought after by larger NCAA institutions, This situation. allows 
the smaller colleges the opportunity to recruit a.thletes on a local 
basis and thus eut down on costs. 
To gain historical pers~otive, the players of NAIA schools for 
the academic year 1967-68 were studi~. There wa,s a. difference of 
four yea.rs between the two studies, but there is simila.rl.ty between 
the two. In this histo:rieal st~y, 63 per cent of the players were 
from. Indiana., as compared with 67.3 per cent in the 1971-72 stmy. 
Concerciia still had the lea.st !llUllber 0&mi:mg fi;oa within Indian, one 
compa.:ced with nonee' Goshen and Grace followed closely behi¥• Tae 
only difference would be lt>se-Jlullla:n. ta.king the.place of n. Wayne 
Bible in this category. There were still no sehoels whieh had only 
I ' . . 
."Hoosiers" on their basketball •.teams. 
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The elllSter concept continued te play 8:D important pa.rt in the 
recruitment p:cogram of several schools. ~thel and st. Franet§ were 
still0 the best exaaples of t~s pa.ttem. It.is imparta.nt to :note that 
Pumue-Ca.J.W11Eit', Marl.on, and Indiana State at Evusville were not N,AIA 
members a.t this earlier perl.od. Oa.Iq.a.nd .City and Tr.1.-Stat.e, a.long 
with Han.over, continued.to recruit players .f:mm the greatest distance 
vi thin the state.. Ttµ.s historl.ca.l ceapar.1.son is striking and somewhat 
I I } ' 
significant, but study m\llst be .ccm.tin11ed over a le~e~ period of tiae 
before trends ar pattems can be OOly determined.. 
The P'U'.P()se of this info:mat~on was to evaluate the reertlitment 
of basketball pla.y,rs f:com the institutions located in ea.eh of the 
ten regions, trying to note patterns that wolllld help explain why some 
areas were st::mng and others weako Three regions (4, 7, 8) have no 
collegiate institutions. :Regions 4 and 7 ~ ~nside~ poor areas. 
Region 5 is a. good e::mmple of this factor. '!'we· institutions a.re locat-. . . 
ed. in this area, both i:n the city of Ter.re Haute, ·I:m.diana. State Univer-
sity and .Bose-Hulma.n Institute. The average distance travelled by ea.ch 
athlete from his heme to one of these schools was 69.3 and 69.2 miles 
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respectively. This indicates that most of these players came from 
I 
. 'i outside this region. Only six baske\ball players were from this region. 
This infonnation indicates that this section of Indiana. does not pro-
duce a. sig:Rifica.nt number of players in comparison to some of the other 
regions ef the state. 
Some of the same ean be see~ in Reg:i,on 2. There a.re four schools 
located in this eighteen county area. 'fyo of these institutions, st. 
Joseph College a.nd Grace College, recruit most of their players from 
outside the state (eleven of fourt~en and si; of ten respectively). 
Trl;_Sta.te College, also located in this region, has one of the largest 
average recruiting distances of all the schools in the_ state, 95.9 
miles. These illustrations indicate a strong pattern of recruitment 
outside of Region 2. 
The opposite is true of Region '.3, considered a strong area. 
Sixteen collegiate institutions are found in this nineteen county area. 
Seven of these colleges have average recruitment pa.tte::cns under thirty-
five miles for their Indiana ba.sketball 1players. This is approximately 
forf.y-:five per cent. Many of the other schools recruit fmm a longer 
average distance, but still within the boundaries of this region, It 
is the largest of the ten regions developed. 
F.a.eh of these six factors can be used in detail to make a.n in 
depth study of the ten regions, Region J has the best credentials 
when thfse factors are applied; th~refore, this region is the most 
s:\:~nif'ieant in relationship to basketball strength, emphasis, and 
influence in. Indiana. The eeunties of this region rank "{ery high with 
all the factors;" The total strength of some of these factors begins 
to diminish slightly as ea.ch of the other regions are studied. 
It should 't.,e understood that subjective personal evaluation by 
the author was important th:cou.ghout the regionalization process and 
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the explanatory analysis, With different variables used in develop-
·,· 
ing regions, and other evaluation factors dmwn upon f'or analysis, 
. . '· 
there eoul.d be justification for a different regicnaliza.tion of basket-
ball in Indiana, But in the opinion of the author, the variables and 
factors used in this chapter are inf'ennative and a.re likely ones to be 
used in this situation, 
CHAPI'ER VII 
. ·l 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATION• 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Although this has been a discriptive study of I:ridia.na. basketball, 
several conclusions were drawn, implications observed, and reeommen-
. I 
dations suggested. These items will be discussed by topic, with 
over-all recoJ11J11enda.tions suggested at the conclusion of this chapter. 
The origin of basketball _on the na.tion~-level is easily deter-
mined and has been well documented by Naimd th and others.. . It is also 
app::copr.Late tha.t the National Basketball Hall iame is located a.t 
Springfield, Massachusetts. Or.Lgin is also relatively easy to locate 
in relationship to basketball in the state of Indiana, Its beginnings 
! '. 
in C:r:awfo:rdsville are linked to the direct diffusion fmm Springfield, 
at a very early da.te. It is assumed tha.t the or.Lgin of basketba.11 on 
the state level could also be as easily researched th::coughout the 
I 
United States as it was for Indiana. 
The concept of diffusion is another matter. It is extremely dif-
ficult to follow the spread of ba.sketba.11 throughout the countr,, due 
. . ' . 
to its.rapid gmwth. The.interest generated by this sport is exempli-
fied by the fact that, by the turn of the century, ba.sketball.was 
being played in .ever:y section of 1;he United States and in several 
foreign countries. This problem a.lso existed on the state level. The 
method used in studying strength and emphasis, in hj.gh school 
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tollI.'nalllent competition, proved enlightening. This type of diffusion 
can be followed. f:rom 1911 th:rough 1942, after which the large urban 
areas took contml. The influence of individual coaches was also 
a.ppa.rent. 
There remains a need fer me:r:e ba.sketba.11 histories written at 
the state level. Scbwomeyer did this for Indiana, and it has p:roven 
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very beneficial. This recommendation also applies to national tou.rna.-
ment and conference histories. Several sources of statistical data. 
are availaele, namely the ba.sketba.11 encyclopedias and the Converse 
yea.rl:>ooks. This available mate~ should be assimulat~. into his-
torl.caJ. narrativ~s. 
One of the strongest areas of this study, was the availa't.,ility 
and use of distribution data. The most valuable of this info!.'111&tion 
was the ba.sketbaJ.l p:roduction data. supplied by team rosters collected 
by Ik>oney at the Geography Department of Oklahoma. State University. 
other distribution info:ma.tten oonsisted. of participation, attendance, 
,I 
championship teams, and quality flayer ~ta. Added to this list could 
be a more complete study of the distribution of ehampi,nship colleg-
iate tea.ms and an attempt at newspaper evaluation concerning ba.sket~l 
' ' . 
reporting emphasis in selected areas o:f' the country. The study of 
basketball rooster clubs might also be valuable in this evaluation 
p:roeess, if accurate da.ta colll.d be found. 
One major outgrowth of this type of distribut1ona1 study is the 
interest devel0ped eence:rning areas of strong basketball player Pr<?-
duction. The recrirl.ting job by collegiate coaches could be aided by 
the devel0pment of a theoretical recruiting model, whieh would have as 
its base the d.istrlbuttonaJ. pa.ttem of production. This model would be 
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concerned with areas ]>roducimg a large number of players, having 
supplied themselves adequately, and having enough good players left 
over to create a. sttbsta.ntial nllDlbe:,:- for exportation. The variables of 
distance and intervening opporunities shou~(j -1,so be incorporated in 
the fomllla of the model. One significant implication of this type 
of stud.y would be the reduetion of the recruiting costs expended by 
most collegiate institutions in developing tua.lity basketball teams. 
The stllily of the movement Qf basketball players both locally 8Jld 
nationally from the'plaoe of production to the place of consumption 
helps in the total evalua.tion process of the suength, emphasis, and 
influence of a part~cular area in relationship to basketball. This 
kind of information is fundamental and contributes in developing a 
recruiting model. 
Various examples of spatial interaction could be deveioped. 
Conference ree:ruit~ent patterns and the movements of ~aehes'from one 
point to another with a correlation made between basketball success and 
this movement, would be excellent examples. The study of collegiate 
scheduling -- high schools would be too localized in most cases --
in relationship to tea.a success might 'be apropos •. 
:eoth raw importation of basketball players and tle per cent in 
, I I ' 
rela.tions)!d]) to the total 1UU1ber imported by.an area eould 'be used to . . . 
develop regions of basketball player dependency. One possible l(&y to 
. . ' I . . • 
evaluate and analyze dependency wolll;d be to struct•re a ~~ression 
problem consist!~ of a dependent variable~ such as th, per cent of the 
: I . •1 
core export, and two or three independent variables, such as distane.e, 
population, and/or pPpulation times distance. The residuals f:r:om this 
sort of :regression problem could be mapped and the regional variations 
' 
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analyzed. This might clarify some of the unexplained vari~tion that 
now exists. 
Geographically, Indiana. basketball is extremely well organized. 
the collegiate institutions belong to strong national athletic assoei-
, ' 
atioms, and most of them are pa.rt 0£ conferences which have mutual 
interests. Within the last year (1973), the NCAA has seen the need 
for reorganization into three divisions. The assessment of this 
decision must be studied in the future. The NAIA has also evalua~ed. 
its organizational strt1cture amd has made some minor changes recently. 
One exaJ11ple, has been the elimination of one district in the northwest, 
and the creation of a new one in the northeast. This change was due 
i ' 
to the growi:ng membership of .institutions in the eastem portion of, 
the country and to the resulting inbalance in relationship t0 tourna.-
ment representation. This illustrated the need for continuous evalu-
ation by the nation.al athletic associatioRs in reference to spatial 
organization. 
The Indiana High School Athletic Asso.ciation had its beginnings 
in 1903, and has played the most important role in athletics on the 
high school level si~ee that time. The administration of ba.sketba.11, 
a.nd more specifically the state tournament, has be,en one Qf the most 
important fuuctions of this organization. In recent years, there has 
been a great deal of attentipn given to 1the equalization of numbers in 
relationship to the sectional portion of this tournament. This kind 
of spatial organization is appli~able to any team aspiring to the 
state championship. With high school consolidation and reorganiza-
tion continually tl;l,king place, this aspect of geography is of con-
sequence. 
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The regiona.liza.tion process is an invention of the mind, and it 
is a tool that can~ manipulated to meet the needs of the problem, 
Homogenous and complex homogenous grouping wa.s used severail times 
thmughout the study, Which varla.bles and eva.1118..tion processes to 
use are the two pa.ra.mo'tlllt issues to C¥}al with when attempting. complex 
homogenous grouping, In this st.udy, the variables were selected upon 
a rationale developed by the author and the evaluation precess was aa 
• 
elementary comparison, ranking, and s't11llllla.tion a.nalysis, The results 
were revealing and confi:cma.tion ef the leadership :role of Indiana in 
relationship to 1*,ket'ba.11 was realized, This regiona.liza.tion process 
in itself represented a major conclusion c:,f this study, 
One recommendation for future research in this field, would be 
in applying more adequate and comprehensive quantitative te~hniques 
in developing regional groups. With the use of the computer, many 
sophisticated techniques are availa~le, 
The relationship between religion and sport. ia :today's society 
is of special interest to this author, This affili4tion has been 
I 
gail'ling momentwa in .recent yea.rs and the social implications upon see-
iety warrant investigation. Severa.li, organizations have been establish-
ed which propagate this linique combination, s\\eh as Venture for Viet,ry, 
Fellowship of Christian Athle"\es, Spo:dsAm'ba.ssa.dors, Athletes in 
Action, and Wandering Wheels, 
Other over-a.11 recommenda.tions should be made at this point, A 
follow up s1,lldy of this nature would be in order in a five or ten year 
period, 
. I 
This would provide the continuity neeessa.ry to make more 
eollelusive judgements concerning basketball strength, emphasis, and 
influence within an area.. Areas other than Indiana. could also be 
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stlldied. in depth. This type of' stlldy lft)uld n.ot have to 'be limited..'bJ 
state ioedaries. Groups of' s'ta.tes could be analyzed. collectively, or 
the ltrba.n .. ruraJ. relationship could 'be investigated within a·panicular 
state. Several combinations could be developed. to aid in the geo-
gra.pbic research of basketball. 
It is the opinion of this a.11thor that enough inf'o:rma.'tien ha.s 
been collected. and presented. in this study to ~t the statement 
that Ind.ia.na. is cnie of' the core areas, if not the core, in the United 
States where basketball is oon.eern.ed. The data auJ.yzed in this study 
substantiates this statemeiat, ~d it is co~jectured. :tbat if further 
inf'o:cma.tion were gathered, the aa.me results would be realized. 
'!'1:le strongest of these refµ.OBS was tke urth central oore developed in 
~:, 
the regionalizatiu chapter. Therefore, it llight be suggested that 
Macie (or Lafayette, or Anderl$0B, or Inclianapelis) could be the ba~et,,. 
ball capital of the state, er 111,&ybe even the nation! . 
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McCreary 
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1956-Ind.ia.napolis .Attucks-
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Southwest Missouri State College 
Southeast State College 
Lincoln Umiversity 
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Monta.:na. State University 
University of Montana. 




Universit7 of Nebraska 
Hastings College 
John F. Kenedy 
Neb+a.ska State College 
Nebraska University 
Neb:ta,ska State College 







University of New Hampshire 
Keene State 
New England College 
Plymouth State College 





Saint Peter's College 
Seton Hall University 
Fairleigh Dickinson University 
Glassboro State College 
Jersey City State College 
Montclair State College 
Trenton State College 
Upsala College 
Drew University 
Newark State College 
NEW.MEXICO 
New MeXico State University 
University of New Mexico 
Western New Mexico University 








Long.· -...... ;i:s. la.nd Uni versi t;y 
. . . .. (Brooklyn Center) 
Ma.~hattan College 
Tne,:q~ty College of New York 
Niagara University 
The 1, University of Rochester 
St. ;eonaventure University 
$"f;~ John's University 





Bernard. M. Baruch 
Binghamton University 
Brooklyn College 











Le Moyna CGllege 
Mari.st Colleie .. 
New York In.s:ti tute of Technolo~ 
New York State Maritime College 
State Universitf of New York 
(B:rockport.) 
State University of New York 
(Cort.land) 
State University of New York 
(Fredonia) 
State University of New York 
(Geneseo) 
State University of New York 
(New Paltz) 
State Vniversity of New York 
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College of Long Island University 
Pratt Institute 
Queens College 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
Robe:¢ts Wesleyan 
Rochester Institute of Technology 
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st. John Fisher College 
st. Lawrence U?liversity 
Siena College 
Southampton College of L.r.u. 
Stony Brook University 
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Ea.st Carolina University 
North Carolina State University 
University of North Carolina 
Wake Forest University 
Elizabeth City State 
North Carolina University 
. (Asheville) 
North Carolina University 
(Charlotte) 
Pembroke State College 
Western Carolina University 
Ga:piner-Webb College 
High Point College 
Lenoir Rhyne College 
North Carolina A & T State 
University 
Atlantic Christian College 
NO:RTH DAKOTA 
North Dakota State University 
University of North Dakota 
Jamestown College 
Minot State College 
Valley City State Teachers 
College 
OHIO 
University of Akron 
Bo''li:ng Green State University 
University of Cincinnati 
University of Dayton 
Kent State University 
Miami University 
O~o State University 
Ohio University 
Uniye:;'Sity of Toledo 
Xavier University 
Youngstown State University 
Capital University 












Oklahoma State University 
University of Oklahmna. 
Oral Roberts University 
The University of Tulsa 
Cameron State College 
Langston University 
Oklahoma Baptist University 
Oklahoma State College 
(Central) 
Oklahoma State College 
(Ea.st Central ) 
Oklahoma. State College 
(Northeastern) 
Oklahoma State College 
(Southeastern) 
Oklahoma State College 
(Southwestern) 
Panhandle A & M College 
Phillips University 
OREGON 
Oregon State University 
University of Oregon 
University of Portland 
Portland State College 
Willamette University 
Ea.stern Oregon College 
Linfield College 
Lewis and Clark College 
PENNSlLVANIA 
Bucknell University 
Cheyney State College 
Duquesne University 
Lafayette College 
La Salle College 
Lehigh University 
Pennsylvania State University 
University of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia , College of 
Tex. & Sc1 11 
University of Pittsburg 
Saint.Francis College 





Bloomsburg State College 
California. State College 
Carnegie-Mellon University 
Clarion State College 
De+a~ Valley College 
Di~kinson College 
Drex$l Institute of Technology 
Ea.st.Stroudsburg State College 
Jlldinboro State College .· 
El,izabethtown Coll~ 
F~in and Marshall College 
Gettysburg College 
Haverford.College 
Indiana. Ulliversity of Penn. 
Junia.ta College 
King's.College 
Kutztown State College 
L~~9n Valley College 
Linooln Univeisity 
Lock Haven State College 
Lyoo11q.ng College 
~sfield State College 
~llerisville State College 
MQ~!~a.n College 
Muhl~nberg College 
Penn~yivania Military College 
University of Scranton 
Shippen~burg State College 









Ulti:ye:rsity ef &de Island 
B:r;fa.n~ ... · (Jqllege · 
Rl>.9~~ ::Csland College 
SOy~,CA:OOLINA 
. · ... _( J. -,·:: ·. 
T};lCJt; ·• (l,1 taq.ei 
Clemson University 
University of South Carolina 




South Dakota State UniveJ:St.ty 
University of South Dakota 
Yankton College 
Sious Falls College 
Black Hills State College 
Northern State College 
TENNESSEE. 
Austin Peay State College 
Ea.st Tennessee State University 
Memphis State University 
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Middl.e Tennessee State University 
The University of the South 
Tennessee Technological University 





Christian Bzothers College 
ICing.College 
Lincoln Memorial University 
Milligan College 
University of Tennessee 
(Martin Branch) 
Tennessee Wesleyan College 
TttsculWB College 
Union University 
University of Tennessee 
(Chattanooga) 
TlilXAS 
Albilene Christian College 
Baylor University 
Hardin-Simmons University 
University of Houston 
La.mar State College of Teohru>logy 
North Texas State University 
Pan Amer.Lean College 
Rice University . 
Southern Methodist University 
Texas A & M University 
Texas Christian University 
Texas Technological College 
The University of Texas 
(Arlington) 
The University of Texas 
(Austin) 
The Universitf of Texas 
( Jill Paso ) 
West Texas State University 
Prairie View A & M College 
Bishop College 
LeTournea.u College 
Stephen F. Austin State College 
Trinity University 




Ea.st.Texas State Universit1 
. . . .·· .·· . . st. Mar,.s University 
So~thwest Texas State College 
trrAH' 
Brigha.m Yolfflg University 
t:Jta.h ··state· University 
W~ver,sity of Utah 
Weber State College 
VERMONT 
Middlebury College 
Univ~rsity of Ve:mont 
~t~fton State College 
Johnson State College 
Lynd.0nState College 
No~ch. University · 
s1;;·;i,1~~e1•s College 
Windbe,Dl.College 
s \'"i: .· . .-. :·-,·· .. 
vi~xmA 
li~tt,~~Henry College 
U~t,~ity.· of Richmond 
~~i?ke Coliege 
Yimlnia.•·· Military- Insi.i tute 
V~~~a Pelyteclmic Institute 
w~+,rsi\yo:rvi~m.-
w*;p.t~ & Ma;-y, The College of 




~pton·. J:nstitute . 
v;rg1.~a: State College 
Wniversity of Puget Sound 
Washington State University 
University of Washington 
Western Washington State College 
Gonzaga University 
Central Washington State College 
St. Martin's College 
WEST VIRGINIA 
Marshall University 
West Virginia State College 
West.Virginia University 
Al.derson-:Pmad.dtts College 
:J3.1U.field State College 
Con.cord College 
Davis and El.kins <hllege 
Fairmont State College 
Glenville State College 
Merri.s Harrey College 
Salem.Cci,llege 
Shepherd College 
West Liberty State.College 
West Virginia Instit•te of Teeh. 





University of Wisconsin 
Stout State College 
Wisconsin Sta.te:University 
(Eau Claire) 
Wisoonsin State University 
(LaCmsse) 
Wisconsin State University 
(Oshkosh) 
Wisconsin State University 
(River Falls) 




Wisconsin State University 
(Whitewater) 





University of Wyoming 
APPENDIX C 
I.NBIANA COLLEGIATE INSTITUTIONS 
AND AFFILIATIONS 
NCAA INSTITUTIONS 
Indiana University-Big Ten 
Purdue University-Big Ten 
Notre Dame University-I 
Ball State University-MAC 





Indiana Central College-ICC 
:@vansville University-ICC 
St, Joseph Oollege-ICC 
Big Ten-Big Ten Conference 
I-Independent 
MAO-Mid-Ameriea..n Conference 




















Indiana Institute of 
Technology .... MCCC 
Marion College-MCCC 
St, Francis College-MCCC 
Tri-State College-MCCC 
Bethel College-I 
Concordia Senior College-I 
Fort Wayne Bible College-I 
Franklin College-I 
Indiana State University 
At Evansville-I 
Ma:r:l.an. College-I 
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